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School of Aerospace Engineering 
--- -~~ - .. -·-· -- -~- ----· ·-------- ------- -~ - ---- ----- -- -- .. 

Mr. Dave Findlay 
Code6051 
Naval Air Development Center 
Warminster, PA 1897 4 

September 4, 1990 

Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0150 
404·894·3000 
Fax: 404·894·2760 

Subject: 81-MONTHL Y PROGRESS REPORT FOR THE PROJECT 
"UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF DUAL-ELEMENT WING 
CONFIGURATIONS" 

Dear Mr. Findlay: 

During the reporting period July 13, 1990- August 31, 1990, a 2-D 

compressible Navier-Stokes solver capable of handling multi-element airfoil 

configurations was developed. A user guide documenting the capabilities of the 

computer code has been prepared, and enclosed. An IBM PC Compatible 

diskette containing the Navier-Stokes solver and grid generator, sample input 

data set and sample output will be delivered to you, and an oral briefing given 

during your visit to Georgia Tech this month. 

An Equal Education and Employment Opportunity Institution 

Sincerely, 

LAKSHMI N. SANKAR 
Associate Professor 

A Unit of the University System of Georgia 



USER GUIDE FOR 

GTMEL2D (Version 1.0) 

GEORGIA TECH 
MULTI-ELEMENT AIRFOIL2-D NAVIER-STOKES ANALYSIS PROGRAM 

Written By 

L. N. Sankar 
Associate Professor 

School of Aerospace Engineering 
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332 

INTRODUCTION 

The Multi-element airfoil code, in conjunction with the MFLGRD (Multi-foil 

grid generation) code may be used to study the subsonic and transonic 

aerodynamic characteristics of high lift configurations. Specifically, 

* Any number of components may be present. The grid generator, as 

well as the flow solver can handle 2, 3 ,4 or 5 element airfoils. Thus airfoil-flap, 

airfoil-slat, airfoil-slat-flap combinations may be investigated. 

* The program works in the Mach number range 0.1 < M , 1.0, for a 

large range of angles of attack ( Angle of attack up to 90 degrees, flap deflection 

up to 90 degrees). The flow is assumed to be fully turbulent over the main airfoil 

and secondary elements. 

MATHEMATICAL AND NUMERICAL FORMULATION 

The GTMEL2D program solves the compressible full Navier-Stokes 

equations, and is based on the single element airfoil code GTNSE2D developed 



by Sankar and Tang in 1985, and later modified by Mr. Jiunn-Chi Wu at Georgia 

Tech as part of his Ph. D. thesis. It uses central differences to evaluate all spatial 

derivatives, and is therefore second order accurate in space. It uses a set of 

artificial viscosity terms proposed by Jameson and Turkel (AIAA Paper 81-1259). 

It uses a first order accurate implicit time marching scheme. The program can be 

used in the time accurate mode, or in the relaxation mode. If the relaxation mode 

is used, the program uses different values of time steps at the different node 

points, in order to relax the solution to the final converged values within 1000 time 

steps. 

This program handles multi-element airfoils as follows. First, the flow field is 

divided into zones. If there are N elements, then the number of zones equals 

N + 1. This is a user changeable value called NZO appearing in the parameter 

statements in every subroutine in the program. In each zone, a H- grid is used. 

The different zones communicate with each other in that flow properties are 

continuous across zone boundaries, except when the nodes on the zone 

boundaries correspond to solid points. 

At every time step, the program performs the following calculations for 

each zone: 

* It computes the metrics of transformation, which link the curvilinear H

grid in the physical plane to a uniformly spaced grid in the transformed plane. This 

is done in the main program. 

* The main program calls the SLPS routine to advance the solution at all 

the interior points. This requires calls to RESI (which computes the inviscid 

contributions to the changes in the flow properties), to STRESS (which computes 

changes in flow properties due to viscous stresses, and calls EDDY to compute 

eddy viscosities), to DISS2 which computes the artificial viscosity terms needed to 

remove wiggles in the solution. The routine SLPS then assembles a penta

diagonal matrix system for the changes in the flow properties through calls to 

subroutines AMAT1 and AMAT2. SLPS further factors this penta-diagonal matrix 

into two tri-diagonal matrices, and solves for the changes in the flow properties 

through calls to MATRX1 and MATRX2. These routines are simply tri-diagonal 

matrix solvers, vectorized for efficient performance on a Cray XMP. The changes 



in the flow properties are added to the old values to get flow properties at all 

interior nodes in a given zone. 

After all the interior points in all the zones have been updated, the main 

program calls WALLBC, which updates the boundaries. At solid walls, the no slip 

condition is applied, and the pressure/density gradients are set to zero. At fluid 

boundaries that separate adjacent zones, the flow properties are averaged from 

above and below. 

INPUT TO THE FLOW SOLVER 

The input to the grid generation program is explained separately in a user 

guide. Here, the input to the flow solver are discussed. 

The flow solver uses free format input everywhere. The first two cards in 

the input stream are comment cards used to document the case being 

considered. The program reads both cards, and echoes the second card. 

The third card is a title card, read and ignored by the solver. Such title 

cards are used to document the data on the following card. 

The fourth card specifies the number of time steps for the current run, the 

time step used, and a logical flag showing if the current run is time accurate. For 

multi-element airfoils, this logical flag may be set to FALSE. Then, the time step 

can vary from 1.0 to 5.0. The total number of time steps needed to achieve 

converged solution varies between 1000 and 2000 time steps. 

The fifth card is a comment card. 

The sixth card specifies the artificial viscosity coefficients used. The 

recommended values are WW=3, WWI=10, WW2X=WW2Y=1. and 

WW4X = WW4Y =0.1. These values should be adequate for most cases. Increase 

in this values improves convergence, at the expense of solution accuracy. 

The seventh card is a comment card. 



The eighth card is a logical card, stating if the current run is a RESTART 

run. If so, the program reads a previously saved solution from FORTRAN Unit 7. 

At the end of each run, the program automatically writes the solution to FORTRAN 

UnitS. 

The ninth card is a comment card. 

The tenth card specifies the Mach number, the angle of attack, and the 

Reynolds number in Millions. If the Reynolds number is zero, then an inviscid 

Euler analysis is performed. 

Note that the program expects the grid to be supplied as a file GRID. OAT, 

automatically generated by the MFLGRD program. 

SAMPLE APPLICATION 

As a sample application, the subsonic viscous ·flow past a GArN)-1 airfoil 

with a flap deflected at 20 degree has been computed. The Mach number was 

0.3, and the angle of attack was 5 degrees. The computed value of lift, equal to 

2.62 {Perpendicular to the x- axis, the very last line of output) is in good 

agreement with the experimental value of 2.67. This airfoil has been studied 

extensively {e.g. Wentz and Seetharam, "Development of a Fowler Flap System 

for a General Aviation Airfoil," NASA CR 2443, November 1974). A sample input 

stream for the grid generator (File GAW130.DAT on the IBM PC diskette), and a 

sample input stream for the flow solver (File GTMEL2D.DAT on the diskette) are 

enclosed. Typical output from the ·flow solver is also enclosed. A plot of the body

fitted grid near the airfoil-flap combination, and a plot of Cp over the main airfoil 

and flap are also enclosed. The Cp distribution for the main airfoil also shows the 

measured Cp values. 

FILES ON THE IBM PC DISKETTE 

The IBM PC diskette contains 

*The grid generation program source code (MFLGRD.FOR) 

*The flow solver source code {GTMEL2D.FOR) 



*Input data for the grid generator (GAW130.DAT) 

*Input data for the flow solver (GTMEL2D.DAT). 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A general purpose multi-element airfoil code, capable of handling airfoil

flap, airfoil-slat and airfoil-slat-flap combinations has been developed. This solver 

can handle attached and separated flows, in the entire speed range of interest to 

aircraft and rotary wing designers. 



User's Guide for Program 
ID...GRD 

A grid Generation Program for Multiple 
Component Airfoil Geometries 

David M. Schuster 
Aviation Technology Branch 

G1RI/RAll.IIDD 
October, 1989 

ID...GRD uses a Zonal approach to generate a two-dimensional body-fitted grid about 
multiple component airfoils. The program uses a H-Grid topology to break the overall grid 
into a number of zones conforming to the airfoil contours. 

The geometry infut format for the code is that of the NASA/Lockheed Multiple Airfoil 

Program (MAP) . The basic topology used in the generation of multiple component airfoil 
grids is shown in Figure 1 for a two-element high lift airfoil. The user has complete 
control of the defmition of the grid extents, and the spacing, placement and number of 
airfoil components. The user can control the number and spacing of the grid points along 
the boundaries of each zone, as well as the shape of the "wake" cuts ahead of and behind 
each airfoil component. 

The two-dimensional grids are generated using a Succesive Line Over-Relaxation (SLOR) 

of Thompsons elliptic grid generation equations2. Source terms used to control the 
distribution of grid points interior to the boundaries are computed solely from the boundary 

information as suggested by Thomas3. The method maintains complete continuity across 
zonal interfaces by solving the grid generation equations across the interfaces. This option 
can be defeated for grids problems which do not require slope continuity across the zonal 
interfaces. 

Input for the method consists of free-format input read from unit 5. Runtime output is to 
unit 6, while grids are written to unit 8. The input and output of the code will now be 
described in detaiL 

All input data is read in free-format from unit 5. Parameters controlling the distribution of 
points and the actual grid generation are read first, followed by the description of the 
geometry. Suggested values for some of the parameters are shown in parentheses. 

Line 1 TilLE 
TilLE Title Descriptor for the grid generation case. 

Line2 
NITR 

NITR, OrviEGA, MOVE, SRCCUT 

OMEGA 
MOVE 

Number of iterations to be performed in the SLOR iteration of the 
grid generation equations. (50) 
=0 Generates an algebraic grid. 
Over-Relaxation Factor. (1.3) 
Determines whether zonal interfaces are to be updated during the 
grid generation. (1) 
=0 Interfaces will not be updated. (Slope Discontinuity) 
=1 Interfaces will be included in the solution of the grid generation 
equations. (Slope Continuity) 



1=1 

-41 - 1=1 I=IMAX(1) --..... 
Zone 1 

Zone2 

J=JMAXC 1) 

Zone 3 J=l 
1=1 

I=IMAX(3) 

J=JMAX(3) 

Figure 1. Grid Topology for a Two-Element Airfoil 



SRCCUT 

Line3 NC 

Multiplier for the calculation of the source terms. ( 1.0) 
=0.0 Source terms are not included in the grid generation. 
>0.0 Source terms are pre-multiplied by the value of SRCCUT. 

NC Number of airfoil components to be generated for this case. The 
total number of grid zones (NZONE) is set to NC+ 1. 

Line 4 is repeated NZONE=NC+ 1 times. 

Line 4 IMAX(N), JMAX(N) 'f 
1MAX Maximum number of points in the I, or/direction for zone N. 
JMAX Maximum number of points in the J or l1direction for zone N. 

Line 5 Blank Line 1 
Lines 6 through 17 are repeated NC times. 

Line6 NSEGU 
NSEGU Number of segments the upper surface of component N is to be 

broken into. 

Line 7 is repeated NSEGU times. 

Line 7 ISU(M,N), IEU(M,N), SSU(M,N), SEU(M,N), DXSU(M,N), 
DXEU(M,N) 

ISU Starting I-index for segment M on component N. If M=l, ISU is 
the index of the leading edge point for component N. 

lEU Ending !-index for segment M on component N. If M=NSEGU, 
lEU is the trailing-edge index for the upper surface of component N. 

SSU Fraction of the component N upper surface arc-length at which 
segment M begins. SSU(1,N) must equal zero. 

SEU Fraction of the component N upper surface arc-length at which 
segment Mends. SEU(NSEGU,N) must equal LO. 

DXSU Spacing of the first grid point along segment M as a fraction of the 
total arc-length of the upper surface. A value of 0.0 results in "free" 
spacing if M= 1, or spacing will be obtained from the end of the 
previous segment if M> 1. 

DXEU Spacing of the last grid point along segment M as a fraction of the 
total arc-length of the upper surface. A value of 0.0 results in "free" 
spacing at the end of segment M. 

LineS NSEGL 
NSEGL Number of segments the lower surface of component N is to be 

broken into. 

Line 9 is repeated NSEGL times. 

Line 9 ISL(M,N), IEL(M,N), SSL(M,N), SEL(M,N), DXSL(M,N), 
DXEL(M,N) 

ISL Starting !-index for segment M on component N. If M=1, ISL is 
the index of the leading edge point for component Nand this value 
must equal ISU(l,N). 



IEL 

SSL 

SEL 

DXSL 

DXEL 

Ending I-index for segment M on component N.lf M=NSEGL, IEL 
is the trailing-edge index for the lower surface of component N. At 
this point, it is necessary that IEU(NSEGU,N)=IEL(NSEGL,N). 
Fraction of the component N lower surface arc-length at which 
segment M begins. SSL(l ,N) must equal zero. 
Fraction of the component N lower surface arc-length at which 
segment M ends. SEL(NSEGL,N) must equal 1.0. 
Spacing of the frrst grid point along segment M as a fraction of the 
total arc-length of the lower surface. A value of 0.0 results in "free" 
spacing ifM=1, or spacing will be obtained from the end of the 
previous segment if M> 1. 
Spacing of the last grid point along segment M as a fraction of the 
total arc-length of the lower surface. A value of 0.0 results in "free" 
spacing at the end of segment M. 

Line 10 NPTSF(N) 
NPTSF Number of coordinates to be input to describe the shape of the 

forward wake. A cubic B-spline is used to generate the forward 
wake curve. The last point along the curve is assumed to be the 
leading edge point for component N, and this point does not need to 
be input in the definition of the curve. NPTSF must be greater than 
2 to properly define the cubic B-spline. The curve coordinates must 
be input from the forward boundary to the leading edge of 
component N. 

Line 11 is repeated NPTSF(N) times 

Line 11 XFOR(M,N),YFOR(M,N) 
XFOR X -coordinate of point M on the forward wake of component N. 
YFOR Y -coordinate of point M on the forward wake of component N. 

Line 12 NSEGF(N) 
NSEGF Number of segments the forward wake for component N is to be 

broken into. 

Line 13 is repeated NSEGF times. 

Line 13 ISF(M,N), IEF(M,N), SSF(M,N), SEF(M,N), DXSF(M,N), 
DXEF(M,N) 

ISF Starting I-index for segment M on the forward wake of component 
N. IfM=1, ISF must equall. 

IEF Ending !-index for segment M on the forward wake of component 
N. If M=NSEGF, IEF must equal ISU(1,N). 

SSF Fraction of the arc-length along the forward wake at which segment 
M begins. SSF(1,N) must equal zero. 

SEF Fraction of the arc-length along the forward wake at which segment 
M ends. SEF(NSEGF,N) must equal 1.0. 

DXSF Spacing of the frrst grid point along segment Min the physical 
oordinates of the grid. A value of 0.0 results in "free" spacing if 
M=1, or spacing will be obtained from the end of the previous 
segment if M> 1. 

DXEF Spacing of the last grid point along segment Min the physical 
coordinates of the grid. A value of 0.0 results in "free" spacing at 
the end of segment M. 



Line 14 NPTSA(N) 
NPTSA Number of coordinates to be input to describe the shape of the aft 

wake for component N. A cubic B-spline is used to generate the aft 
wake curve. The first point along the curve is assumed to be the 
trailing edge point for component N, and this point is not required to 
be input in the definition of the curve. NPTSA must be greater than 
2 to properly define the cubic B-spline. The curve coordinates must 
be input from the trailing edge of component N to the aft grid 
boundary. 

Line 15 is repeated NPTSA(N) times 

Line 15 XAFT(M,N),Y AFT(M,N) 
XAFT X -coordinate of point M on the aft wake of component N. 
Y AFT Y -coordinate of point M on the aft wake of component N. 

Line 16 NSEGA(N) 
NSEGA Number of segments the aft wake for component N is to be broken 

into. 

Line 17 is repeated NSEGA times. 

Line 17 ISA{M,N), IEA(M,N), SSA(M,N), SEA(M,N), DXSA(M,N), 
DXEA(M,N) 

ISA Starting !-index for segment M on the aft wake of component N. If 
M=1, ISA must equal IEU(NSEGU,N). 

lEA Ending I-index for segment M on the aft wake of component N. If 
M=NSEGA, lEA must equal IMAX(N). 

SSA Fraction of the arc-length along the aft wake at which segment M 
begins. SSA{1,N) must equal zero. 

SEA Fraction of the arc-length along the aft wake at which segment M 
ends. SEA(NSEGA,N) must equal 1.0. 

DXSA Spacing of the first grid point along segment M in the physical 
coordinates of the grid. A value of 0.0 results in "free" spacing if 
M=l, or spacing will be obtained from the end of the previous 
segment if M> 1. 

DXEA Spacing of the last grid point along segment M in the physical 
coordinates of the grid. A value of 0.0 results in "free" spacing at 
the end of segment M. 

Line 18 BlankLine 

Line 19 XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX 
XMIN X-coordinate of the forward grid boundary. 
XMAX X-coordinate of the aft grid boundary. 
YMIN Y -coordinate of the bottom grid boundary. 
YMAX Y-coordinate of the top grid boundary. 

Line 20 NSEGT 
NSEGT Number of segments the top grid boundary is to be broken into. 

Line 21 is repeated NSEGT times. 



Line 21 IST(M,N), IET(M,N), SST(M,N), SET(M,N), DXST(M,N), 
DXET(M,N) 

IST Starting !-index for segment M on the top grid boundary. If M=1, 
IST must equal 1. 

lET Ending !-index for segment M on the top grid boundary. If 
M=NSEGT, lET must equal IMAX(l). 

SST Fraction of the arc-length along the top grid boundary at which 
segment M begins. SST(l,N) must equal zero. 

SET Fraction of the arc-length along the top grid boundary at which 
segment M ends. SET(NSEGT,N) must equal 1.0. 

DXST Spacing of the first grid point along segment M in the physical 
coordinates of the grid. A value of 0.0 results in "free" spacing if 
M=1, or spacing will be obtained from the end of the previous 
segment if M> 1. 

DXET Spacing of the last grid point along segment M in the physical 
coordinates of the grid. A value of 0.0 results in "free" spacing at 
the end of segment M. 

Line 22 NSEGB 
NSEGB Number of segments the bottom grid boundary is to be broken into. 

Line 23 is repeated NSEGB times. 

Line 23 ISB(M,N), IEB(M,N), SSB(M,N), SEB(M,N), DXSB(M,N), 
DXEB(M,N) 

ISB Starting !-index for segment M on the bottom grid boundary. If 
M=1, ISB must equall. 

IEB Ending I-index for segment M on the bottom grid boundary. If 
M=NSEGB, IEB must equal IMAX(NZONE). 

SSB Fraction of the arc-length along the bottom grid boundary at which 
segment M begins. SSB(l,N) must equal zero. 

SEB Fraction of the arc-length along the bottom grid boundary at which 
segment M ends. SEB(NSEGB,N) must equal 1.0. 

DXSB Spacing of the frrst grid point along segment M in the physical 
coordinates of the grid. A value of 0.0 results in "free" spacing if 
M=1, or spacing will be obtained from the end of the previous 
segment ifM>1. 

DXEB Spacing of the last grid point along segment M in the physical 
coordinates of the grid. A value of 0.0 results in "free" spacing at 
the end of segment M. 

Line 24 DSNU,DSNL 
DSNU Spacing of the first grid line normal to each component upper 

surface as a fraction of the components chord length. 

DSNL Spacing of the first grid line normal to each component lower 
surface as a fraction of the components chord length. 

This concludes the input of the grid generation, grid size and spacing parameters for the 
grid generation. The geometry and placement information for each airfoil component is 
read next. 

Lines 25 through 32 are repeated NC times. 



Line 25 TITLE(N) 
TITLE Title descriptor for component N. 

Line 26 SCALE(N) 
SCALE Scale factor for component N. Coordinates for component are 

multiplied by SCALE to obtain the fmal coordinates. 

Line 27 NPP(N) (Not required for NC=l) 
NPP The number of pivot points to be defmed for component N. Pivot 

points are used to place other airfoil components in relation to 
component N. 

Line 28 is repeated NPP(N) times. 

Line 28 
XP 
yp 

Line29 
NU 

XP(M,N), YP(M,N) (Not required for NC=1) 

NU(N) 

X -coordinate of pivot point M referenced to component N. 
Y -coordinate of pivot point M referenced to component N. 

Number of points to be input to defme the upper surface of 
component N. 

Line 30 is repeated NU(N) times. 

Line 30 
xu 
YU 

Line 31 
NL 

XU(M,N), YU(M,N) 

NL(N) 

X-coordinate of upper surface point M on component N. 
Y -coordinate of upper surface point M on component N. 

Number of points to be input to defme the lower surface of 
component N. 

Line 32 is repeated NL(N) times. 

Line 32 
XL 
YL 

Line 33 
NM 

XL(M,N), YL(M,N) 
X-coordinate of lower surface point M on component N. 
Y -coordinate of lower surface point M on component N. 

NM (Not required for NC=1) 
Index of the main component. This component is considered to be 
the reference component for the overall airfoil system. 

Lines 34 and 35 are repeated NC-1 times. These lines place and deflect all of the 
components except the main component. 

Line 34 
ICC 
IPP 

ICR 

IPPR 

IC,IPP,ICR,IPPR (Not required for NC=1) 
Index of the component to be placed. 
Index of the pivot point referenced to component IC to be used in 
the placement of the component. 
Index of the component to be used as the reference component in the 
placement of component IC. 
Index of the pivot point referenced to component ICR to be used in 
the placement of component IC. 



Line 35 DELTA (Not required for NC=l) 
DELTA Angle through which component IC is to be rotated. Measured from 

the horizontal, positive counter-clockwise. 

Component IC is translated so that the coordinates of IPP are coincident with the 
coordinates of IPPR. Component IC is then rotated about the pivot point through the angle 
DELTA. This is done for each airfoil component The angle DELTA is referenced to the 
horizontal for the individual component However, this angle is added to the angle defmed 
for the reference component, so DELTA is actually an increment to be added to the 
reference component The order in which the component placement information is input to 
the program will not affect the final placement of the airfoil components. The program 
ensures ·that all reference components have been lofted before lofting each component. 

Once the input data has been read, it is echoed to unit 6. The grid is generated and 
convergence information is printed. The final grid is then written to unit 8 using the 
following Fortran statements. 

OPEN(UNIT=8,FILE='FILE8.DAT',FORM='UNFORMA TIED') 
WRITE(8) NZONE 
DO 10 K=l,NZONE 
WRITE(8) IMAX(K),JMAX(K) 
DO 10 J=l,JMAX(K) 
DO 10 I= 1 ,IMAX(K) 
WRITE(8) X(I,J ,K), Y (l,J ,K) 

10 CONTINUE 
CLOSE(UNIT=8) 

The program dimensions are set through a PARAMETER statement at the beginning of the 
program and at the start of each subroutine. The values defmed in this statement are as 
follows: 

NCMX 

NSMX 

IMX 

JMX 

Maximum number of components which can be input to the 
program. 
Maximum number of segments which can be defined for each of the 
component upper, lower, forward wake and aft wake surfaces, as 
well as for the top and bottom boundaries. 
Maximum number of points in the !-direction (Streamwise) for any 
zone in the grid. 
Maximum number of points in the J-direction (Vertical) for any zone 
in the grid. 

The zonal grid is generated so that the top boundary and the upper surface of the first 
component input are located in Zone 1. The top boundary is located at 1=1, and the upper 
surface is located at J=JMAX(1). The lower surface of the first input component is located 
at J=l of Zone 2, while the upper surface of the second input component is located at 
J=JMAX(2). This pattern is followed until the lower surface of component NC is located 
at J=l of Zone NZONE=NC+l and the bottom boundary of the grid is located at 
J=JMAX(NZONE). The forward boundary is always located at I= 1, while the aft 
boundary is located at l=IMAX for the respective zone. While the order of input of the 
components does not affect the overall set-up of the airfoil geometry, it does directly affect 
the definition of the resulting grid topology. Therefore, the user must be careful to input 
the airfoil component in a top-to-bottom order for the grid to be properly generated. 
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David Findlay 
Code 6051 
Naval Air Development Center 
Warminster, PA 18974 

November 20, 1990 

School of Aerospace Engineering 

Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0150 
404·894·3000 
Fax: 404·894·2760 

Subject: Bi-Monthly Progress Report for the Period September 1- October 30, 1990, 

for Contract N62269-90-C-0246 

Dear Mr. Findlay: 

During the reporting period September 1 - October 30, 1990, the following 

progress was made on the subject contract: 

1. The two-dimensional multi-element airfoil code GTMEI2D (previously delivered 

to the sponsor) was modified to handle surface motion. The main airfoil as well as 

the second element (canard , flap or slat) is free to pitch and plunge. At each time 

step, the body-fitted grid must be regenerated. For small amplitude motions, the 

original grid developed by the Thompson-Thames-Mastin grid procedure can be 

modified by simple shearing transformations. For large amplitude motions, it is 

necessary to call the grid generator, and redistribute the grid. For rigid body 

rotations where the main airfoil and the second element both rotate about the same 

axis, by the same amount, the original grid may be simply rotated at every time step. 

2. The modified flow solver with surface motion is being debugged through 

study of the dynamic stall characteristics of a Boeing Vertol VR-7 airfoil, with a 

leading edge slat made of a NACA 15320 profile. Experimental data for this 

configuration is available in the AIAA Paper 83-2533 titled 'The Effect of a Leading 

Edge Slat on the Dynamic Stall of an Oscillating Airfoil," by Larry Carr and Ken 

McAlister. 

Figure 1 shows the body-fitted grid, and figure 2 shows a close-up view of the 

grid in the vicinity of the slat. 
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To date, the following results have been obtained: 

a) A steady state solution has been obtained for this configuration at Mach 

number 0.2, Mean Angle of Attack 5 degrees and a Reynolds number of 2.5 Million. 

The computed lift coefficient of 0.57 is in good agreement with the experimental 

data. 

b) Unsteady variation of lift, drag and pitching moment for the early portion 

of the dynamic stall loop have also been obtained, but have not been compared with 

experimental data at this time. 

We plan to brief you on the capabilities of the modified GTMEI2D code in 

December, and deliver the source code, sample data set and sample input/output 

information at that time. 

Sincerely, 

LAKSHMI N. SANKAR 
Associate Professor 
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Mr. Dave Findlay 
Code 6051 
Naval Air Development Center 
Warminster, PA 18974 

January 20, 1991 

Subject: 81-MONTHL Y PROGRESS REPORT FOR THE PROJECT 
"UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF DUAL-ELEMENT WING 
CONFIGURATIONS" 

Dear Mr. Findlay: 

During the reporting period November 1, 1990- December 31, 1990, the 

following tasks were completed: 

a) The 2-D compressible Navier-Stokes solver capable of handling multi-element 

airfoil configurations was calibrated by computing the flow field over a two

element Boeing Vertol VR-7 airfoil-slat configuration that has been tested at NASA 

by Larry Carr and Ken McAlister. In this study, the airfoil-slat combination 

undergoes large amplitude sinusoidal pitching oscillations, between 5 and 25 

degrees. In the absence of the slat, a massively separated flow would arise at the 

end of the upstroke, giving rise to an abrupt stall and a slow recovery to attached 

flow conditions. The presence of the slat greatly reduces the separated flow 

region during the downstroke, and leads to smaller hysteresis loops. 

Our calculations indicate that the multi-element airfoil solver correctly 

predicts the reduction in the size of the separated flow region, and leads to 

smaller hysteresis loops, when compared to a single element airfoil. Figure 1 

shows the lift hysteresis loop computed using the Navier-Stokes solver, and figure 

2 shows the surface pressure distribution over the slat and the main airfoil at a 

number of time levels. 

While the computed hysteresis loop is in qualitative agreement with 

experiments, there are some discrepancies between the theory and 



measurements. The theory predicts that separation is triggered while the airioil is 

pitching up, around 20 degrees. Experiments, and our single element airioil 

analyses for comparable configurations indicate stall to begin around 25 degrees. 

The early separation appears to be a result of low eddy viscosities computed by 

the flow solver, over the upper region. Our experience in the past with single 

element airioil analyses indicates that low computed eddy viscosities frequently 

arise when the gird density normal to the airioil is not fine enough. 

These calculations are being repeated on a finer grid, to determine if 

improvements in the computed hysteresis loops are possible, and to assess the 

effects of grid spacing on the computed loads. 

b) A series of calculations to study the effects of blowing at the suriace of low 

aspect ratio wings on the high-alpha stall characteristics are in progress. These 

calculations are done jointly with Dave Findlay of NADC. Preliminary results on the 

effects of blowing on the vortex-twin tail interactions of fighter aircraft will be 

presented at the forthcoming AIM Fluids and Plasma Dynamics Conference. 

c) The Georgia Tech 3-D compressible Navier-Stokes code is being modified 

to study multi-element surtaces such as wing-canard combinations. To calibrate 

this code, we plan to use a generic wing-canard-fuselage combination recently 

studied at the NASA Ames Research Center. Figure 3 shows the configuration 

geometry, and details of the suriace grid. 

Sincerelv. 

l.AKSHt1i N. SAN KAR 
Associate Professor 
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Fig. 2 Surface pressure distributions for airfoil-slat combination at 
different time levels. 
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Fig. 3a Geometry definition for a generic wing-·body-canard configuration. 



Fib. 3b 

Body-fitted grid, close-up View. 



Fig. 3c Body-fitted grid, including far field boundaries. 
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Mr. Dave Findlay 
Code 6051 
Naval Air Development Center 
Warminster, PA 18974 

March 31, 1991 

School of Aerospace Engineering 

Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0150 
404·894·3000 
Fax: 404·894·2760 

Subject: BI-MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT FOR THE PROJECT 
"UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF DUAL-ELEMENT WING 
CONFIGURATIONS" 

Dear Mr. Findlay: 

During the reporting period January 1, 1991 - February 28, 1991, the 

following tasks were completed: 

a) The Georgia Tech 3-D compressible, unsteady Navier-Stokes code 

capable of handling 3-D wings and helicopter rotors has been modified to study 

the flow over the F-15 wing-body-inlet configuration at high angles of attack. 

Calculations were performed for the cases with and without spanwise blowing 

and suction at wing leading-edge and fuselage forebody to study the effect of 

flow control on the overall flowfield, vortex trajectory, and the aerodynamic 

loading behavior at 20 deg. angle of attack and freestream Mach number of 

0.15. The results were obtained in a time accurate mode so that the inherent 

unsteadiness of the flow at this high angle of attack can be captured properly. 

Fig. 1 shows the F-15 wing-body-inlet configuration with wing leading 

edge blowing region (shown as a dark strip on the figure) which stretches 

through the entire wing span. The intensity of blowing or suction (negative 

blowing) was assumed to be 15% of the ·freestream velocity in the direction 

normal to the wing leading edge at each spanwise section. Figs. 2 and 3 show 

the top and side views of the particle trajectories for the cases with and without 

blowing. In the case of wing leading edge blowing (Fig. 2 a), the vortex over 

the wing has a more organized structure and tighter vortex core than without 

blowing (Fig. 2 b). This is expected to delay the vortex bursting as a result. The 
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vortex core trajectory for the blowing case is located much closer to the fuselage 

and the vertical tail than that without blowing. The time history of the local lift 

coefficient at several spanwise stations with and without blowing is compared in 

Fig. 4. The result shows that the lift coefficient without blowing has an inherent 

unsteady nature represented by the repeated pattern of lift variation at about 5 

Hz, especially on the wing. This is most likely due to the vortex bursting near 

the wing trailing edge. Since the blowing adds energy to the flow and delays 

the vortex bursting, the lift behavior for the blowing case shows much less 

unsteadiness than without blowing. 

In case of wing leading edge suction, the particle trajectory simulation in 

Fig. 2 c shows an early vortex bursting on the wing surface at about 40% of the 

chord at the wing tip region. The lift behavior plotted on Fig. 5 shows that the 

magnitude of flow unsteadiness is much larger than that without blowing on the 

wing surface. Thus suction appears to promote early vortex bursting. 

During the next reporting period, this study will be continued for several 

different blowing intensities and for different blowing locations over the wing 

and body, and the aerodynamic loading on the vertical tail due to the vortex

vertical tail interactions will be estimated. 

(b) A modification of the 3-D Georgia Tech Navier-Stokes code is under 

progress to study multi-element surfaces such as canard-wing-body 

combinations both in steady and unsteady flight conditions. The flow solver has 

been restructured so that a multi-block flow simulation is possible. This solver is 

being coupled to the elliptic multi-block grid generator, which was reported in 

the previous progress report. The code debugging and test runs will continue 

for the next several reporting periods. 

Sincerely, 

LAKSHMI N. SANKAR 

Associate Professor. 



Fig. 1 F-15 Wing-Body-Inlet Configuration 



(a) With Blowing 

(b) No Blowing 

(c) With Suction 

Fig. 2 Particle Trajectory Simulation (Top View) 



(a) With Blowing 

(b) No Blowing 

(c) With Suction 

Fig. 3 Particle Trajectory Simulation (Side View) 
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Mr. Dave Findlay 
Code6051 
Naval Air Development Center 
Warminster, PA 18974 

May 20, 1991 

Subject: 81-MONTHL Y PROGRESS REPORT FOR THE PROJECT 
"UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF DUAL-ELEMENT WING 
CONFIGURATIONS" 

Dear Mr. Findlay: 

During the reporting period March 1, 1991 - April30, 1991, the following 

tasks were completed: 

- a) Calculations fodhe effects of blowing on an F-15 wing-body-inlet configuration 

were completed. These results will be presented at the AIAA Fluids and Plasma 

Dynamics Conference, in June 1991. Final Plots showing particle traces 

generated using PLOT3D were generated. These plots will be shown to you, and 

hand-delivered to you, during your trip to Atlanta in June 1991. 

b) Modifications to the Georgia Tech 3-D compressible Navier-Stokes code to 

study multi-element surfaces such as wing-canard combinations continued. 

Preliminary results for the surface pressure distribution over a generic wing-body 

of revolution-canard configuration have been obtained, and will be presented to 

you during your visit in June. The program diverges if large time steps are taken, 

over the wing and canard upper surface where high fluid velocities and low 

pressures occur. We are investigating modifications to the numerical viscosity 

terms in the 3-D solver to improve the stability of the solution procedure. 

Sincerely, 

LAKSHMI N. SANKAR 
Professor 
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Mr. Dave Findlay 
Code 6051 
Naval Air Development Center 
Warminster, PA 18974 

July 17, 1991 

School of Aerospace Engineering 

Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0150 
404·894·3000 
Fax: 404·894·2760 

Subject: 81-MONTHL Y PROGRESS REPORT FOR THE PROJECT 
"UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF DUAL-ELEMENT WING 
CONFIGURATIONS" 

Dear Mr. Findlay: 

During the reporting period May 1, 1991 - June 30, 1991, the following 
tasks were completed: 

a) The 3-D elliptic grid generator developed at Georgia Tech 
has been modified for multi-element configurations and the multi
block grid generation for a typical canard-wing-body combination 
has been completed. The baseline grid for this configuration is 
generated as a two-block H-0 topology grid with 139 streamwise, 
39 radial, and 78 circumferential points. The surface grid 
distribution and the flowfield grid of the upper block are illustrated 
in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. A similar grid for the bottom half of the canard
wing-body configuration completes the second block. The grid 
points are clustered near the fuselage forebody, wing and canard 
leading and trailing edges. 

b) A modification of the 3-D Navier-Stokes code to study multi 
element surfaces has been completed. The flow solver has been 
restructured so that a multi-block flow simulation is possible. 
This solver has been coupled to the elliptic multi-block grid system 
described earlier. 

An initial test calculation has been performed for the flow 
about a typical canard-wing-body configuration at a transonic Mach 
number of 0.95 and at an angle of attack of 13 deg. Fig. 3 to Fig. 6 
show the chordwise pressure distributions at several wing spanwise 
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stations. It is shown that the calculated pressures do not correlate 
well with the experiment, especially on the upper surface of the 
wing. It is believed that the number of grid points (approximately 
400,000) is still not enough to resolve the vortical flow over the 
wing and canard, especially when there exists a close coupled 
interaction of the flow between the canard and the wing. Other 
researchers (e.g., E. Tu, "Navier-Stokes Simulation of a Close
Coupled Canard-Wing-Body Configuration," AIAA Paper 91-0070) 
also found a need to use a large number of nodes (over 1.5 million) to 
capture the upper surface features. Fig. 7 shows the particle 
trajectory simulation of the flow at this flight condition. 

We are investigating grid embedding (i.e., computation of flow 
just over the upper surface of the wing on a dense grid) with the 
global solution providing boundary conditions and initial condition. 
Additional test cases for different Mach numbers and at different 
angles of attack will be performed during the next reporting period. 

Sincerely, 

LAKSHMI N. SANKAR 

Professor 



Fig.1 Surface Grid Distribution of a Canard-Wing-Body 
Configuration 
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Fig. 3 Chordwise Pressure Distribution of a Canard-Wing
Body Configuration at 25% Wing Span 
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Fig. 5 Chordwise Pressure Distribution of a Canard-Wing
Body Configuration at 65% Wing Span 
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Fig. 6 Chordwise Pressure Distribution of a Canard-Wing
Body Configuration at 85% Wing Span 



Fig. 7 Particle Trajectory Simulation over a Canard-Wing
Body Configuration at 13 deg. Angle of Attack 
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Mr. Marvin M. Walters 
Code 6051 
Naval Air Development Center 
Warminster, PA 18974 

School of Aerospace Engineering 
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Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0150 
404·894·3000 
Fax: 404·894·2760 

September 30, 1991 

Subject: 81-MONTHL Y PROGRESS REPORT FOR THE PROJECT 
"UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF DUAL-ELEMENT WING 
CONFIGURATIONS" 

Dear Mr. Findlay: 

During the reporting period July 1, 1991 -August 30, 1991, the following 
tasks were completed: 

a) The 3-D elliptic grid generator developed at Georgia Tech 
has been modified for multi-element configurations and the multi
block grid generation for a typical canard-wing-body combination 
has been completed. The grid for this configuration is generated as 
a two-block H-0 topology grid with 174 streamwise, 49 radial, and 
98 circumferential points, which is about twice more points than 
the cases included in the previous progress report. The surface grid 
distribution and the flowfield grid of the upper block are illustrated 
in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. A similar grid for the bottom half of the canard
wing-body configuration completes the second block. The surface 
grid points are clustered near the fuselage forebody, wing and 
canard leading and trailing edges. Also, the grid normal spacing is 
redistributed so that the first point away from the surface can be a 
user input. Presently, the 'spacing for the first normal grid point is 
0.0001 of the wing root chord. 

b) A modification of the 3-D Navier-Stokes code to study multi 
element surfaces has been completed. The flow solver has been 
restructured so that a multi-block flow simulation is possible. 
This solver has been coupled to the elliptic multi-block grid system 
described earlier. Calculations have been performed for the flow 
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about a typical canard-wing-body configuration at a transonic Mach 
number of 0.7 and at angles of attack of 4 and 12 degs. The Reynolds 
number for the calculations is 1.35 million based on the wing mean 
geometric chord. 

Fig. 3 shows the chordwise pressure distribution at several 
wing spanwise stations for 4 deg. angle of attack. It is shown that 
the calculated pressures correlate very well with the experiment. 
The leading-edge suction of the pressure due to the leading-edge 
vortex is well predicted. Fig. 4 shows the canard and wing upper 
surface pressure contours at 4 deg. angle of attack. It clearly 
indicates well defined vortex passages which originate from the 
leading edge and travels toward the tip on both wing and canard. Fig. 
5 shows a particle trajectory simulation of the vortices. 

Fig. 6 shows the chordwise pressure distribution at several 
wing spanwise stations for 12 deg. angle of attack. It is seen that 
the calculated pressures again correlate very well with the 
experiment. The leading-edge suction of the pressure due to the 
leading-edge vortex is also well predicted. Fig. 7 shows the canard 
and wing upper surface pressure contours at 12 deg. angle of attack. 
It is observed that the leading-edge vortex on the canard breaks 
down at about 50°/o of the span near the mid chord. The particle 
trajectory simulation in Fig. 8 also shows this vortex breakdown 
phenomena. The vortex on the wing does not break down and remains 
well organized. 

Sincerely, 

LAKSHMI N. SANKAR 

Professor 



Fig. 1 Surface Grid Distribution of Canard-Wing-Body 
Configuration 



Fig. 2 canard-Wing-Body FloW Field Grid Topology 
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Fig. 4 Upper Surface Pressure Contour for the Canard-Wing
Body Configuration at M00=0. 7, a=4 deg. 



Fig. 5 Particle Trajectory Simulation of the Canard-Wing-Body 
Configuration at M00=0.7, a=4 deg. 
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Fig. 7 Upper Surface Pressure Contour for the Canard-Wing
Body Configuration at M

00
=0.7, a=12 deg. 



Fig. 8 Particle Trajectory Simulation of the Canard-Wing-Body 
Configuration at M00=0.7, a=12 deg. 
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Mr. Marivin M. Walters 
Code 6051 
Naval Air Development Center 
Warminster, PA 18974 

November 15, 1991 

Subject: 81-MONTHL Y PROGRESS REPORT FOR THE PROJECT 

"UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF DUAL-ELEMENT WING 

CONFIGURATIONS" 

Dear Mr. Walters: 

During the reporting period September 1, 1991 - October 31, 1991, the 

following tasks were completed: 

a) The 3-D multi-element wing-body-canard code development was 

completed. It may be recalled that sample results from this computer code were 

included in the previous progress report (July 1 -August 31, 1991 ). This program, 

and sample data sets were delivered to NADC researchers during my recent visit 

to ther Naval Air Development Center. 

b) The 3-D wing-body analysis (used by Mr. Dave Findlay to study the effects 

of suction on vertical flow over F-151ike configurations), was modified to 

simulate the unsteady aerodynamics of wing-body configurations, undergoing a 

ramp motion. This program can handle wing-alone and wing-body configurations. 

An algebraic grid generator for wing-alone configurations is built into this solver. 

For complex geometries such as a wing-body configuration, a separate grid 

generator was provided. The ramp motion is specified as a starting angle of 

attack a0, ending angle of attack a 1, and the number of time steps over which the 

angle of attack linearly changes froma0 toa 1. This program, and the grid 

generation program were also delivered to NADC personnel during my recent 

visit. 



I plan to work closely with Dr. Tseng in the validation of the wing-body 

ramp motion simulation. I understand that the initial code validation will be for a 

untapered, sweptjunswept wing subjected to ramp motion, recently tested by 

researchers at United Technologies Research Center. 

With best wishes, 
Sincerely, r 

1--

LAKSHMI N. SANKAR 
Professor 
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Mr. Marvin M. Walters 
Code 6051 
Naval Air Development Center 
Warminster, PA 18974 

January 15, 1992 

School of Aerospace Engineering 

Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0150 
404·894·3000 
Fax: 404·894·2760 

Subject: BI-MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT FOR THE PROJECT 

"UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF DUAL-ELEMENT WING 

CONFIGURATIONS" 

Dear Mr. Walters: 

During the reporting period (November 1, 1991- December 31, 1991), the 

following tasks were completed: 

1) The validation of the 2-D multi-element airfoil code has been completed. 

This code has been applied to a Boeing Vertol VR-7 airfoil/slat configuration, to 

assess the effects of the slat on the main airfoil stall characteristics. We plan to 

present this work as an AIAA paper at the forthcoming AIAA Structural Dynamics 

and Dynamics Specialists Conference, in Aprill992. A copy of the AIAA paper is 

enclosed. 

2) We have modified the 3-D Navier-Stokes solver to accept leading edge and 

trailing edge control surface motion. The user may prescribe the amplitude of 

oscillations, flap/slat hinge location and the frequency of oscillations. A simple 

algebraic grid shearing scheme has been implemented, which allows the original 

body-fitted grid to move with the flap/leading edge slat motion. Sample grids for 

an F-15 wing equipped with a leading edge and trailing edge control surfaces at a 

number of span stations, including span stations beyond the wing tip are 

enclosed. It may be noted that the algebraic deformation does not cause grid 

cross-over, even for very large flap deflections. 
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3) We are applying the 3-D Navier-Stokes solver with oscillating 

leading/trailing edge control surfaces to an F-5 wing equipped with a trailing edge 

flap. This configuration was tested by Tijdeman at NLR, for a variety of Mach 

numbers. The mean flow conditions are: Mach number= 0.95, wing angle of 

attack = 0 degrees. Navier-Stokes solutions for this mean flow have already been 

obtained, and are enclosed. Calculations are now in progress for the oscillating 

flap case, and will be reported in the next progress report. 

With best wishes, 
Sinc~rel y tJ 

LAKSHMI N. SANKAR 
Professor 
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ABSTRACT 

Unsteady aerodynamic behavior and load characteris
tics of a VR-7 slat/airfoil combination oscillating sinu
soidally between 5 and 25 degrees have been studied. 
The unsteady, compressible N a vier-Stokes equations 
are solved on a multi-block grid using an approximate 
factorization Finite Difference scheme. In the case of 
a single airfoil, a massive flow separation and forma
tion of a strong vortex is observed. The vortex induced 
suction and the shedding of the vortex into the wake 
is responsible for high aerodynamic loads and the sub
sequent stall of the airfoil. In the case of a slat/airfoil 
combination, the suction peak at the leading edge of 
the airfoil is reduced significantly in comparison to the 
single airfoil. Flow separation is confined to the trailing 
edge of the main airfoil and the formation of a strong 
vertical structure is not observed. The slat/airfoil com
bination does not experience a massive flow separation 
and the aerodynamic lift does not undergo the charac
teristic deep dynamic stall hysteresis loops. 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, there has been an increased interest in 
exploiting the large unsteady lift generated by wings 
during pitch up to enhance the maneuver capabilities of 
fighter aircraft. Generation of high unsteady lift with
out the adverse effects of dynamic stall is also a criti
cal design consideration in helicopters. The unsteady 
loads generated during the dynamic stall of helicopter 
blades limit the flight speed and reduce maneuverabil
ity. 

•Post-Doctoral Fellow, Member AIAA. 
!Professor, Member AIAA. 
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Slats are currently being used in fighter aircraft primar
ily to enhance take-off and landing performance. There 
is a need to investigate whether the use of those devices 
may be used to enhance the lift generated during pitch
up maneuvers and postpone stall. In helicopter appli
cations, slats are almost never used because of the me
chanical complexity and weight considerations. Nev
ertheless, they may provide improved maneuverability 
and increase forward flight speed achievable. Work is 
needed to understand the dynamic lift generation char
acteristics of dual-element (slat/airfoil) configurations. 

Dynamic stall characteristics of airfoils undergoing 
high amplitude pitching motions and mechanisms to 
delay or to suppress dynamic stall have been stud
ied experimentally as well as numerically by many re
searchers in the last decade[l,2,3,4]. McCroskey et 
al.[l] conducted an extensive experimental study on 
dynamic stall characteristics of several airfoils. They 
have observed that deep dynamic stall is rather insensi
tive to airfoil profile, Reynolds number and flow Mach 
number, but it is a strong function of the reduced fre
quency of the pitching motion and the maximum angle 
of attack. In a later study, Carr and McAlister(2] ob
served that a leading edge slat postpones the dynamic 
stall angle well beyond that of the single airfoil. They 
hypothesized that this behavior is attributable to the 
shifting of the flow acceleration onto the slat from the 
main airfoil. Also, the formation of the leading edge 
vortex may be suppressed due to the energizing effect 
of the vertical wake of the slat on the boundary layer 
of the main airfoil. 

In earlier numerical studies of multi-element airfoils, 
inviscid flow approximations using panel methods[5] 
or solving potential/Euler flow equations[6] were em
ployed. Recentl"y, Wang[7] investigated high angle of 
attack, separated flows around a VR-7 slat/airfoil com
bination by solving a velocity-vorticity formulation of 
the incompr-ssible N a vier-Stokes equations. 



In this study, dynamic stall characteristics of a VR-7 
airfoil with and without a leading edge slat are inves
tigated using an unsteady, compressible Navier-Stokes 
solver. In the past, several versions of this solver have 
been employed successfully to compute subsonic and 
transonic, steady and unsteady, viscous flows past such 
diverse configurations as helicopter rotors, high speed 
propellers and fighter wing and bodies(4,8,9]. For in
vestigating flowfields around multi-element airfoils, the 
computational domain is divided into blocks to facili
tate the discretization. The Navier-Stokes solver then 
sweeps the computational blocks. The flow is assumed 
to be fully turbulent. The computed results are an
alyzed through a study of computed surface pressure 
distributions, unsteady lift vs. angle of attack behav
ior, and instantaneous mass-flux contours. 

UNSTEADY N A VIER-STOKES 
EQUATIONS 

The unsteady flowfields around oscillating airfoils is 
modeled by the Reynolds averaged, full Navier-Stokes 
equations. The well-known, conservative form of these 
equations in an inertial Cartesian coordinate system 
reads as follows: 

(1) 

where q is the conservative flow variables, (p, pu, pv, 
ET)· ET is the total energy per unit volume which is 
given by 

(2) 

and e is the internal energy per unit mass. f and G are 
the inviscid and Rand S are the viscous flux vectors, 
respectively. The subscripts denote partial derivatives. 

The above governing equations may be trans
formed into a general curvilinear coordinate system; 
( ~(x,y,t),7J(x,y,t),r(t) ). This transformational
lows the solution of the equations on body-fitted, non
orthogonal computational grids. The transformed gov
erning equations can also be expressed in the same con
servative form as the Equation 1, however, the trans
formed flux terms are now related to their Cartesian 
counterparts through the metrics of transformation. 
For a detailed description of flux vectors in the Carte
sian and transformed coordinate systems, the reader is 
referred to Reference 9. 

In the solution of the governing equations, boundary 
conditions are applied on the solid surfaces and the 
far-field boundaries. On the solid surfaces, the no slip 
condition is applied which simply states that the fluid 
velocity on the solid surface is equal to the velocity 
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of the solid surface. In the case of a constant angle 
of attack, surface boundary velocities are set to zero. 
For oscillating airfoils, they are set to the solid surface 
velocities which are based on the reduced frequency 
of the motion. At the far-field boundary, free-stream 
values of the flow variables are applied. 

Turbulence Model 

In this formulation, the turbulence in high Reynolds 
number flows is treated with Reynolds stresses. They 
are similar to the viscous stresses in that they con
tribute to the transport of momentum. The Reynolds 
stresses are similarly modeled as proportional to the 
strain. And the eddy viscosity coefficient, Jl.r, is em
ployed as the proportionality constant. In this work, 
we have used a two layer Baldwin-Lomax eddy viscos
ity model. This model treats the eddy viscosity in two 
layers; namely inner and outer layers and employs dif
ferent length scales and empirical constants in each of 
these layers. For a detailed discussion of this model, 
the reader is referred to Reference 9. 

Although use of such a simple algebraic eddy viscosity 
model in massively separated flows may be question
able, earlier studies with higher order models[4], did 
not show any significant improvements in numerical 
predictions. Thus, we have employed this model in 
separated flow and wake regions. 

NUMERICAL METHOD 

The governing equations expressed in the transformed 
domain are first discretized and then integrated in 
time. Standard second order accurate central differ
ences are used to approximate the spacial derivatives, 
and to compute the metrics of transformation. The 
instabilities due to growth of high frequency errors in 
the numerical solution, which is caused by the odd-even 
coupling of the standard central differencing, are con
trolled by adding a set of artificial dissipation terms to 
the discretized equations. These dissipation terms con
sists of second and forth order differences of the flow 
properties as suggested by Jameson(lO]. The highly 
non-linear inviscid flux terms in f and ii are linearized 
about their values at a previous time level. The viscous 
flux terms are also evaluated at a previous time level 
and are applied explicitly on the right hand side of the 
governing equations. The resulting linear equations, 
which are expressed in delta quantity, (1[1- qn- 1) form 
a penta-diagonal matrix system of simultaneous equa
tions. For an efficient solution of these linear equa
tions, the penta-diagonal matrix system is approxi
mately factored into a product of tridiagonal matri
ces using the Beam-Warrr.mg approximate factoriza-



tion scheme. The details of the numerical formulation 
are discussed in detail in Reference 9. 

The computational domain is discretized by employing 
multiple blocks and generating computational grids in 
each block. The Governing equations are solved in each 
block as described above. At the block interfaces, the 
continuity of the flow variables across the block bound
aries is enforced. In the computation of eddy viscosity 
values, care is taken near the block boundaries in the 
direction normal to the solid surfaces, so that inner 
and outer eddy viscosity values are computed across 
the block boundaries and assigned correctly. 

Numerical solution of the discretized governing equa
tions is based on the numerical integration of these 
equations in space and in time. For a steady state so
lution at a constant angle of attack, the flowfield is 
first initialized with the free-stream conditions and the 
appropriate boundary conditions. Then, the equations 
are integrated by marching in time tiB a converged 
solution is reached. In steady flow computations, in 
which the final solution is independent of time, a local 
time step which varies in space may be used. Local 
time stepping increases the convergence rates and ef
ficiency of the computations. In this study, we used a 
geometric variation of the time step, ~t, proportional 
to the grid spacing: 

~T 
At= IT 

l+vJ 
(3) 

where J is the Jacobian of the grid cell and ..fJ repre
sents the width of the grid cell. AT is set to I. 

The computation of the unsteady flowfields takes a 
steady state solution already computed as the initial 
condition. The equations are then integrated in time 
with a global, constant time step, which conserves the 
time accuracy of the solution. Unsteady boundary con
ditions are updated at every time step. The flow vari
ables at the block boundaries are updated after ev
ery sweep by averaging the values at the first inner 
grid nodes next to the block boundary in neighboring 
blocks. 

1\iulti-block Grid Generation 

The multi-block grid generation scheme is based on the 
division of a multiply connected computational domain 
into simple, simply connected rectangular blocks and 
the generation of a near orthogonal grid in each block 
individually. Airfoil profiles, block boundaries and grid 
distribution along the block boundaries in terms of the 
first and the last grid spacing are user defined. With 
these given boundary conditions, an elliptic solver is 
employed for generating near orthogonal grids in each 
block. Grid spacing along the directions normal to 
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the solid surfaces is then redistributed according to the 
first grid spacing off the solid surface specified as in
put. This procedure enables a sufficient number of grid 
points to be placed within the boundary layer zone 
of the flow. Continuity of a global grid across block 
boundaries is satisfied by averaging the coordinates on 
either side of the common block boundaries. 

Figure 1 shows the definition of blocks for a slat/airfoil 
combination. The distribution of grid points around 
the slat/airfoil combination and a close-up view of lead
ing edge region are given in Figure 2a and 2b. In Figure 
2a, only every other horizontal grid line is shown for 
clarity. 

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Previous Validation Studies 

In the past, the present methodology has been used 
for a number of steady and unsteady flow problems, 
and some of the previously published work is repro
duced here to demonstrate the ability of this technique. 
Figure 3 shows the steady surface pressure distribu
tion computed over a GAW-130 airfoil/flap combina
tion[ll]. The total computed C, value of 2.62 is in 
good agreement with the measured value of 2.67 for 
this case. Figure 4 shows the dynamic stall hysteresis 
loop for a single element NACA0012 airfoil for a re
duced frequency of 0.15 at M = 0.283[12]. Additional 
code validation studies are presented in Reference[4]. 

Present Results 

The Finite Difference methodology mentioned previ
ously was applied to an oscillating single VR-7 airfoil 
as a baseline study. The calculations were then re
peated for a leading edge slat/airfoil combination. In 
these cases, the oscillatory pitching motion is about 
the quarter chord of the main airfoil and of a sinusoidal 
type described by a= 15°-10° cos(wt). The frequency 
of the motion, w, is based on the non-dimensional 
reduced frequency parameter, k, which is defined as 
k = wcf2U00 • c is the chord length. For both the 
airfoil, and the slat/airfoil combination , the unsteady 
flowfields and dynamic stall characteristics are com
puted at k = 0.10, Re = 2.5xl06 and M = 0.185. 
Unsteady flowfields over the VR-7 slat/airfoil config
uration have also been tested at NASA by Carr and 
McAlister[2] for the flow conditions mentioned above. 

Single Airfoil 

In this case, two grid blocks with 121x49 and 121x41 
in size on the upper and lower sides of the airfoil, re
spectively, were employed. 128 grid pointr were placed 



over the airfoil (upper and lower surfaces) and the first 
grid point was placed at 0.00001 chord length off of the 
solid surface boundary. The steady state solution at 
a = 5° was obtained using a local time stepping. The 
computed flowfield in terms of Mach number and mass
flux contours around the airfoil is depicted in Figure 5. 
The computed lift coefficient is 0.69, which compares 
well with the experimental value of 0.7 [1]. Figure 6 
shows the distribution of surface pressures. 

The unsteady ftowfield along the oscillatory motion was 
then computed by advancing this solution in time with 
time dependent boundary conditions. The computed 
unsteady flowfields along the pitching motion is de
picted in Figure 7. Figure 8 also shows the correspond
ing distribution of the pressure coefficient around the 
airfoil. The variation of lift with respect to angle of 
attach is given in Figure 9. It is seen that, the flow
field stays mostly attached up to the static stall angle, 
which is about 12°. Separated flow regions and the 
formation of a vortex at the trailing edge is evident as 
a suction peak induced by the vortex, in the pressure 
distribution. At around a = 17° i, (the i sign denotes 
pitch-up) the flow separation reaches the leading edge 
and a completely separated vortical region covers the 
upper surface. The suction induced on the upper airfoil 
surface by the vortex is also noticeable. At this stage, 
before the vortex starts moving off the airfoil surface 
and the vortex induced low pressure region decreases, 
the maximum lift equal to 2.13 is attained. At angles 
of attack beyond a = 20° j, the vortex lifts off the 
surface and is shed into the wake. The lift drops dras
tically and the airfoil stalls. At a = 21.5° j, the suction 
peaks in the pressure distribution reveal the presence 
of weak secondary vortical structures. However, the 
pressure distribution on the upper surface flattens out 
subsequently. 

The flowfield remains mostly separated along the re
turn cycle. Around a = 12° !, the flow reattachment 
starts from the leading edge downward. However, the 
aerodynamic lift stays weil below the attached flow val
ues attained during the pitch up. The lift finally re
covers back to attached flow values as the minimum 
angle of attack is reached and the second pitch-up cy
cle starts. 

Slat/ Airfoil Combination 

In this case, the computational grid consisted of 3 
blocks with 121x49, 121x29 and 121x31 points from 
top to the bottom as seen in Figure 1. 128 grid points 
over the main airfoil surface and 40 points over the slat 
were placed. The steady state solution is depicted in 
Figure 10. The pressure distribution on the slat and 
the airfoil is given in Figure 11. It should be noted that 

4 

the suction peak at the leading edge of the airfoil is not 
as much pronounced as it is in the single airfoil case. 
The lift coefficient on the main airfoil was found to be 
0.59. This may be attributed in part to the downwash 
over the main airfoil caused by the bound circulation 
around the slat. 

The computed unsteady flowfields and the correspond
ing pressure distributions are given in Figures 12 and 
13. It is readily observed that the massive flow sepa
ration experienced in the single airfoil does not occur. 
The flowfield stays attached well beyond the static stall 
angle of the single airfoil. As the maximum angle of at
tack is reached, the thickened boundary layer over the 
upper surface separates at the trailing edge. However, 
the separated region is confined to the rear portion of 
the airfoil and it does not progress towards the leading 
edge. The lack of a suction peak on the upper surface 
around the trailing edge also suggests that a trailing 
edge vortex does not form. 

In comparison to the single airfoil case, the suction 
peak values at the leading edge at around Q = 15° r are 
smaller. The fact that the adverse pressure gradient is 
not as great may explain the delayed separation of the 
How. On the other hand, the suction peaks reached at 
around the maximum angle attack is quite comparable 
to the maximum values experienced in the single airfoil 
case prior to the flow separation. Yet, the flow at the 
leading edge still stays attached. It may be argued 
at this point that the accelerated flow over the slat 
energizes the boundary layer on the main airfoil, and 
prevents it from being separated. 

The variation of lift coefficient on the main airfoil is 
given in Figure 14. It is also clearly seen that the dy
namic stall is completely eliminated. It may be noted 
that experimental load data for the main airfoil alone 
was measured by Carr et al. for VR-7 slat/airfoil com
bination. These loads were artificially corrected to 
match the lift-curve slope of the basic airfoil[2]. Since 
rationale for such adjustments is not clear in an un
steady flow environment, these measured data are not 
included in the present study. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A numerical procedure for the computation of the dy
namic stall characteristics of multi-element airfoils has 
been developed and applied to a VR-7 slat/ airfoil con
figuration. The computations clearly demonstrate the 
beneficial effects of slat on the airfoil loads at very large 
angles of attack. 

This method may be used in systematic studies of slat 
shape, slat clearance etc. needed in aerodynamic de-



sign of high lift devices. The two-dimensional static 
and dynamic loads computed in this work may also be 
used in helicopter performance analyses (such as CAM
RAD) as table look-up values to assess the effects of 
slat on rotor performance, and vibrating airloads. 
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F. 1 Defin1.t1'on of a multi-block grid. lg .. 

Fig. 2a Grid distribution near a slat/airfoil combina
tion. 



Fig. 2b. Close-up view of the grid distribution around 
slat and airfoil leading edge. 
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Fig. 7. Instantaneous mass-flux contours -
a= 15°- 10° cos(wt), single element. 
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Fig. 12. Instantaneous mass-flux contours -
o = 15° - 10° cos(wt), slat/airfoil. 
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"UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF DUAL-ELEMENT WING 

CONFIGURATIONS" 

Dear Mr. Walters: 

During the reporting period (January 1 I 1992 - February 29 I 1992) I the 

following tasks were completed: 

1) It may be recalled that the 3-D Navier -Stokes solver has already been 

modified to accept leading edge and trailing edge control surface motion. In the 

previous report, the dynamic grid generation methodology was described. 

Sample grids were shown for an F-15 wing equipped with a leading edge and 

trailing edge control surfaces at a number of span stations, including span 

stations beyond the wing tip. 

The above 3-D Navier-Stokes solver was applied to an F-5 wing equipped 

with a trailing edge flap. This configuration was tested by Tijdeman at NLR, for a 

variety of Mach numbers. The mean flow conditions are: Mach number • 0. 95, 

wing angle of attack - 0 degrees. The flap was allowed to sinusoidally oscillate 

with an amplitude of 0.5 degrees at a frequency of 20Hz. 

The enclosed figure shows the surface pressure distribution at two span 

stations. Both the in-phase and out-of-phase components of pressure 

fluctuations are shown, normalized with respect to the amplitude of flap 

oscillations. In general, reasonable agreement is observed, except in the vicinity 
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of the shock, at 80% chord, where the present shock capturing scheme does not 

adequately predict the large pressure spikes typical of unsteady shock motion. 

The residual history (a measure of the error in the solution of the 

discretized form of the governing equations at every time step) indicates that the 

governing equations are satisfied to a high level of tolerance at every time step. 

The computer code used to produce these results was made available to 

Mr. Tseng during his recent trip to Georgia Tech. 

With best wishes, 
Sincerely, 

' •, 
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LAKSHMI N. SANKAR 
Professor 
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INTRODUCTION 

Fighter aircraft such as the F-18 employed by the U. S. Navy often require 

large amounts of lift for relatively short periods of time. For example, the 

availability of large amounts of lift during the landing on an aircraft carrier can 

significantly reduce the landing speed, and reduce the loads on the vehicle by 

the arresting mechanism as it is brought to rest. A fighter aircraft can use a 

variety of mechanisms, e.g. vectored thrust, high vehicle angle of attack, 

deployment of leading edge and trailing edge control surfaces to achieve the 

required lift. 

One of the interesting concepts for lift generation that has been 

experimentally studied under NADC funding involves a rapid sinusoidal pitching 

motion by the leading edge control surfaces. Experimental studies done by B. 

Smith [Ref. 1] indicates that a dynamic lift enhancement may be possible using 

oscillating leading edge control surfaces. 

To our knowledge, this problem has not been numerically investigated 

before. There is a need to systematically investigate the origin of 3-D dynamic lift 

for this situation, and investigate the associated drag and pitching moment 

penalties. There is also the need to quantitatively assess the relative merits of 



the leading edge control motion concept, in comparison to other concepts 

mentioned above. Finally, a capability for the quantitative simulation is necessary 

for parametric design/trade-off studies of flap size, oscillation amplitude and 

oscillation frequency. 

In the present work, this problem is studied using a three-dimensional 

compressible Navier-Stokes solver developed by the present investigators [Ref. 

2]. This solver is validated as part of the present work through steady 3-D 

Navier-Stokes simulations of flow over an F-5 fighter wing, and 3-D unsteady 

flow over an F-5 wing with an oscillating trailing edge control surface. It is 

subsequently applied to a numerical study of the dynamic lift generation over an 

F-18 wing at subsonic Mach numbers through leading edge flap motion. 

MATHEMATICAL AND NUMERICAL FORMULATION 

The 3-D unsteady, compressible Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes 

equations may formally be written as 

qt + Fx + Gy + Hz = Ax + Sy + T z (1) 

Here q is vector containing the unknown flow properties such as density, 

velocity and temperature. The quantities F, G and H are inviscid flux vectors and 

contain information related to the convective transport of mass, momentum and 

energy and pressure forces. The terms A, SandT contain viscous (laminar and 

turbulent) stress contributions to mass, momentum and energy transport. 

To facilitate the computation of flow past arbitrary shaped configurations 

such as wings and wing-bodies, and to account tor the flap rotation these 

equations are transformed to a new coordinate system (~,fl,C,T), in which the 

solid surfaces such as the wing or fuselage maps on to surfaces such as ~= 

constant or ~ = constant. In such a coordinate system, the governing equations 

may formally be written as 

The quantities q , F, G , H etc. depend on their Cartesian counterparts q, 

F, G and H through the metrics of transformation. 



The objective of calculation is then to integrate these equations 

numerically, starting from an initial guess for the flow vector q, by marching in 

time. At every time step, appropriate boundary conditions for the flow properties 

must be imposed. In viscous flows, the appropriate boundary conditions are that 

the fluid and solid have the same velocity, and that the temperature and density 

gradients at the solid surface vanish. At the boundaries that are sufficiently far 

away from the solid surfaces, the flow properties have been computed by 

prescribing or extrapolating 1-D Riemann variables in the present work. 

A finite difference procedure has been used to approximate the various 

derivatives appearing in equation (2). Although second order accuracy and 

fourth order accuracy in space are possible with the present formulation, for the 

sake of clarity only the simplest first order temporal-second order spatial 

formulation is described here. The finite difference analog of equation (2) at a 

time level 'n' is then 

Here B~ , a11 and B~ are standard symmetric central difference operators. 

The quantity .1qn+1 is ·the change in q during adjacent time levels and .1t is the 

time step. Note that the viscous terms at the right side are evaluated explicitly (at 

the previous time level, n) while the quantities F and Hare evaluated implicitly at 

the new time level 'n+1 '. The spanwise derivative ~G* is evaluated semi

implicitly, that is using old time level values and new time level values as they 

become available. 

Equation (3) in its present form is a set of non-linear algebraic equations 

for the change in flow property .1q. In order to solve for .1q, the non-linear vectors 

F and H at time level 'n+1' are linearized at every time level about their values at 

the previous time level 'n' as follows: 



where A is a 5 x 5 matrix, given by dF/dq, and B is dH/dq, evaluated at 

time level'n'. 

The linearized system of algebraic equations may formally be written in 

the following operator form, as a system of equations involving the unknown .:1q: 

where the right hand side contains known information from the previous 

time level about F,G,H,R,S and T. This term is called the residual. In steady 

state applications, a solution to the 3-D Navier-Stokes equations requires that 

this quantity R be driven to zero, in an iterative fashion. In an unsteady problem, 

R is of the order of the time step .:1t and need not necessarily go to zero after 

several time steps. 

Equation (5) couples the quantity .:1q at every point in the now field with its 

4 neighbor nodes, and is a block penta-diagonal system. A direct inversion of the 

penta-diagonal system is costly, and some type of approximation is required to 

reduce the CPU time. The conventional techniques require strategies such as 

incomplete LU decomposition, or an alternating direction approximate 

factorization (AF) {Ref. 3-5]. The AF scheme is used here, and requires 

factorization of the matrix operator on the left side of equation (5) into two 

smaller operators leading to the solution of the following equation: 

[I+ .:1t o~A] [ I+ .:1t o~ 8] {.:1q~n+1 == Rn,n+1 (6) 

It may be shown that equation (6) requires solving at every node two tri

diagonal matrix equations than a single penta-diagonal matrix equation. Solution 

of tri-diagonal matrix systems may be performed efficiently using the well known 

Thomas algorithm, and may also be easily vectorized. 

The above temporal differencing scheme is called a hybrid time 

differencing scheme, and has several advantages over fully explicit schemes 

and fully implicit schemes. Specifically, 



a) The flow property vector q need be stored at only one time level. Most 

schemes require the flow properties (or changes in q) to be stored at several 

time levels. Thus, the present approach is memory efficient. 

b) The above scheme requires a single evaluation of the residual at a 

node per time step, and two tridiagonal matrix inversions. Fully explicit schemes 

require residual calculations to be performed two or four times per node per time 

step. Fully implicit schemes require three tri-diagonal matrix inversions and are 

computationally expensive. 

c) The present approach can be coded such that the flow variables at five 

TJ= constant planes need be in memory at a given time. Flow variables at the 

other planes may reside on secondary storage devices. Thus, this approach 

works well on virtual memory machines. 

In high Reynolds number flows, use of standard central differences can 

cause wiggles to appear at every time step. These high frequency spatial 

oscillations can grow if unchecked, and can lead to catastrophic failure of the 

solution. To avoid this, at every time step, the solution is smoothed using a 

weighted formula linking a node to its four neighbors. For enhanced stability, the 

correction ~q is also smoothed. In viscous flows, it is necessary to augment the 

laminar viscosity coefficient with an eddy viscosity coefficient using the Baldwin

Lomax algebraic model. Two types of numerical viscosity terms, the first based 

on the work of Jameson, Turkel and Schmidt as modified by Radspiel et al. and 

a second based on a third order upwind Roe scheme have been implemented, 

and tested. The results presented here were computed using the Jameson

Schmidt-Turkel form. 



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The above 3-D Navier-Stokes solver was applied to an F-5 wing equipped 

with/without a trailing edge flap. This configuration was tested by Tijdeman at 

NLR, for a variety of Mach numbers. The mean flow conditions are: Mach 

number = 0.95, wing angle of attack = 0 degrees. The Reynolds number was 11 

Million. 

Figure 1 shows the surface pressure distribution obtained on a 121 x 45 x 

24 grid after several thousand iterations. It is seen that the solver accurately 

captures the flow characteristics, including the leading edge pressure spike due 

to the drooped leading edge of the F-5 wing, and the trailing edge shock. The 

flap was allowed to sinusoidally oscillate with an amplitude of 0.5 degrees at a 

frequency of 20 Hz. 

Figure 2 shows the surface pressure distribution when the trailing edge 

flap is oscillated sinusoidally up or down by 1/2 degree at a frequency of 0 Hz. 

Both the in-phase and out-of-phase components of pressure fluctuations are 

shown, normalized with respect to the amplitude of flap oscillations. In general, 

reasonable agreement is observed, except in the vicinity of the shock, at 80% 

chord, where the present shock capturing scheme does not adequately predict 

the large pressure spikes typical of unsteady shock motion. 

Following the above code validation studies, the flow solver was applied 

to an F-18 wing equipped with a leading edge flap. The 3-D Navier-Stokes solver 

can accept a fairly general small or large amplitude leading edge and trailing 

edge control surface motion. The user may prescribe the amplitude of 

oscillations, flap/slat hinge location and the frequency of oscillations. A simple 

algebraic grid shearing scheme has been implemented, which allows the original 

body-fitted grid to move with the flap/leading edge slat motion. Sample grids for 

an F-18 wing equipped with a leading edge control surface are enclosed as 

figure 3. It may be noted that the algebraic deformation does not cause grid 

cross-over, even for very large flap deflections. 



The ·flow conditions for the F-18 dynamic lift enhancement study are as 

follows. The mean flow Mach number and angle of attack were 0.15 and 40 

degrees, respectively. A 121 x 17 x 45 gnd was used, with 90 points on the wing 

surface. A constant time step, equal to 0.02 (based on wing root chord, and 

freestream speed of sound) was used. The Reynolds number was 200,000, The 

leading edge flap oscillation amplitude was 2 degrees, about a mean deflected 

position. The frequency of oscillation was and all the above parameters were 

chosen in order to conform as closely to the data given in Ref. 1 as possible. 

Figure 4 shows the total pressure contours at the midspan, at several time 

levels dunng the oscillations. The intensity of the color (blue to red) indicates 

total pressure losses, which usually occur near the core of a vortex. It is seen 

that a significant amount of vorticity is being shed into the wake by the control 

surface. In the full paper these results will be compared with the flow 

visualization data from Ref. 1. 

Finally, figure 5 shows the variation in sectional lift at mid-chord as a 

function of time. These results, considered preliminary because a gnd sensitivity 

analysis has not been done yet, indicate significant rises in lift values even for a 

small 1/2 flap oscillation amplitude. 

The full paper will give full details of the calculations, surface pressure 

distribution and gnd sensitivity results. Wherever possible, we plan to give a 

detailed one-to-one comparisons with the studies given in Ref. 1. 

CONCLUSIONS 

An existing 3-D unsteady Navier-Stokes solver has been modified to 

handle leading and trailing edge control surface motions of fighter aircraft wings. 

The solver was first validated through numerical studies of flow over an F-5 wing. 

Subsequently, calculations were done for an F-18 wing with an oscillating 

leading edge control surface were done. Preliminary flow visualization and load 

histories indicate that the leading edge surface motion may be effective in 

enhancing the lift generated by the wing. 
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Mr. Marvin M. Walters 
Code 6051 
Naval Air Development Center 
Warminster, PA 18974 

August 2, 1992 

School of Aerospace Engineering 

Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0150 
404·894·3000 
Fax: 404·894·2760 

Subject: 81-MONTHL Y PROGRESS REPORT FOR THE PROJECT 

"UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF DUAL-ELEMENT WING 

CONFIGURATIONS" 

Dear Mr. Walters: 

During the reporting period (May 1, 1992- June 30, 1992), the following 

tasks were completed: 

As stated in our previous progress report, we are assisting Dr. Wei Tseng 

in your group in the validation of a 3-D Navier-Stokes solver, and application of 

this solver to the problem of dynamic lift enhancement of an F-1 8 wing subjected 

to leading edge control surface motion. We performed an independent set of 

calculations at Georgia Tech for the above wing, for a case where the leading 

edge flap pitches up and down three times per reference chord length of travel. 

Figure 1 shows the pressure contours at a representative spanwise station on 

the wing, at a typical time level. Three well defined vortical structures are evident 

on the wing upper surface. This is to be expected, because the leading edge has 

undergone three cycles of motion, releasing three pockets of organized vertical 

structures into the flow. The vortical structures appear to lift off the wing upper 

surface. These features are in good agreement with the water tunnel 

visualizations done for the same wing, reported in AIM Paper 92-2625. 

Our calculations revealed a new, surprising feature. As these vertical 

structures reached the wing trailing edge, a new vortex of opposite sign was 
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released from the wing trailing edge. The effect of this trailing edge vortex is to 

reduce the wing lift, offsetting any gains in the lift achieved by the formation of 

the leading edge vortices. In other words, the bound circulation over the wing 

sections can not indefinitely increase. Once every 14 chord lengths or so of 

travel, the wing will unload itself, through a shedding of a strong trailing edge 

vortex. Figure 2 shows the time variation of sectional loads at two spanwise 

stations for sixty chord lengths of travel, and a detailed enlarged view for time 

periods 36 < t < 38. It is seen that a low frequency oscillation of the airloads 

exists, with a wave length equal to 14 chord lengths of travel, superposed over 

high frequency oscillations in the airloads that occur three times per chord length 

of travel. 

With best wishes, 
Sincerely, 

,_,. ~~-..,.#- ... 

LAKSHMI N. SANKAR 
Professor 
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Dear Mr. Walters: 

During the reporting period (July 1, 1992- August 31, 1992}, the following 

tasks were completed: 

1. Work began on the development of a computer code that can model the 

performance of a helicopter rotor, operating in the vicinity of a ship deck. A copy 

of a report co-authored by Mr. Olympia Mello, one of my graduate students, 

describing work done to date is enclosed. I will be briefing Dr. Tseng on the 

capabilities of this code during his trip to Georgia Tech next week. 

2. In Reno, we will be presenting a paper documenting our 3-D compressible 

Navier-Stokes solver, and our recent attempts to improve its stability and 

robustness. Some of the results shown for an F-5 wing with an oscillating trailing 

edge flap were done under your sponsorship. A copy of this paper is enclosed. 

With best wishes, 
·' ( 1--

LAKSHMI N. SANKAR 
Professor 
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF HELICOPTER 

LANDING ON SHIP DECKS 

Lakshmi N. Sankar, Professor 
and 

Olympia A. F. Mello, Graduate Student 

School of Aerospace Engineering 
Georgia Institute of Technology 

Atlanta, GA 30332-0150 

(404) 894-3014 

INTRODUCTION 

The problem of helicopter landing on ship decks is analyzed for 
inclusion in a general helicopter simulation c~de (GENHEL). In the past, the 
problem of helicopter I ship interference has received limited theoretical 
attention, due to its complexity. Healey [1] discusses the several aspects that 
should be taken into account for a comprehensive analysis of the problem, 
namely: 

1. Sea and ship motion; 
2. Atmospheric turbulence; 

3. Ship aerodynamics; 
4. Helicopter motion itself. 

It is beyond the scope of this work to analyze all of these aspects in 
detail. Additionally, detailed simulation of these effects would result in an 
excessively time-consuming simulation. The present approach will be to 
build a relatively simple h~licopter model which is capable of including all of 
the relevant effects, albeit approximately. 
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General Approach 

An in-house developed vortex-lattice code is used for the computation 
of the blade loading. The computation is performed at a number of azimuth 
locations. Subsequently, an azimuth-wise averaging is performed to yield the 
thrust. The effect of the wake is taken into account by introducing the inflow 
though the rotor tip-path-plane as an input to the vortex-lattice code. A 
simple non-uniform inflow distribution is introduced, as well as a simple 
correction for ground effect. This treatment of the wake effects greatly 
simplifies the computational chore, by avoiding costly free-wake 
computations, since a rigid-wake model would be unrealistic due to the 

sea/ship proximity. 

The current vortex-lattice approach is also suitable for inclusion of the 

relevant interaction effects, as follows: 
1. The presence of the fuselage may be taken into account by a simple 

model (e.g., sources/sinks) which generate an additional inflow at the rotor 
disk; 

2. The sea and ship motions - which are considered as inputs -
simply affect the ground effect correction in the wake inflow; 

3. H necessary, the atmospheric turbulence may be directly input in the 
vortex lattice code: perturbations normal to the rotor disk would result in an 
additional inflow term, while perturbations ·in the rotor disk plane would 

result in an additional term included in the local velocity. 
4. The inflow correction for ground effect does not include the "ground 

vortex" [2] at this time. However, this effect may be included by a simple 
model of the ground vortex [3] which would result in an additional inflow 
term; 

5. The ground effect correction may be computed locally, in order to 
simulate the effect of the front portion of the rotor disk coming into the 
influence of the ship; 

6. The ship aerodynamics may be taken into account by a simple 
vortex-shedding model from which an additional inflow term would be 
obtained. 

• 
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Ground Effect 

As an initial step, the ground effect in forward flight is analyzed. The 
first analysis of ground effect in hover is probably due to Betz [4], who used 
the method of images. Subsequent analyses for forward flight (e.g. [5], [6]) used 
the same concept. Cheeseman and Bennett [5] derived an expression for the 
inflow correction and compared their results with flight test data, reaching a 
good correlation. 

Further experimental investigations provided more insight into the 
physics of ground effect. In particular, the experiments carried out by 
Sheridan and Wiesn~r [2] and Curtiss et al. [3] showed the need for the 
modeling of the ground vortex generated by the forward portion of the rotor 
wake impinging on the ground. A simple model for taking this effect into 
account was suggested in the latter reference. 

More recently, Curtiss et al. [7] performed another experimental and 
analytical analysis of the problem. They used force and moment 

measurements in order to obtain harmonic inflow coefficients, with limited 
success. 

In the present approach, the simple correction first proposed by 
Cheeseman and Bennett [5] is used, as it was shown to give reasonable results, 
is simple and suitable for a local correction as discussed above. Note that a 
similar ground effect correction is used in the 2GCHAS code [8]. 

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 

Local Velocity 

As mentioned above, a vortex-lattice code is used for the computation 

of the blade loading. At a given azimuth location 'If, the blade is analyzed as a 
lifting surface for which the local forward velocity V varies spanwise as: 

v = n r + v 00 sin 'II or V /!lR = r/R + 11 sin 'If (1) 
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where n is the rotor rotational speed, r is the local radius, v 00 is the free

stream velocity and J.1 = V ool QR is the advance ratio. 

Local Downwash 

As usual in the vortex-lattice method, the vorticity at each panel on the 

blade is obtained from the solution of a linear system of equations resulting 

from the application of the non-penetration boundary condition at the center 

of each panel. The right-hand side of this system of equations is the 

downwash at the center of the panel: 

w I QR = - (VI QR) sin a.TPP + ATPP (2) 

where O.TPP is the is the tip-path-plane (TPP) angle of attack and ATPP is the 

inflow ratio through the TPP. Note that: 

a = eo + etc cos 'I'+ els sin 'I' + etw (r IR- 0.75) (3) 

where eo is the collective pitch considered as the setting at (riR = 0.75), etc and 

e1s are the cyclic pitch settings, and etw is the blade twist. Also, 

(4) 

where Ai is the induced inflow ratio, an input to the method which may be 

found from a simple trim analysis. 

Non-Uniform Inflow Correction 

A simple non-uniform inflow correction is introduced as: 

(A.i)local = AiO [1 + (r IR) (kt cos 'I' + k2 cos 2'1') ] (5) 

where AiO is the inflow ratio for uniform inflow. The above expression is 

similar to other inflow models [9], with the addition of a term on cos 2'1f. The 
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constants kt and k2 are inputs to the method. Here we use kt = 1.2 (after [9]) 

and k2 = - 0.5, which appear to give reasonable results. 

Ground Effect Correction 

A ground effect correction factor, l<cE, is introduced as [8]: 

1 
KGE = 1- 16 (z/R)Z cos2 (X- <XTPP) (6) 

Note that this correction is applies to the total inflow ratio 
through the TPP, while the non-uniform inflow correction is applied 
only to the induced inflow. Therefore, the final expression for the 
local inflow is: 

(A.TPP)Iocal = { "-iO [1 + (r /R) tan <x/2) cos 'If]- J.1 tan <XTPP} KcE (7) 

Local Lift Coefficient 

In this type of vortex lattice configuration, the bound circulation rat a 

given spanwise section is simply the vorticity at the last chordwise panel. The 
blade section lift coefficient is computed by using the Kutta-Joukowski 

theorem: 

1 p v r 2 (r/ORc) (
8
) 

q = 0.5 p y2 c = 0.5 p y2 c = (r /R) + J.1 sin 'I' 

Rotor Thrust Coefficient 

As mentioned before, the computation is performed at a number of 

azimuth locations. Subsequently, an azimuth-wise averaging is performed to 

yield the thrust: 

(9) 
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where Lb ('If) is the blade lift at the azimuth 'If, obtained by integration along 
the radius. 

NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION 

In the numerical implementation, priority is given to a cost-effective 

code. Specifically, the tasks that demand most computational time are the 

assembly of the influence coefficient matrix for the vortex-lattice method 

(which is done only once, since the relative position of blade panels do not 
change) and the solution of the linear system of equations. Since the system 

has to be solved as many times as the number of azimuth locations used, a 

LU-factorization of the influence matrix is performed only once and 

subsequently a corresponding back-substitution is employed [10]. 

The source code is presented in the Appendix. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The aerodynamic loading on the rotor blade of a Sikorsky S-58 

helicopter in forward flight was computed and compared with the flight test 

data tabulated in Ref. [11]. The flight conditions correspond to flight no. 11 
(table no. 14) in that reference. The section loading at r /R 0.75 is presented for 

a complete rotor revolution in Fig. 1 and at azimuth locations near 'If = 60° 

along the blade span in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the general trends are well 

predicted. A notable exception is seen in Fig. 2, where a second increase in 

section loading very near the tip is observed in the flight test results. This is 

due to blade-vortex interaction, which cannot be modeled by the present 

method. 

A more complete validation of the code is currently in progress, 

however the results obtained so far indicate that the present method is 

adequate for the purposes of simulation, since it captures the main features of 

the flow while still keeping the computational cost low. 
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Flight no. 11 in Ref. [11]. 
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APPENDIX: SOURCE CODE 

c 
c Program to compute incompressible inviscid flow past helicopter rotor 
c using Vortex-Lattice Method 
c The lift distribution along the blade radius at each azimuth 
c is computed and printed during the process. Finally, the lift is 
c integrated to yield the rotor thrust coefficient 
c 

c 

program vorlat 
parameter(imaxp=lO,jmaxp=20,nmaxp=imaxp*jmaxp,npsip~75) 

real lami,lamv,lam,kge,klamc,klam2c,laml 
character tab*l 
integer indx(nmaxp) 
common/gridl/x(imaxp+l),y(jmaxp+l) 
common/amatl/a(nmaxp,nmaxp) 
common/vort/gamma(nmaxp) 
common/azim/psi(O:npsip) 
common/par/imax,jmax 
common/rotor/advr,btwt,lami,lamv,lam,kge,klamc,klam2c,colp,cosp, 

&sinp 
common/blade/yrel(jmaxp),laml(jmaxp),vlocal(jmaxp),alfal(jmaxp) 
tab=char(9) · 
pi•4. *a tan ( 1.) 
raddeg=180.0/pi 
degrad=l./raddeg 

c Open input and output files 
c 

c 

OPEN(S,FILE='vorlat.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(6,FILE='vorlat.out',STATUS='NEW') 

c Total no. of vortex lattice panels can not exceed nmaxp 
c 

read (5,*) imax , jmax 
write(6,*) 'IMAX=',imax,' JMAX=',jmax 
nmax=imax*jmax 
if(nmax.gt.nmaxp) then 

write (6,*) 'Total No. of Panels Exceeds ',nmaxp 
stop 

end if 
c 
c Read rotor data: 
c 
c Blade aspect ratio ar=R/c 

read (5,*) ar 
c No. of blades 

read (5,*) nblades 
c Advance Ratio advr = vinf I (Omega * R) 

read (5,*) advr 
c Air density (kg/m3) 

read (5,*) rho 
c Rotor rotational speed Omega (in RPM) 

read (5,*) omega 
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omega=omega/30.0*pi 
c Rotor blade radius (m) 

read (5,*) bldr 
c Root cut out as a fraction of R 

read (5,*) root 
c Blade twist (in degrees) 

read (5,*) btw 
btwt = (btw * (1.0-root)) * degrad 

c 
c Read control settings, CT and induced velocity 
c 
c Tip path plane (TPP) angle of attack alphad (in degrees) 

read (5,*) alphad 
alphad = alphad * degrad 

c Thrust coefficient CT 
read (5,*) CTl 

c Induced inflow ratio Lambda i vi/(Omega*R) 
c (positive for induced velocity downwards) 

read (5, *) lami 
lamv= -advr * tan(alphad) 
lam = lamv + lami 

c Collective pitch (in degrees) 
read (5,*) colp 
colp•colp*degrad 

c Cosine component of cyclic pitch (in degrees) 
read (5,*) cosp 
cosp=cosp*degrad 

c Sine component of cyclic pitch (in degrees) 
read (5,*) sinp 
sinp=sinp*degrad 

c Number of azimuth locations used for computation 
read(5,*) npsi 

c Height of rotor above the ground, as a fraction of the rotor radius 
read(5,*) hg 

c Coefficients of rotor airfoil drag polar 
read(S,*) cdO 
read(S,*) cdl 
read(5, *) cd.2 

c Non-uniform inflow correction factors 
read(S,*) klamc 
read{S,*) klam2c 
CLOSE(S) 

c 
c Compute chord and helicopter forward velocity 
c 

c 

chord=bldr/ar 
vinf=advr*omega*bldr 
facO ~ 0.5 * rho * {omega*bldr)**2 *chord 
arpi=ar*pi 
ar2pi=arpi*2 

c Print out input data 
c 

write (6, *) 'imax=', imax,' ; jmax=', jmax,' ; npsi=' ,npsi 
write(6,*) 'AR=',ar,'; Nb=',nblades,'; Mu=',ADVR 
write(6,*) 'rho=',rho,' kg/m3; omega=',omega,' rad/s' 
write(6,*) 'R=',bldr,' m; chord=',chord,' m; Vinf=',vinf,' m/s' 
write{6,*) 'Cutout=',root,' ; Twist=',btw,' deg.' 
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c 

write(6,*) 
write (6, *) 
write(6,*) 

& 
write(6,*) 
write(6,*) 

'AlphaD=',alphad*raddeg,' deg.' 
'ct=', ct1,' ; Lambda i=',lami,' ; Lambda=',lam 
'Theta0= 1 ,colp*raddeg, 1 deg; Thetac=',cosp*raddeg, 
' deg' 
1 Thetas=',sinp*raddeg,' deg 1 

'klamc=',klamc,' ; klam2c=',klam2c 

c Compute the grid 
c 

call grid(x,y,imax,jmax,ar) 
c 
c Compute azimuth angles 
c 

129 
c 

delpsi = 
DO 129 i 

psi(i) 
continue 

2.0*Pi/npsi 
0, npsi 

= i * delpsi 

c Compute influence matrix 
c 

call amat(x,y,a,imax,jmax) 
c 
c Perform LU.decomposition of influence matrix 
c 

call LUDCMP(a,nmax,nmaxp,indx,dlu) 
c 
c Iteration for CT 
c 

c 

do 200 itct=1,10 
write(6,*) 

write ( 6, *) 'Iteration no. ', itct, ' on CT:' 
write(6,*) 

c Correction of inflow ratio for ground effect 
c 

c 

kge=1.0-0.0625*(cos(atan(advr/lami)-alphad)/hg)**2 
lam=lam*kge 
write(6,*) 1 z/R=',hg, 1 

; Kge=',kge, 1 
; Lambda (corrected)= 1 ,lam 

c Initialize CT, CH and CQ before azimuth-wise integration 
c 

c 

ct 0.0 
ch == 0.0 
cq 0.0 

c For each azimuth location ... 
c 

c 

do 138 k = O, npsi-1 
write(6,*) 
write(6,*) 
write (6,*) 'psi= 1 psi(k) * raddeg,' deg' 
cpsi=cos(psi(k)) 
spsi=sin(psi(k)) 
write(6,*) 

c Compute right hand side 
c 

call right(imax,jmax,cpsi,spsi) 
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c 
c Solve for bound vortex distribution 
c 

call LUBKSB(a,nrnax,nmaxp,indx,gamma) 
write(6,*) 
write(6,*) 'j',tab, 'y',tab, 'yrel',tab, 'vlocal',tab, 'alpha!', 

& tab,'lift',tab, 'cl' 
write(6,*) 

c 
c Initialize ctb, chb and cqb before spanwise integration 
c 

c 

ctb = 0.0 
chb == 0.0 
cqb 0.0 

cAt each spanwise location ... 
c 

do 1 j = 1 , jmax 
c 
c Circulation around blade section is equal to vorticity at last 
c chordwise panel 
c 

bvort•gamma. ( j * imax) 
c 
c Use Kutta-Joukowski theorem (1 • rho * v * Gamma) to compute blade 
c section lift coefficient 
c 

cl = 2.0 * bvort I vlocal(j) 
c 
c Write out results at this spanwise location 
c 

fac1 = facO * vlocal(j)**2 
write(6,*) j,tab,O.S*(y(j)+y(j+l)),tab,yrel(j),tab,vlocal(j), 

& tab,alfal(j),tab,cl*facl,tab,cl 
c 
c Contribution from this section to CT 
c 

c 

dyrel = ( y(j+l) - y(j) ) I y(jmax+l) 
ctb = ctb + bvort * vlocal(j) * dyrel 

c Contribution to H-force and Torque 
c 

c 

phi= atan( laml(j) I (yrel(j) + advr ) ) 
alfaef = alfal(j) - phi 
cd = cdO + cd1*alfaef + cd2*alfaef**2 
write(6,*) j,alfal(j),phi,alfaef,cd 

dch (cd*cos(phi) + cl*sin(phi)) * dyrel 
chb = chb + dch * spsi 

* vlocal(j)**2 

1 
cqb = cqb + dch * yrel(j) 

continue 
ctb = ctb I arpi 
chb = chb I ar.2pi 
cqb = cqb I ar2pi 
write (6, *) 
write (6,*) 'Contribution from this blade to CT =' 
write (6,*) 'Contribution from this blade to CH =' 
write (6,*) 'Contribution from this blade to CQ =' 
ct = ct + ctb * delpsi 
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c 

ch = ch + chb * delpsi 
cq = cq + cqb * delpsi 

138 continue 

c Compute CT: Average contribution from blade at each azimuth location 
c and multiply by number of blades 
c 

ct float (nblades) * ct I 2. I pi 
ch = float(nblades) * ch I 2. I pi 
cq = float (nblades) * cq I 2. I pi 
write (6, *) 
write(6,*) 
write ( 6, *) 'CT =' , ct 
write (6, *) 
write ( 6, *) 'CH -· , ch 
write(6,*) 
write ( 6, *) 'CQ =' , cq 

c 
c Check if computed CT value matches with input CT; if not, 
c recalculate Lambda 
c 

c 

errct•Ct1Ct1-1.0 
write(6,*) 
write(6,*) 'Iteration no. ',itct,' 

& ' %' 
Error in Ct ',errct*100., 

write(9,*) 'Iteration no. ',itct, • Error in Ct • •,errct*100., 
& ' % r 

write(6,*) 
if (abs(errct) .lt.1e-3) go to 201 
if (itct.eq.1) then 

plami=lami 
lami=Cti2.1Sqrt(advr**2+lam**2) 

else 
clami=lami+(lami-plami)*(Ct1-Ct)I(Ct-pct) 
plami=lami 
lami=clami 

end if 
pct=ct 

200 continue 
201 continue 

CLOSE(6) 
stop 
end 

c Subroutine to compute the right-hand-side 
c 

subroutine right(imax,jmax,cpsi,spsi) 
parameter(imaxp=10,jmaxp-20,nmaxp=imaxp*jmaxp,npsip=75) 
real lami,lamv,lam,kge,klamc,klam2c,laml 
commonlgrid1lx(imaxp+l),y(jmaxp+l) 
commonlazimlpsi(O:npsip) 
commonlrotorladvr,btwt,lami,lamv,lam,kge,klamc,klam2c,colp,cosp, 

&sinp 
commonlvortlgamma(nmaxp) 
commonlbladelyrel(jmaxp),laml(jmaxp),vlocal(jmaxp),alfal(jmaxp) 
raddeg=-57.29578 
c2psi=cpsi**2-spsi**2 
alfa = colp + cosp * cpsi + sinp * spsi 
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write (6,*) 'alpha=',alfa*raddeg,' deg' 
1 - 0 

c 
c Spanwise scan 
c 

do 100 j - 1 , jmax 
c 
c Non-uniform induced inflow correction 
c 

laml(j)=lamv+lami*(1.0+yrel(j)*(klamc*cpsi 
& +klam2c*c2psi)) 

c 
c Correction of inflow ratio for ground effect 
c 

laml(j)=laml(j)*kge 
c 
c Local velocity (non-dimensionalized with respect to Omega*R) 
c 

vlocal(j)=yrel(j)+advr*spsi 
c 
c Local blade pitch 
c Note: Blade pitch control setting is considered as the pitch 
c at 314 radius. Therefore, the linear twist is compute~ with 
c respect to this location. 
c 

alfal(j)=alfa+btwt*(yrel(j)-0.75) 
c 
c Right-hand side is sum of contribution due to local pitch and 
c contribution due to inflow through rotor disk 
c 

rhsj = sin(alfal(j)) * vlocal(j) + laml(j) 
c 
c Chordwise scan 
c 

c 

do 100 i = 1 , imax 
1 = 1 + 1 
gamma(l) = rhsj 

100 continue 
return 
end 

c Subroutine to compute the grid for the vortex-lattice method 
c 

c 

c 

subroutine grid(imax,jmax,ar) 
parameter(imaxp=10,jmaxp=20,nmaxp=imaxp*jmaxp) 
commonlgridllx(imaxp+l),y(jmaxp+1) 
commonlbladelyrel(jmaxp),laml(jmaxp),vlocal(jmaxp),alfal(jmaxp) 
dy = 0.8 * ar I (jmax) 
dth= 2. * atan(1.) I jmax 
pi2 = 2. * atan(1.) 
dx = 1.0l(imax) 
do 10 j = 1 , jmax+1 

10 y(j) =ar * sin((j-l)*dth) 
do 20 i = 1 , imax+1 

20 x(i) = (i-1) * dx - 0.25 

do 30 j = 1 , jmax 
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c Relative spanwise location 
c 

c 

yrel(j)=0.5*(y(j)+y(j+1))/y(jmax+1) 
30 continue 

return 
end 

c subroutine to compute the influence coefficients 
c 

subroutine amat(imax,jmax) 
parameter(imaxp=10,jmaxp=20,nmaxp=imaxp*jmaxp) 
common/grid1/x(irnaxp+1),y(jmaxp+1) 
common/amat1/a(nmaxp,nmaxp) 
m = 0 
do 1000 k ~ 1 , jmax 
do 100 1 = 1 , imax 
m = m + 1 

c m is the control point 

c 

xmid = x(l) + 0.5 * (x(l+1)-x(l)) 
ymid = 0.5*(y(k)+y(k+1)) 
n = 0 
do 200 j = 1 , jmax 
do 200 i = 1 , imax 
n = n + 1 

n is the panel being considered 
- x(i) - xmid xa 

xb = x(i) - xmid 
ya - y(j) - ymid 

yb = y (j+l) - ymid 
za == 0.0 
zb = 0.0 
call vorinf(xa,ya,xb,yb,fact) 
a(m,n) fact 
xa x(i) - xmid 
ya y(j+1) - ymid 
xb x(i+1) - xmid 

c if(i.eq.imax) xb = 100. - xmid 
yb = y(j+1) - ymid 
za = 0.0 
zb = 0. 0 
call vorinf(xa,ya,xb,yb,fact) 
a(m,n) = fact + a(m,n) 
if(i.eq.imax) goto 555 
xa x(i+1) - xmid 
xb = x(i+1) - xmid 
ya = y(j+1) - ymid 
yb y(j) - ymid 
za 0.0 
zb 0.0 
call vorinf(xa,ya,xb,yb,fact) 
a(m,n) -fact + a(m,n) 

555 xa = x(i+1) - xmid 
c if(i.eq.imax) xa = 100. - xmid 

ya = y(j) - ymid 
za = 0.0 
xb = x(i) - xmid 
yb y(j) - ymid 
zb = 0.0 
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c 

c 

call vorinf(xa,ya,xb,yb,fact) 
a(m,n) = fact + a(m,n) 

200 continue 
100 continue 

1000 continue 
return 
end 

subroutine vorinf(xa,ya,xb,yb,fact) 
terml xa * yb - xb * ya 
xO .. xa - xb 
yO • ya - yb 
sa = sqrt(xa * xa + ya * ya) 
sb sqrt (xb * xb + yb * yb) 
term2 xO * (xa/sa - xb/sb) + yO * (ya/sa-yb/sb) 
fact 1./ (16. * atan(1.0)) * term2/term1 
return 
end 

c Subroutine for LU Decomposition including pivoting 
c **Note** The decomposition is done 'in place' so the input matrix is 
c destroyed. 
c From Press, w. H., et. al., Numerical Recipes - The Art of Scientific 
c Computing (FORTRAN Version), Cambridge University Press, 1989, 
c pp. 35-36 
c 

SUBROUTINE LUDCMP(A,N,NP,INDX,D) 
PARAMETER (NMAX•100,TINY•1.0E-20) 
DIMENSION A(NP,NP), INDX(N), VV(NMAX) 
D•1. 
DO 12 I=1,N 

AAMAX=O. 
DO 11 J=1,N 

IF (ABS(A(I,J)) .GT.AAMAX) AAMAX=ABS(A(I,J)) 
11 CONTINUE 

IF (AAMAX.EQ.O.) PAUSE 'Singular matrix.' 
VV (I) =1. /AAMAX 

12 CONTINUE 
DO 19 J=1,N 

IF (J.GT.l) THEN 
DO 14 I=l, J-1 

SUM=A(I,J) 
IF (I.GT .1) THEN 

DO 13 K=l,I-1 
SUM=SUM-A(I,K)*A(K,J) 

13 CONTINUE 
A(I,J)=SUM 

END IF 
14 CONTINUE 

END IF 
AAMAX=O. 
DO 16 I=J,N 

SUM=A(I,J) 
IF (J.GT.1)THEN 

DO 15 K=1,J-1 
SUM=SUM-A(I,K)*A(K,J) 

15 CONTINUE 
A(I,J)=SUM 
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END IF 
DUM=-VV (I) * ABS (SUM) 
IF (DUM.GE.AAMAX) THEN 

!MAX-I 
AAMAX=DUM 

END IF 
16 CONTINUE 

IF (J.NE.IMAX)THEN 
DO 17 K=1,N 

DUM=A (!MAX, K) 
A(IMAX,K)=A(J,K) 
A(J,K)=DUM 

17 CONTINUE 
D=-D 
VV (!MAX) =VV (J) 

END IF 
INDX (J) =!MAX 
IF(J.NE.N)THEN 

IF(A(J,J) .EQ.O.)A(J,J)=TINY 
DUM=l./A(J,J) 
DO 18 I=J+1,N 

A(I,J)=A(I,J)*DUM 
18 CONTINUE 

END IF 
19 CONTINUE 

c 

IF(A(N,N) .EQ.O.)A(N,N)=TINY 
RETURN 
END 

c Subroutine for Solving a Linear System of Equations Given the 
c (pivoted) LU Decomposition of the matrix of coefficients 
c From Press, W. H., et. al., Numerical Recipes - The Art of Scientific 
c Computing (FORTRAN Version), Cambridge University Press, 1989, 
c pp. 36-37 
c 

SUBROUTINE LUBKSB(A,N,NP,INDX,B) 
DIMENSION A(NP,NP),INDX(N),B(N) 
II=O 
DO 12 I=1,N 

LL=INDX(I) 
SUM=B(LL) 
B(LL)=B(I) 
IF (II .NE. 0) THEN 

DO 11 J=II, I-1 
SUM=SUM-A(I,J)*B(J) 

11 CONTINUE 
ELSE IF (SUM.NE.O.) THEN 

II=I 
END IF 
B(I)=SUM 

12 CONTINUE 
DO 14 I=N,1,-1 

SUM=B (I) 
IF(I.LT.N)THEN 

DO 13 J=I+1,N 
SUM=SUM-A(I,J)*B(J) 

13 CONTINUE 
END IF 
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B (I) =SUM/ A (I, I) 
14 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
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INTRODUCTION 

The problem of helicopter landing on ship decks is analyzed for 
inclusion in a general helicopter simulation code (GENHEL). In the past, the 

problem of helicopter I ship interference has received limited theoretical 
attention, due to its complexity. Healey [1] discusses the several aspects that 

should be taken into account for a comprehensive analysis of the problem, 
namely: 

1. Sea and ship motion; 
2. Atmospheric turbulence; 

3. Ship aerodynamics; 
4. Helicopter motion itself. 

It is beyond the scope of this work to analyze all of these aspects in 

detail. Additionally, detailed simulation of these effects would result in an 
excessively time-consuming simulation. The present approach will be to 
build a relatively simple helicopter model which is capable of including all of 

the relevant effects, albeit approximately. 
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General Approach 

An in-house developed vortex-lattice code is used for the computation 

of the blade loading. The computation is performed at a number of azimuth 

locations. Subsequently, an azimuth-wise averaging is performed to yield the 

thrust. The effect of the wake is taken into account by introducing the inflow 

though the rotor tip-path-plane as an input to the vortex-lattice code. A 

simple non-uniform inflow distribution is introduced, as well as a simple 

correction for ground effect. This treatment of the wake effects greatly 

simplifies the computational chore, by avoiding costly free-wake 

computations, since a rigid-wake model would be unrealistic due to the 

sea/sKip proximity. 

The current vortex-lattice approach is also suitable for inclusion of the 

relevant interaction effects, as follows: 

1. The presex:ce of the fuselage may be taken into account by a simple 

model (e.g., sources/ sinks) which generate an additional inflow at the rotor 

disk; 

2. Th~ sea and ship motions - which are considered as inputs .

simply affect the ground effect correction in the wake inflow; 

3. If necessary, the atmospheric turbulence may be directly input in the 

vortex lattice code: perturbations normal to the rotor disk would result in an 

additional inflow term, while perturbations in the rotor disk plane would 

result in an additional term included in the local velocity. 

4. The inflow correction for ground effect does not include the· "ground 

vortex" [2] at this time. However, this effect may be included by a simple 

model of the ground vortex [3] which would result in an additional inflow 

term; 

5. The ground effect correction may be computed locally, in order to 

simulate the effect of the front portion of the rotor disk coming into the 

influence of the ship; 

6. The ship aerodynamics may be taken into account by a simple 

vortex-shedding model from which an additional inflow term would be 

obtained. 
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Ground Effect 

As an initial step, the ground effect in forward flight is analyzed. The 
first analysis of ground effect in hover is probably due to Betz [4L who used 
the method of images. Subsequent analyses for forward flight (e.g. (5], [6]) used 

the same concept. Cheeseman and Bennett [5] derived an expression for the 
inflow correction and compared their results with flight test data, reaching a 

good correlation. 

Further experimental investigations provided more insight into the 

physics of ground effect. In particular, the experiments carried out by 
Sheriaan and Wiesner [2] and Curtiss et al. [3] showed the need for the 

-modeling of the ground vortex generated by the forward portion of the rotor 
wake impinging on the ground. A simple model for taking this effect into 
account was suggested in the latter reference. 

More recently, Curtiss et al. [7] performed another experimental and 

analytical analysis of the problem. They used force and moment 
measurements in order to obtain harmonic inflow coefficients, with limited 

success. 

In the present approach, the simple correction first proposed by 
Cheeseman and Bennett [5] is used, as it was shown to give reasonable results, 

is simple and suitable for a local correction as discussed above. Note that a 
similar ground effect correction is used in the 2GCHAS code (8]. 

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 

Local Velocity 

As mentioned above, a vortex-lattice code is used for the computation 

of the blade loading. At a given azimuth location 'Jf, the blade is analyzed as a 

lifting surface for which the local forward velocity V varies spanwise as: 

v = n r + v 00 sin "' or V /QR = r/R + 1J. sin 'If (1) 
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where n is the rotor rotational speed, r is the local radius, v 00 is the free
stream velocity and !J. = V ool QR is the advance ratio. 

Local Downwash 

As usual in the vortex-lattice method, the vorticity at each panel on the 
blade is obtained from the solution of a linear system of equations resulting 

from the application of the non-penetration boundary condition at the center 
of each panel. The right-hand side of this system of equations is the 

downwash at the center of the panel: 

w I QR = - (VI OR) sin <X local + A. TPP (2) 

where <Xlocal is the local geometric angle of attack and ATPP is the inflow ratio 
through the TPP. Note that: 

<XIocal = So + S1c cos 'I' + S1s sin 'If + Stw (r IR - 0.75) (3) 

where So is the collective pitch considered as the setting at (r IR = 0.75), S1c and 

S1s are the cyclic pitch settings, and Stw is the blade twist. Also, 

(4) 

where Ai is the induced inflow ratio, an input to the method which may be 

found from a simple trim analysis, and <XTPP is the is the tip-path-plane (TPP) 

angle of attack. 

Non-Uniform Inflow Correction 

A simple non-uniform inflow correction is introduced as: 

(A.i)Iocal = AiO [1 + (r IR) (k1 cos 'If + k2 cos 2'1f) ] (5) 

where A.w is the inflow ratio for uniform inflow. The above expression is 

similar to other inflow models [9], with the addition of a term on cos 2'1f. The 
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constants kt and k2 are inputs to the method. Here we use k1 = 1.2 (after [9]) 
and k2 = - 0.5, which appear to give reasonable results. 

Ground Effect Correction 

A ground effect correction factor, l<cE, is introduced as [8]: 

1 
KcE = 1 - 16 (z/R)Z cos2 ( tan-1 (~/A.w)- <lTPP ) ( 6) 

Note that this correction IS applies to the total inflow ratio 
through- the TPP, while the non-uniform inflow correction is applied 
only to the induced inflow. Therefore, the final expression for the 
local inflow is: 

(A. TPP )local = [ (A.ihocal - ll tan <lTPP ] l<cE (7) 

with (A.i)Iocal given by (5). 

Local Lift Coefficient 

In this type of vortex lattice configuration, the bound circulation rat a 
given spanwise section is simply the vorticity at the last chordwise panel. The 
blade section lift coefficient is computed by using the Kutta-Joukowski 
theorem: 

I p v r 2 <r I nRc) 
q = 0.5 p V2 c = 0.5 p V2 c = (r /R) + ll sin 'I' (

8) 

Rotor Thrust Coefficient 

As mentioned before, the computation is performed at a number of 

azimuth locations. Subsequently, an azimuth-wise averaging is performed to 
yield the thrust: 
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(9) 

where Lb ('If) is the blade lift at the azimuth 'If, obtained by integration along 
the radius. 

NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION 

In the numerical implementation, priority is given to a cost-effective 
code .. Specifically, the tasks that demand most computational time are the 
assembly of the influence coefficient matrix for the vortex-lattice method 
(which is done only once, since the relative position of blade panels do not 

change) and the solution of the linear system of equations. Since the system 
has to be solved as many times as the number of azimuth locations used, a 

LU-factorization of the influence matrix is performed only once and 

subsequently a corresponding back-substitution is employed [10]. 

The source code is presented in the Appendix. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The aerodynamic loading on the rotor blade of a Sikorsky S-58 

helicopter in forward flight was computed and compared with the flight test 
data tabulated in Ref. [11]. The flight conditions correspond to flight no. 11 

(table no. 14) in that reference. The section loading at r /R 0.75 is presented for 

a complete rotor revolution in Fig. 1 and at azimuth locations near 'I' = 60" 

along the blade span in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the general trends are well 

predicted. A notable exception is seen in Fig. 2, where a second increase in 
section loading very near the tip is observed in the flight test results. This is 
due to blade-vortex interaction, which cannot be modeled by the present 
method. 
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A more complete validation of the code is currently in progress, 
however the results obtained so far indicate that the present method is 
adequate for the purposes of simulation, since it captures the main features of 
the flow while still keeping the computational cost low. 
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APPENDIX: SOURCE CODE 

c 
c Program to compute incompressible inviscid flow past helicopter rotor 
c using Vortex-Lattice Method 
c The lift distribution along the blade radius at each azimuth 
c is computed and printed during the process. Finally, the lift is 
c integrated to yield the rotor thrust coefficient 
c 

c 

program vorlat 
parameter(imaxp=lO,jmaxp=20,nmaxp=imaxp*jmaxp,npsip=75) 
real lami,lamv,lam,kge,klamc,klam2c,laml 
character tab*l 

..... .iP.-teger indx (nmaxp) 
common/gridl/x(imaxp+l),y(jmaxp+l) 
common/amatl/a(nmaxp,nmaxp) 
common/vort/gamma(nmaxp) 
common/azim/psi(O:npsip) 
common/par/imax,jmax 
common/rotor/advr,btwt,lami,lamv,lam,kge,klamc,klam2c,colp,cosp, 

&sinp 
common/blade/yrel(jmaxp),laml(jmaxp),vlocal(jmaxp),alfal(jmaxp) 
tab=char ( 9) 
pi=4. *a tan ( 1.) 
raddeg=l80.0/pi 
degrad=l./raddeg 

c Open input and output files 
c 

c 

OPEN(5,FILE='vorlat.dat',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(6,FILE='vorlat.out',STATUS='NEW') 

c Total no. of vortex lattice panels can not exceed nmaxp 
c 

read (5,*) imax , jmax 
write(6,*) 'IMAX=',imax,' JMAX=',jmax 
nmax=imax* jmax 
if (nmax.gt .nmaxp) then 

write (6,*) 'Total No. of Panels Exceeds ',nmaxp 
stop 

end if 
c 
c Read rotor data: 
c 
c Blade aspect ratio ar=R/c 

read (5,*) ar 
c No. of blades 

read (5,*) nblades 
c Advance Ratio advr = vinf I (Omega * R) 

read (5,*) advr 
c Air density (kg/m3) 

read (5,*) rho 
c Rotor rotational speed Omega (in RPM) 

read (5,*) omega 
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omega=omega/30.0*pi 
c Rotor blade radius (m) 

read (5,*) bldr 
c Root cut out as a fraction of R 

read (5,*) root 
c Blade twist (in degrees) 

read (5,*) btw 
btwt = (btw * (1.0-root)) * degrad 

c 
c Read control settings, CT and induced velocity 
c 
c Tip path plane (TPP) angle of attack alphad (in degrees) 

read (5,*) alphad 
alphad = alphad * degrad 

c Thrust coefficient CT 
read (5,*) CTl 

c Induced inflow ratio Lambda i vi/(Omega*R) 
c (positive for induced velocity downwards) 

"'~ad (5, *) lami 
lamv= -advr * tan(alphad) 
lam = lamv + lami 

c Collective pitch {in degrees) 
read (5,*) colp 
colp=colp*degrad 

c Cosine component of cyclic pitch (in degrees) 
read (5,*) cosp 
cosp=cosp*degrad 

c Sine component of cyclic pitch (in degrees) 
read (5,*) sinp 
sinp=sinp*degrad 

c Number of azimuth locations used for computation 
read(5,*) npsi 

c Height of rotor above the ground, as a fraction of the rotor radius 
read(S,*) hg 

c Coefficients of rotor airfoil drag polar 
read{5,*) cdO 
read(5,*) cdl 
read(5,*) cd2 

c Non-uniform inflow correction factors 
read(5,*) klamc 
read(5,*) klam2c 
CLOSE (5) 

c 
c Compute chord and helicopter forward velocity 
c 

c 

chord=bldr/ar 
vinf=advr*omega*bldr 
facO = 0.5 *rho * (omega*bldr)**2 *chord 
arpi=ar*pi 
ar2pi=arpi*2 

c Print out input data 
c 

write ( 6, *) 'imax=', imax, ' ; jmax=', jmax, 1 
; npsi=', npsi 

write(6,*) 1 AR= 1 ,ar,' ; Nb=',nblades, 1 ; Mu=',ADVR 
write(6,*) 'rho=',rho,' kg/m3; omega=',omega,' rad/s' 
write(6,*) 'R= 1 ,bldr,' m; chord=',chord,' m; Vinf= 1 ,vinf, 1 m/s' 
write(6,*) 'Cutout=',root,' ; Twist= 1 ,btw, 1 deg. 1 
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c 

write(6,*) 
write (6, *) 
write(6,*) 

& 

write(6,*) 
write(6,*) 

'AlphaD=',alphad*raddeg,' deg.' 
'ct=', ctl,' ; Lambda i=',lami,' ; Lambda=',lam 
'ThetaO=',colp*raddeg,' deg; Thetac=',cosp*raddeg, 
' deg' 
'Thetas=',sinp*raddeg,' deg' 
'klamc=',klamc,' ; klarn2c=',klarn2c 

c Compute the grid 
c 

call grid(x,y,imax,jmax,ar) 
c 
c Compute azimuth angles 
c 

129 
c 

delpsi = 
DO 129 i 

psi (i) 
continue 

2.0*Pi/npsi 
0, npsi 

= i * delpsi 

c Compttte influence matrix 
c 

call amat(x,y,a,imax,jmax) 
c 
c Perform LU decomposition of influence matrix 
c 

call LUDCMP(a,nmax,nmaxp,indx,dlu) 
c 
c Iteration for CT 
c 

c 

do 200 itct=l,lO 
write(6,*) 

write ( 6, *) 'Iteration no. ', itct, ' on CT:' 
write ( 6, *) 

c Correction of inflow ratio for ground effect 
c 

kge=1.0-0.0625*(cos(atan(advr/lami)-alphad)/hg)**2 
lam=lam*kge 
write(6,*) 'z/R=',hg,' ; Kge=',kge,' ; Lambda (corrected)=',lam 

c 
c Initialize CT, CH and CQ before azimuth-wise integration 
c 

c 

ct 0.0 
ch 0.0 
cq 0.0 

c For each azimuth location ... 
c 

do 138 k = 0, npsi-1 
write(6,*) 
write(6,*) 
write (6,*) 'psi= ' psi(k) * raddeg,' deg' 
cpsi=cos (psi (k) ) 
spsi=sin (psi (k) ) 
write(6,*) 

c 
c Compute right hand side 
c 

call right(imax,jmax,cpsi,spsi) 
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c 
c Solve for bound vortex distribution 
c 

call LUBKSB(a,nmax,nmaxp,indx,gamma) 
write(6,*) 
write ( 6, *) 'j ',tab, 'y', tab, 'yrel' ,tab, 'vlocal', tab, 'alphal', 

& tab,'lift',tab,'cl' 
write(6,*) 

c 
c Initialize ctb, chb and cqb before spanwise integration 
c 

c 

ctb 0.0 
chb 0.0 
cqb 0. 0 

cAt each spanwise location ... 
c 

do 1 j = 1 , jmax 
c 
c Circulation around blade section is equal to vorticity at last 
c chordwise panel 
c 

bvort=gamma(j*imax) 
c 
c Use Kutta-Joukowski theorem (1 
c section lift coefficient 

rho * V * Gamma) to compute blade 

c 
cl = 2.0 * bvort I vlocal(j) 

c 
c Write out results at this spanwise location 
c 

facl = facO * vlocal(j)**2. 
write(6,*) j,tab,O.S*(y(j)+y(j+l)),tab,yrel(j),tab,vlocal(j), 

& tab,alfal(j),tab,cl*facl,tab,cl 
c 
c Contribution from this section to CT 
c 

c 

dyrel = ( y(j+l) - y(j) ) I y(jmax+l) 
ctb = ctb + bvort * vlocal(j} * dyrel 

c Contribution to H-force and Torque 
c 

c 

phi = atan( laml(j) I (yrel(j) + advr ) ) 
alfaef = alfal(j) -phi 
cd = cdO + cd1*alfaef + cd2*alfaef**2 
write(6,*) j,alfal(j),phi,alfaef,cd 

dch (cd*cos(phi) + cl*sin(phi)) * dyrel * vlocal(j)**2 
chb = chb + dch * spsi 

1 
cqb = cqb + dch * yrel(j) 

continue 
ctb ctb I arpi 
chb = chb I ar2pi 
cqb = cqb I ar2pi 
write(6,*) 
write (6,*) 'Contribution from this blade to CT =' 
write (6,*) 'Contribution from this blade to CH =' 
write (6,*) 'Contribution from this blade to CQ =' 
ct = ct + ctb * delpsi 
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c 

ch = ch + chb * delpsi 
cq = cq + cqb * delpsi 

138 continue 

c Compute CT: Average contribution from blade at each azimuth location 
c and multiply by number of blades 
c 

ct float (nblades) * ct I 2. I pi 
ch float(nblades) * ch I 2. I pi 
cq float(nblades) * cq I 2. I pi 
write(6,*) 
write(6,*) 
write (6, *) 'CT =I 

' ct 
write(6,*) 
write ( 6 r *) 'CH =I ch 
write(6,*) 
write ( 6' *) 'CQ =I 

' cq 
c 
c Chee~''if computed CT value matches with input CT; if not, 
c recalculate Lambda 
c 

c 

errct=Ct1Ct1-1.0 
write(6,*) 
write (6, *) 'Iteration no. 1 ,itct, 1 

& I %I 

write(9,*) 'Iteration no. ',itct, 1 

& I %1 

write (6, *) 
if (abs(errct) .lt.1e-3) go to 201 
if (itct.eq.l) then 

plami=lami 
lami=Cti2.1Sqrt(advr**2+lam**2) 

Error 

Error 

else 
clami=lami+(lami-plami)*(Ctl-Ct)I(Ct-pct) 
plami=lami 
lami=clami 

endif 
pct=ct 

200 continue 
201 continue 

CLOSE (6) 
stop 
end 

in Ct I ,errct*100., 

in Ct = 1
, errct*lOO., 

c Subroutine to compute the right-hand-side 
c 

subroutine right(imax,jmax,cpsi,spsi) 
parameter(imaxp=10,jmaxp=20,nmaxp=imaxp*jmaxp,npsip=75) 
real lami,lamv,lam,kge,klamc,klam2c,laml 
commonlgrid1lx(imaxp+1),y(jmaxp+1) 
commonlazimlpsi(O:npsip) 
commonlrotorladvr,btwt,lami,lamv,lam,kge,klamc,klam2c,colp,cosp, 

&sinp 
commonlvortlgamma(nmaxp) 
commonlbladelyrel(jmaxp),laml(jmaxp),vlocal(jmaxp),alfal(jmaxp) 
raddeg=57.29578 
c2psi=cpsi**2-spsi**2 
alfa = colp + cosp * cpsi + sinp * spsi 
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write (6,*) 'alpha=',alfa*raddeg,' deg' 
1 = 0 

c 
c Spanwise scan 
c 

do 100 j = 1 , jmax 
c 
c Non-uniform induced inflow correction 
c 

laml(j)=lamv+lami*{1.0+yrel(j)*{klamc*cpsi 
& +klam2c*c2psi)) 

c 
c Correction of inflow ratio for ground effect 
c 

laml(j)=laml(j)*kge 
c 
c Local velocity (non-dimensionalized with respect to Omega*R) 
c 

,,.., ... .-vlocal ( j) =yrel ( j) +advr*spsi 
c 
c Local blade pitch 
c Note: Blade pitch control setting is considered as the pitch 
c at 3/4 radius. Therefore, the linear twist is computed with 
c respec_t to this location. 
c 

alfal{j)=alfa+btwt*(yrel(j)-0.75) 
c 
c Right-hand side is sum of contribution due to local pitch and 
c contribution due to inflow through rotor disk 
c 

rhsj =- sin(alfal(j)) * vloc<H(j) + laml(j) 
c 
c Chordwise scan 
c 

c 

do 100 i = 1 , imax 
1 = 1 + 1 
gamma(l) rhsj 

100 continue 
return 
end 

c Subroutine to "compute the grid for the vortex-lattice method 
c 

c 

c 

subroutine grid{imax,jmax,ar) 
parameter(imaxp=10,jmaxp=20,nmaxp=imaxp*jmaxp) 
cornmon/grid1/x{imaxp+1),y{jmaxp+1) 
common/blade/yrel(jmaxp),laml(jmaxp),vlocal(jmaxp),alfal(jmaxp) 
dy = 0.8 * ar I {jmax) 
dth= 2. * atan(1.) I jmax 
pi2 = 2. * atan{1.) 
dx = 1. 0/ (imax) 
do 10 j = 1 , jmax+1 

10 y(j) =ar * sin((j-1)*dth) 
do 20 i = 1 , imax+l 

20 x(i) = {i-1) * dx,.. 0.25 

do 30 j = 1 , jmax 
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c Relative spanwise location 
c 

c 

yrel(j)=0.5*(y(j)+y(j+l))/y(jmax+l) 
30 continue 

return 
end 

c subroutine to compute the influence coefficients 
c 

subroutine amat(imax,jmax) 
parameter(imaxp=10,jmaxp=20,nmaxp=imaxp*jmaxp) 
common/grid1/x(imaxp+1),y(jmaxp+1) 
common/amat1/a(nmaxp,nmaxp) 
m = 0 
do 1000 k 1 jmax 
do 100 1 1 imax 
m = m + 1 

c m is the control point 

c 

~~d x(l) + 0.5 * (x(l+1)-x(l)) 
ymid = 0.5*(y(k)+y(k+1)) 
n = 0 
do 200 j 1 jmax 
do 200 i 1 imax 
n n + 1 

n is the panel being considered 
= x(i) - xmid xa 

xb = x(i) - xmid 
ya "" y(j) - ymid 

yb y ( j+1) - ymid 
za = 0.0 
zb = 0.0 
call vorinf(xa,ya,xb,yb,fact) 
a (m, n) fact 
xa x(i) - xmid 
ya y(j+1) - ymid 
xb x(i+1) - xmid 

c if(i.eq.imax) xb = 100. - xmid 
yb y(j+1) - ymid 
za = 0.0 
zb = 0.0 
call vorinf(xa,ya,xb,yb,fact) 
a(m,n) = fact+ a(m,n) 
if(i.eq.imax) goto 555 
xa x(i+1) - xmid 
xb X (i+1) - xmid 
ya y(j+1) - ymid 
yb y(j) - ymid 
za 0.0 
zb 0.0 
call vorinf(xa,ya,xb,yb,fact) 
a(m,n) =fact + a(m,n) 

555 xa = x(i+1) - xmid 
c if(i.eq.imax) xa = 100. - xmid 

ya = y(j) - ymid 
za = 0.0 
xb = x ( i) - xmid 
yb y ( j ) - ymid 
zb = 0.0 
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c 

c 

call vorinf(xa,ya,xb,yb,fact) 
a(m,n) ~fact + a(m,n) 

200 continue 
100 continue 

1000 continue 
return 
end 

subroutine vorinf(xa,ya,xb,yb,fact) 
term1 xa * yb - xb * ya 
xO xa - xb 
yO ya - yb 
sa 
sb 
term2 
fact 
return 
end 

'~io.-.......,.c 

= 
sqrt(xa * xa + ya * ya) 
sqrt(xb * xb + yb * yb) 
xO * (xa/sa - xb/sb) + yO * (ya/sa-yb/sb) 
1./ (16. * atan(1.0)) * term2/term1 

c Subroutine for LU Decomposition including pivoting 
c **Note** The decomposition is done 'in place' so the input matrix is 
c destroyed. 
c From Press, W. H., et. al., Numerical Recipes -The Art of Scientific 
c Computing (FORTRAN Version), Cambridge University Press, 1989, 
c pp. 35-36 
c 

SUBROUTINE LUDCMP(A,N,NP,INDX,D) 
PARAMETER (NMAX=100,TINY=1.0E-20) 
DIMENSION A(NP,NP),INDX(N),VV(NMAX) 
D=1. 
DO 12 I=1,N 

AAMAX=O. 
DO 11 J=1,N 

IF (ABS(A(I,J)) .GT.AAMAX) AAMAX=ABS(A(I,J)) 
11 CONTINUE 

:IF (AAMAX.EQ.O.) PAUSE 'Singular matrix.' 
VV (I) =1. /AAMAX 

12 CONTINUE 
DO 19 J=1,N 

IF (J.GT.1) THEN 
DO 14 I=1,J-1 

SUM=A(I,J) 
IF (I.GT .1) THEN 

DO 13 K=1,I-1 
SUM=SUM-A(I,K)*A(K,J) 

13 CONTINUE 
A(I,J)=SUM 

END IF 
14 CONTINUE 

END IF 
AAMAX=O. 
DO 16 I=J,N 

SUM=A(I,J) 
IF (J.GT.1)THEN 

DO 15 K=1,J-1 
SUM=SUM-A(I,K)*A(K,J) 

15 CONTINUE 
A(I,J)=SUM 
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END IF 
DUM=VV (I) *ABS (SUM) 
IF (DUM.GE.AAMAX) THEN 

IMAX=I 
AAMAX=DUM 

END IF 
16 CONTINUE 

IF (J.NE.IMAX)THEN 
DO 17 K=1,N 

DUM= A ( IMAX, K) 
A(IMAX,K)=A(J,K) 
A(J,K)=DUM 

17 CONTINUE 
D=-D 
VV ( IMAX) =VV (J) 

END IF 
INDX(J)=IMAX 
IF(J.NE.N)THEN 

IF(A(J,J) .EQ.O.)A(J,J)=TINY 
DUM=l./ A (J, J) 

18 

DO 18 I==J+1,N 
A(I,J)=A(I,J)*DUM 

CONTINUE 
END IF 

19 CONTINUE 

c 

IF(A(N,N) .EQ.O.)A(N,N)=TINY 
RETURN 
END 

c Subroutine for Solving a Linear System of Equations Given the 
c (pivoted) LU Decomposition of the matrix of coefficients 
c From Press, W. H., et. al., Numerical Recipes- The Art of Scientific 
c Computing (FORTRAN Version), Cambridge University Press, 1989, 
c pp. 36-37 
c 

SUBROUTINE LUBKSB(A,N,NP,INDX,B) 
DIMENSION A(NP,NP),INDX(N),B(N) 
II=O 
DO 12 I=1,N 

LL=INDX(I) 
SUM=B(LL) 
B(LL)=B(I) 
IF (II.NE.O)THEN 

DO 11 J=II, I-1 
SUM=SUM-A(I,J)*B(J) 

11 CONTINUE 
ELSE IF (SUM.NE.O.) THEN 

II=I 
END IF 
B(I)=SUM 

12 CONTINUE 
DO 14 I=N,1,-1 

SUM=B(I) 
IF(I.LT.N)THEN 

DO 13 J=I+1,N 
SUM=SUM-A(I,J)*B(J) 

13 CONTINUE 
END IF 
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B (I) =SUM/ A (I, I) 
14 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
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Dear Mr. Walters: 

During the reporting period (November 1, 1992 - December 31, 1992), the 

following tasks were completed: 

Work continued on the development of a computer code that can model the 

performance of a helicopter rotor, operating in the vicinity of a ship deck. We have 

modified the GENHEL computer code so that the inflow through the rotor disk may be 

modeled using a dynamic inflow theory developed by Prof. David Peters of George 

Washington University. 

A report co-authored by Mr. Olympic Mello, one of my graduate students, 

describing the dynamic flow modeling is enclosed. 

With best wishes, 
Sincerely, 

LAKSHMI N. SANKAR 
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(404) 894-3014 

INTRODUCTION 

The present report concerns the implementation of a Dynamic Inflow 
model [1-3] in a general helicopter simulation code (GENHEL) [4] in order to 
improve its aerodynamic modeling and allow it to more accurately simulate 
complex flight conditions, in particular the problem of helicopter landing on 
ship decks. 

He and Lewis [5] have recently performed a parametric study in which 
they included first- and second-order dynamic inflow modeling in the 
FLIGHTLAB real-time rotorcraft flight simulation environment. They 
concluded that the first-order dynamic inflow model consistently improved 
the correlation between the simulation and flight test data over an uniform 
inflow model, while the second-order model improved the correlation in 
some cases but underestimated transient response in others. 

The dynamic inflow model used in this work is the first-order model 
described by Peters and HaQuang [3], which is expected to provide a significant 
improvement in the aerodynamic modeling in GENHEL while retaining a 

level of sophistication- and computational cost- consistent with the other 
components of the simulation code. 
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MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 

Brief Description of the Inflow Model 

A throughout description of dynamic inflow modeling, including 
bibliography and higher-order modeling, is given by He in Ref. [2]. The first

order dynamic inflow model used here is described by Peters and HaQuang in 

Ref. [3]. Therefore, only a brief description will be presented here. 

The rotor aerodynamics computation in GENHEL is based on the 

blade-element model, in which the blades are divided into a finite number of 
segments. Local angle of attack, yaw and Mach number are computed and 

used to obtain lift and drag coefficients from airfoil experimental data, 
approximately given in equation form. This is an "instantaneous steady" 

approach in the sense that no pitch rate terms or unsteady wake effects are 
taken into account. The downwash (inflow) induced by the rotor wake system 
is also represented in an instantaneous manner as an additional term in the 
angle of attack computation. In the current GENHEL implementation, the 
inflow model has a first harmonic variation over the rotor disk (Glauert 
downwash factors). 

In order to more accurately represent the unsteady nature of the flow 
over the rotor blade, the pitch rate term should be included in the local 

effective angle of attack and the effect of the unsteady wake should be taken 
into account in the inflow. While the effect of the wake for unsteady two
dimensional airfoil motion has been known for many years, its application to 
rotors is not straightforward, not only because of the three-dimensional effect, 

but mainly because of the distorted helical wake generated by the rotor. 

Efforts to construct a suitable unsteady aerodynamics model for rotors 
have been numerous (see Ref. [2] for a review of the most significant models). 

Among those, the dynamic inflow model emerged as a very adequate model 

for aeroelastic and flight dynamics applications, because it is simple to 

implement and represents to an acceptable accuracy the main unsteady rotor 
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wake effects. The wake vorticity depends on the rotor aerodynamic loads and 
in turn induces a non-uniform inflow over the rotor disk. This non-uniform 
inflow distribution is represented by a sum of a finite number of harmonics 
of blade azimuth, of which the multiplying coefficients are time-dependent 
and radial variations are accounted for by shape functions, i.e., 

N 
A. (r,'lf,t) = Vo (t) + L Xn (r) [vns (t) sin (n'lf) + Vnc (t) cos (n'lf)] (1) 

n=l 

By expressing the pressure distribution over the rotor disk in terms of 
an acceleration potential, which is expanded in Legendre functions in terms 
of ellipsoidal coordinates, and integrating the momentum equation along the 
streamwise direction [2], the coefficients in the inflow expansion (1) can be 
related to the aerodynamic loads by a system of first-order ordinary 
differential equations: 

[MJ l_ {v} + [L]-1 (v} = (t} (2) 
a 

where the dot in {v} denotes time derivative and {t} is a vector obtained from 

integrals of the pressure distribution over the rotor disk. In the first-order 
dynamic inflow used here [3], the inflow expansion reduces to 

A. (r,'lf,t) = A.o (t) +As (t) i sin ('If) + ~ (t) i cos ('If) (3) 

and the system of equations (2) becomes 

(4) 

where CT, cl and c2 are the instantaneous rotor thrust, and rolling and 
pitching moment coefficients, respectively. The subscript "aero" denotes that 
only aerodynamic contributions are considered in these coefficients. Note that 
equations (3) and (4) are expressed in the tip-path-plane axes system. The 
matrices [M] and [E.] are given in Ref. [3]. 
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Transformations Needed to Implement the Dynamic Inflow Model in 
GENHEL 

In order to time-integrate the inflow-state equation (4), the rotor 
aerodynamic forces and moments are needed. These are computed by the 
same expressions as in pages 5.1-34 and 5.1-35 of Ref. [4], but taking into 
account only the aerodynamic contributions. The resulting forces and 
moments are denoted as in Ref. [4], with the addition of a subscript "A", i.e., 

forces THA, HHA and JHA and moments MHA, LHA and ~A· As mentioned 
above, equations (3) and (4) are expressed in the tip-path-plane axes system. 
GENHEL, in turn, uses the fixed shaft axes system. The corresponding 
transformation of coordinates is: 

where 

[ 

COS f3Ic 

[1JSTPP = sin f3tc sin f3ts 

- sin f31c cos f31s 

0 

cos f31s 

sin f31s 

~l (5) 

sin f31c I 
- cos f31c sin f31s 

COS f31c COS f31s 

(6) 

is the transformation matrix between shaft and tip-path-plane axes and f31c 

and f3Is are the first harmonics flapping coefficients. Referring to the notation 

used in Ref [4], p. 5.1-18, f3Ic = - A1FMR and f31 s = - B1FMR. The 
nondimensional coefficients needed in Eq. (4) may be now computed as: 

The nondimensional translational velocity components, J.Lxs, J.Lvs and 
J.Lzs in the shaft axes are also transformed to the tip-path-plane axes as needed 
in the computation of the matrices [M] and [L.]: 
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where J.lt, J.1.2 and J.1.3 are the nondimensional translational velocities in the tip
path-plane axes system according to the notation of Ref. [3]. 

During each simulation frame computation, the nondimensional 
thrust and moment coefficients are computed according to Eqs. (5) and (7). At 

the end of the simulation frame, the matrices [MJ and [I:] are computed using 
the translational velocities computed during the frame and transformed 
using Eq. (8). Then the new inflow states A.o, As and Ac corresponding to the 

end of the simulation frame are obtained from explicit first-order integration 
of Eq. (4). These new inflow states will be used for the computation of inflow 

distribution over the disk at the next simulation frame. Since GENHEL uses 

all velocities in the shaft axes system, the inflow must be transformed as: 

{ 
Uwx } . ( 0 l ( -A sin 13tc cos l31s l 
Uwv = [TJs\pp 0 = A sin 13ts 
Uwz s A (r,'V) A cos 13tc cos 13ts 

(9) 

When the inflow is transformed to the blade axes according to Ref. [4], 
the resulting total downwash contributions at the rotor disk [4, p.5.1-21] 
become: 

UPDMR1 =(A.;+ Y2Is Ay) [-sin 13 cos ('V+O) sin 13tc cos l31s 

- sin 13 sin ('V+O) sin l31s -cos 13 cos 13tc cos 13ts] (10) 

UIDMR.r ={A.; + Y2Is Ay) [sin ('V+O) sin 13tc cos 13ts -cos ('V+o} sin l31s] (11) 

URDMR1 =(A;+ Y2Is A.y) [cos 13 cos ('V+O) sin 13tc cos 13ts 

+cos 13 sin {'V+O) sin 13ts - sin 13 cos 13tc cos f3ts] (12) 

where 
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A.y =As sin (v + S) +A.: cos (v + S) (14) 

These inflow contributions are used to compute the local angle of 
attack as described in Ref. [4]. In addition, the pitch rate term must be included 
in the effective angle of attack. Following the notation in Ref. [4): 

NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION 

The integration of inflow states through first-order explicit integration 
of Eq. (4) is performed at the beginning of each simulation frame, before the 
blade loop is started and using the inflow derivatives computed at the end of 

the previous frame. The inflow states Ao, As and Ac are denoted by XLAMO, 
XLAMS and XLAMC, respectively. 

The downwash contributions UPD1, UPD2, URD1, URD2, UTD1 and 

UTD2 are computed using Eqs. (10-14) for use in the subroutine RADIAL. 

Note the addition of UTDl and UTD2 which were not needed in the original 
code. This requires a modification of RADIAL to include these coefficients in 

the list of arguments and in the computation of local velocities. 

For the inclusion of the pitch rate term, an additional coefficient 
{denoted by THETAD) including the terms in Eq. {15) not dependent on the 
blade segment is computed prior to calling RADIAL and used as input to that 
routine, which is also modified to include Eq. (15). 

The aerodynamic forces and moments needed in Eq. (5) are denoted by 

FHHA, FJHA, FTHA, TMHA, TLHA and TQHA and are computed during the 

blade loop in ROTOR. After the blade loop is completed, the subroutine 
DYNINF is called to perform the transformations needed (5),(8), compute Cr, 
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C1 and C2 and the matrices [M] and [f.] in Eq.(4), and finally to compute the . . . 
inflow state derivatives Ao , As and A.c , denoted by DXLAMO, DXLAMS and 
DXLAMC in the code. Note that DYNINF uses the flapping coefficients from 
the previous simulation frame. 

The inflow states and their time derivatives and the average inflow Am 
(needed in DYNINF to compute the matrices [M] and [f.] and computed 
according to Ref. [3] from the inflow states) need to be stored from frame to 
frame. This is accomplished through EQUIVALENCE statements, by storing 
them in RC(330) through RC(336). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Preliminary results obtained with the present implementation showed 
no noticeable increase in computational time over the original rotor code. 
Trim results agreed well with the original code, which has been show to agree 
well with flight test trim data [6]. The most important effect to be expected of 
the current implementation is an improvement in the helicopter transient 
response [5]. This result is expected to emerge from the validation efforts 
currently underway. 
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During the reporting period (January 1, 1993 - February 28, 1993), the following 
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Work continued on the validation of a computer code that can model the 
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Washington University. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The present report describes the validation of a Dynamic Inflow model [1-4] 

implementation, described in our previous report, in a general helicopter simulation code 

(GENHEL) [5] in order to improve its aerodynamic modeling and allow it to more accurately 

simulate complex flight conditions, in particular the problem of helicopter landing on ship 

decks. The next steps in the helicopter I ship interaction simulation are briefly discussed. 

VALIDATION 

The dynamic inflow implementation described in our previous report has been 

validated by comparing the static trim results with uniform inflow and flight test results 

presented in Appendix B of Ref. [6] and by comparing the transient response with uniform inflow 

results. The transient response cases were chosen so as to coincide with some of the test cases 

used in Ref. [7]. 

The static trim correlations are presented in Figs. 1-7. No significant changes were 

observed in collective, longitudinal cyclic and pedal controls and on pitch attitude. Some 

additional left lateral cyclic was observed when using the dynamic inflow model, with 



corresponding changes in roll angle and sideslip. These effects can be attributed to non

uniformity of inflow between the forward and aft portions of the rotor disk which requires the 

additional lateral cyclic pitch [7]. Note that these effects are not as dramatic as when verified 

in Ref. [7], probably due to the fact that the uniform inflow version of GenHel was able to trim 

the aircraft at values much closer to the flight test data than the test case presented in Ref. [7]. 

The transient response correlations are presented in Figs. 8-10. Note that flight test 

data are not presented here because our validation used simply "perfect" step control inputs, not 

the actual control time histories as used in Ref. [7]. However, the results obtained herein 

demonstrate improvements in the transient response similar to those obtained in Ref. [7]. 

CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING THE IMPLEMENTATION 

OF A HIGHER-ORDER DYNAMIC INFLOW MODEL 

When the inflow model to be implemented in GenHel for the current effort was being 

considered, higher-order models were analyzed. However, we opted for a first-order model for 

the following reasons: 

1. Since the final objective is real-time simulation, the method is expected to be as fast 

as possible while giving sufficient accuracy; 

2. The structural model presently implemented in GenHel uses rigid blades, which is a 

"zeroth-order" elastic model. It would seem that using a higher-order inflow model while 

retaining the lower-order elastic model would be inconsistent and most likely no improvement 

would be obtained over the first-order model. The higher-order inflow models are consistent 

with higher-order elastic models, which are needed when one is interested in vibrations and 

aeroelastic studies. 

These considerations are supported by extensive studies performed by Dr. William D. 

Lewis for his Ph.D. research at Georgia Tech [8]. His results are summarized in Ref. [7]. Drs. 

Lewis and He investigated the effect of inflow models of zeroth to second order coupled with 

rigid and elastic blade models in Georgia Tech's flight simulator program (FLIGHTSIM). From 

their findings, we conclude that the most important modifications in order to improve GenHel's 

rotor module are first-harmonic dynamic inflow and an elastic blade model. 

For the actual implementation of a higher-order model, the following additional steps 

will be required: 



1. Additional computation of second-order inflow forcing functions, and inclusion of 

second-harmonic inflow state variables will be required. 

2. An additional transformation of coordinates will be needed, since the dynamic inflow 

equations are usually expressed in the wind-axes system, while GenHel uses the fixed shaft 

axes. In our current first-order implementation, dynamic inflow expressions in the tip-path

plane axes system were used [3], therefore our implementation does not include the 

transformation from wind-axes to tip-path-plane axes; 

3. The addition of radial shape functions would require further modifications in the 

subroutine RADIAL and in the inflow coefficients (UPD1, UPD2, URD1, URD2, UTD1, UTD2) 

to reflect the modified radial inflow variation. 

UPCOMING SfEPS IN THE HELICOPTER/SHIP INTERACTION ANALYSIS 

The upcoming steps in the helicopter I ship interaction analysis are the addition of a 

specialized ground effect module to take into account the presence of the ship and the inclusion 

of the ship's wake turbulence in the inflow experienced by the rotor. The former is currently 

being analyzed. For the latter problem, we are currently in contact with Dr. Prasad's research 

group at Georgia Tech regarding the possibility of using subroutines developed by that group for 

use in Georgia Tech's flight simulator program. 
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Georgia Institute of Technology 
School of Aerospace Engineering 

Mr. Marvin M. Walters 
Code 6051 
Naval Air Development Center 
Warminster, PA 18974 

May 25, 1993 

Subject: BI-MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT FOR THE PROJECT "UNSTEADY 

AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF DUAL-ELEMENT WING CONFIGURATIONS" 

Dear Mr. Walters: 

During the reporting period (March 1, 1993 - April 30, 1993), the following tasks 

were completed: 

1) We began modification of the Georgia Tech 3-D Navier-Stokes solver to 

account for the presence of partial span flaps. This required conversion of the original 

solver into a multi-zone solver. At the zone boundaries, the nodes from adjacent zones 

may not have the same (x,y,z) values. Special interpolation of the flow properties are 

therefore needed to transfer information from one zone to the next. We have used a 

simple linear interpolation of information from adjacent zones in the present version of 

the multi-zone solver. 

Encouraging preliminary results for an F-18 wing with a partial span flap have 

been obtained. An abstract describing the formulation of the multizone solver has 

been submitted to the forthcoming AIAA meeting. This abstract is enclosed. 

2) Mr. Olympic Mello is continuing to work on the numerical simulation of 

helicopter rotors operating in the vicinity of an aircraft carrier deck. There are a 

number of ways the effects of the carrier deck can be modeled. In a simulation code 

such as the GENHEL code, the presence of the ship deck, and the rolling motion of the 

ship can be modeled as modifications to the inflow through the rotor disk. While such a 



simple phenomenological model is computationally efficient, it can not handle in a first 

principles basis details of the ship geometry, clearance between the ship deck and the 

sea surface, and presence of superstructures. We have developed a panel method 

that can account for these effects, and can model the rolling motion of the ship. This 

method uses a source panel representation of the ship structure, and a vortex lattice 

representation of the rotor blades. We anticipate completion of this code by the end of 

the next reporting period. 

With best wishes, 
Sincerely, 

LAKSHMI N. SANKAR 
Professor 



A MUL TIZONE NA VIER-STOKES ANALYSIS OF DYNAMIC LIFT 
ENHANCEMENT CONCEPTS 

A.Bangalore and L.N .Sankar 
School of Aerospace Engineering 

Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332 
and 

Wei Tseng 
Naval Air Warfare Center, Aircraft Division 

Warminster, PA 

An Abstract presented to the 
Applied Aerodynamics Session 

32nd AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno, NV 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent studies indicate that one of the viable concepts for improving 
the maneuverability and low speed characteristics of tactical fighter aircraft 
at high angles of attack well beyond static stall is by partial flap 
oscillation.The physical phenomenon involves vortex generation by flap 
oscillation at a particular frequency, the movement of the vortices over the 
wing resulting in dynamic lift enhancement. Dynamic lift studies has been 
done in the past over helicopter blades and highly swept sharp edge delta 
wings, However little has been done to study similar phenomena over fighter 
aircraft wings with moderate aspect ratio. 

CFD analysis can provide a good physical insight into the dynamic lift 
phenomena of oscillating leading edge and/or trailing edge flaps. Such an 
analysis will be a valuable tool in the design of wing planform shapes with 
oscillating flaps to satisfy certain specific performance requirements, such as 
low speed landing characteristics. 

This work is an extension of a previous study done by W.Tseng, 
F.Tsung and Sankar (Ref 1). They presented results for a F-18 wing with a 
full span flap. Their computational results were compared with experimental 



results presented by Smith (Ref 2) for a F-18 aircraft at high angles of attack 
with a full span oscillating flap. 

In an actual aircraft, full span flaps (leading edge or trailing edge) are 
seldom used because of the weight considerations and the need for housing 
actuators and motors on the wing. Partial span slats and flaps are much more 
common, and are already in use to enhance takeoff and landing performance. 
If these existing devices are dynamically used (i.e. oscillated), will they 
generate additional lift over and above the static lift ? . This work attempts to 
address this issue. 

A time dependent Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes solver, originally 
developed in Refs 1 ,3,4 is modified in to a multizone solver. The original 
code has already been extensively validated for several wing alone and 
complete aircraft configuration studies. 

The main emphasis of this paper is to describe the multizone 
methodology to study unsteady flow over a complex arrangement of leading 
edge and trailing edge oscillating flaps. At this writing the multizone solver 
has been developed and is operational. Some results for flow over a F-18 
wing at high angle of atttack with a stationary deflected flap are presented. 
The final paper will contain these results and additional results for an 
oscillating flap. 

NUMERICAL FORMULATION 

The three dimensional unsteady compressible N a vier-Stokes equations 
are written in the generalised co-ordinates as 

where q is the vector containing unknown flow properties such as 
density, velocity and temperature. The quantities F, G and H are the in viscid 
flux vectors. R, S and T contain the viscous stress contributions to mass, 
momentum and energy transport. These governing equations are integrated 
in time numerically starting from an initial guess for the flow vector q. At 
every time step appropriate boundary conditions are applied at all the 
boundaries of the computational domain and the zonal interfaces. At the 
body surface the noslip condition is imposed and at far-field boundaries the 



freestream conditions are prescribed or the 1-D Reimann variables are 
extrapolated depending on whether the boundary is inflow or outflow. 

The finite difference representation of the above equation at time level 
'n' is 

where o;, 0, and 0~ are the standard central difference operators. 
t1qn+1 is the change in q during adjacent time levels and t1't is the time step. 
The viscous terms are evaluated explicitly and the inviscid flux vectors F 
and H are calculated implicitly at time level n+ 1. The span wise derivative 
~G * is evaluated semi-implicitly, that is using new time level values as 
they become available. The nonlinear flux vectors F and H at time level n+ 1 
are linearized at every time level about their values at their previous time 
level 'n'. The resulting linearized implicit system of algebraic equations are 

where A= {)Ff{}q and B = {}Hf{)q are the flux jacobian matrices. The 
right hand side R contains information from the previous time level about 
F,G,H,R,S and T. In steady state applications the residual R is driven to zero. 
Approximate factorization is used to factorize the implicit coefficient matrix 
operator in to two operators which results in tri-diagonal matrices. The 
factorized system of equations look like 

[I + t1'to;A1 [I + t1't o~ B] {t1q}n+ 1 = Rn,n+ 1 

The solution of the tri-diagonal matrix systems are done efficiently 
using Thomas algorithm. The above time differencing scheme is called a 
hybrid time differencing scheme which has several advantages over fully 
explicit and fully implicit schemes. Numerical viscosity terms, based on the 
work by Jameson, Turkel and Schmidt are used in these calculations to 
prevent the high frequency oscillations from blowing up. 



MULTIZONE METHODOLOGY 

This approach is very powerful for solving flow over complex 
geometries. A similar approach was used by the present authors to solve 
flow over a multi-element airfoil (Ref 6). To generate a single block grid 
which is body conforming for complicated geometries such as partial span 
flaps is very difficult and impractical. Using multizone approach, the wing is 
divided in to a number of spanwise zones and each zone is solved 
independently on a simply connected grid. Adjacent zones communicate 
with each other via the interfaces. 

The multizone grid used in the present application is shown in Fig 1 
and Fig 2. The boundary condition at the interface involves transfer of data 
between the adjacent zones. As shown in the grid the flap is deflected in 
zone 2 and there are no flaps in the other zones. This results in a shearing 
between the grids. The grid with an oscillating flap will be moving with 
respect to the other stationary grids. At present a simple bilinear 
interpolation technique is used to transfer data between the zones. The 
sketch below shows the typical grid points at any zonal interface. 

Zone 1 
z 2 one 

(i,j,k lA 
L .. 

fB c 



Grid points A and D in the sketch above belong to zone 1, B, C 
belong to zone 2. The points A,B are along the interface. 

~S1 =distance between gridpoints A and D, ~S2 =distance between 
gridpoints A and C, ~S3 =distance between gridpoints B and D,~S4 = 
distance between gridpoints B and C. 'q' represents the vector containing 
the flow variables as explained in the previous section. The 'q' vector is 
updated at the interface at every time step using the above expression. 
Higher order interpolation schemes involving more number of grid points 
will be investigated in the final paper. The multizone code can handle any 
number of zones in the spanwise direction. This feature is particularly useful 
in the case of leading and trailing edge flaps located at different positions 
along the span. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results presented here are for a F-18 wing planform with a partial 
span leading edge flap. The freestream Mach number and Reynolds number 
are 0.2 and 20,000 respectively. The partial span flap is at 34 degrees to the 
main wing. The calculations done at present are for the flap kept steady with 
no oscillation. The flow conditions correspond to the one used in Ref 2 . 

Fig 1 and Fig 2 show the computational grid sections in the X-Z plane 
at 27% and 73% span stations respectively. The planform is divided in to 
three zones along the span. The first zone consists of 40% of the span from 
the root. The second zone spans from 50% to 80% of the span and has the 
leading edge flap. The third zone starts from 80% span and extends all the 
way till the outermost span station(JMAX) which is about a chord length 
beyond the tip. The grid dimensions used in these calculations are 141 x 7 x 
61, 141 x 5 x 61, 141 x 8 x 61 in zones 1,2 and 3 respectively. 

Fig 3 and Fig 4 shows the total pressure contours in the x-z plane on 
the upper side of the wing at 27% and 73% span stations. The angle of attack 



of the main wing is 40 degrees. The leading edge flap is located in zone 2 
and the hinge line of the flap is at 19% chord. At this high angle of attack, 
we can observe streamwise seperation even in zone 2 where the flap is 
present. Similar type of seperation was observed by Smith (Ref 2) in their 
water tunnel experiments. Spanwise flow particle traces are shown in Fig 5 
and Fig 6. We observe complicated flow pattern in the flap region and the 
flowfield needs to be investigated further. Fig 6 shows the spanwise particle 
traces for a clean wing. 

Fig 7 shows the variation of lift coefficient along the span with and 
without partial span flap. A 10% increase in lift coefficient is observed at the 
flap portion of the wing. These Cl values are taken after 30 time units where 
each time unit correspond to the time taken by air particles with freestream 
speed to travel one chord length. A better way to compare would be to 
compute the time averaged lift coefficient. 

The final paper will include flow cases with several leading and 
trailing edge flap arrangements oscillating at different frequencies. A grid 
resolution study and other interpolation techniques will be included in the 
fmal paper. 

REFERENCES 
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Fig 1 Computational grid section inX-Z plane_sfb -- 0 27 



Fig 2 Computational grid section in X-Z plane,y/b ~ 0 73 
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Fig 3i Stagnation pressure contoursJy/b ~ 0.27 
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Fig 4:Stagnation pressure contours~ y/b ~o 73 
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Fig S:Spanwise flow visualization~ with flap deflected 

Fig 6: Spanwise flow visualization, clean wing 
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Georgia Institute of Technology 
School of Aerospace Engineering 

Mr. Marvin M. Walters 
Code 6051 
Naval Air Development Center 
Warminster, PA 18974 

July 23, 1993 

Subject: 81-MONTHL Y PROGRESS REPORT FOR THE PROJECT "UNSTEADY 

AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF DUAL-ELEMENT WING CONFIGURATIONS" 

Dear Mr. Walters: 

During the reporting period (May 1, 1993 - June 30, 1993), the following 

tasks were completed: 

1) As discussed in the previous report, a multi-zone Navier-Stokes solver 

has been developed to study dynamic lift enhancement concepts. An abstract 

regarding this work was sent to AIAA Aerospace meeting, Reno 1994 in May 

1993 and a copy of the abstract was attached in the previous report. 

During the present reporting period some calculations were performed 

over a F-18 wing for a part span oscillating leading edge flap. The freestream 
Mach number and Reynolds number are 0.2 and 20,000 respectively. The 

angle of attack of the wing is 40 degrees and the partial span flap is initially set 

at 34 degrees relative to the main wing. The flap oscillates at a reduced 

frequency of 9.424. Fig 1 shows a typical computational grid section in the X-Z 

plane. The planform is divided in to three spanwise zones. Fig 2 and Fig 3 show 

the total pressure contours in the X-Z plane on the upper side of the wing at 

20% and 50% span stations. Figures 4 (a),(b),{c),{d) and (e) show the time 

history of the sectional lift coefficient at different span stations. As seen in Figs 

4(b) and (c), the lift coefficient peaks at a regular frequency in the flap region 

due to the vortices generated by flap oscillation. The secondary effect of flap 



oscillation is felt on the other span sections where there is no flap. This is 

reflected in the small oscillations in the lift coefficient as in Fig 4 (a),(b). The 

Figures 5 (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) show the variation of Clover a longer period of 
time of about 50 convective time units. As expected no significant variation of 
the mean lift coefficient with time is seen. 

The time variation of sectional lift coefficient at different span stations was 

plotted for the case of a stationary flap and the results are shown in Figures 7 

(a),(b) .. (e). The other flow parameters like Mach number, Reynolds number and 

angle of attack were the same as in the first case. The mean lift coefficient was 

compared in the two cases, one being the stationary flap and the other an 
oscillating flap and is shown in Fig 6. No significant enhancement in the mean 

lift coefficient was seen by oscillating the flap, though there were intermittent 

peaks in lift coefficient at a regular frequency. Some of these results were faxed 

to Dr. W.Tseng during June-July '93. 

At present this Navier-Stokes solver has an algebraic Baldwin-Lomax 

turbulence model to simulate turbulence effects. As seen in other calculations 

this algebraic model works well for attached flows or flows with small 
separation, but for massively separated flows a better turbulence model like the 
K-e model may be required. A two equation K-t turbulence model has been 

incorporated in to the present solver. We are working on improving the stability 
characteristics of the k-e solver, and to ensure that the computed k and t fields 

are independent of the arbitrary initial levels prescribed by the user. 

We are also in the process of calibrating the present version of the 

multizone code with some existing experimental data and numerical 
calculations for oscillating control surfaces given in the AIAA paper 93-3363. 

We anticipate that these calibration studies will be completed in time for the 

Aerospace Sciences Meeting in Reno in January 1994. 

2) Mr. Olympio Mello has nearly completed work on the numerical 

simulation of helicopter rotors operating in the vicinity of an aircraft carrier deck. 

In the appendix, a report summarizing all the work done to date is enclosed, 

along with an abstract we have submitted to an American Helicopter Society 



Aeromechanics Meeting to be held in January 1994. This report includes the 

following new results: 

(a) We have validated the prescribed wake portion of the rotor-

ship-airwake interaction code by comparing the induced velocities near the 

rotor disk for some representative configurations, with measured data. Good 
agreement is observed. 

(b) The correction to the rotor inflow due to the presence of the 

ship has been modeled from first principles, using a source panel 

representation of the ship. 

With best wishes, 
Sincerely, 

L. -
LAKSHMI N. SANKAR 
Professor 
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1. Introduction 

Landing a helicopter on a ship deck can be a hazardous process. The determination 

of safe operating envelopes has been done at sea by the Naval Air Test Center in a lengthy 

and expensive process [1]. This fact suggests a need for an appropriate helicopter/ship 

interference model to be incorporated into rotorcraft simulation codes. 

There are several aspects that contribute to the complexity of the problem, namely: 

1. Sea and ship motions; 

2. Atmospheric turbulence; 

3. Ship aerodynamics; 

4. Helicopter motion itself, in the presence of the ship. 

The sea and ship motions can be modeled to a reasonable degree [1]. Their effects 

on the helicopter have to be investigated. The only effect of the sea motion on the helicopter 

would be in the extent that it modifies the ground effect, but this change may be regarded as 

negligible with respect to the other factors involved. The ship motion will have a more 

significant effect on the ship/helicopter interference and has to be considered. 

Statistical atmospheric turbulence models are also available, and may be considered 

as user-prescribed for simulation purposes. 

The ship aerodynamics is very complex. The flow around the superstructure is 

characterized by turbulence and vortex shedding. The turbulence level in the atmosphere 

also affects the flow. The knowledge about this type of flow is mostly empirical and based 

on building aerodynamics. Few wind-tunnel investigations have been performed to 

measure the flow about ships [2]. For the purposes of analysis, the effects of ship 

aerodynamics on the helicopter can be divided into the "airmass displacement effect" due to 

the proximity between the rotor and the ship surface, and the ship-induced turbulence 

effect. The ship airmass displacement effect may be modeled under the assumption of 

attached flow around the ship, which in turn is modified by the helicopter presence. The 

turbulence effect has to be modeled statistically, and included in the simulation as an 

additional turbulent air velocity contribution to be added to the helicopter model. 
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The simulation of helicopter motion can be carried out by a standard helicopter 

simulation code, if the effects discussed above are included. The simulation program must 

therefore be able to: 

1. Include the ground effect due to the sea, with the sea surface considered as fixed; 

2. Include air velocity contributions due to the atmospheric turbulence and ship

induced turbulence, which combine to form the turbulent ship airwake, considered to be 

prescribed. This influence may be taken into account as an additional inflow term, which in 

turn implies that a non-uniform, time-dependent inflow model such as a dynamic inflow 

model [3] is necessary for consistency; 

3. Include the ship airmass displacement effect, as discussed above. For this 

purpose, a panel method representation of the ship surface may be used, and the effect of 

the ship on the rotor is modeled by the induced velocity field produced by the ship's 

panels. It must be noted that for the computation of the flow around the ship using a panel 

method, the flow due to the rotor and its wake have to be considered 

In this report, these three aspects will be discussed in more detail concerning their 

implementation in a helicopter simulation code. More specifically, our discussion will 

emphasize the implementation on the GENHEL simulation code [4]. 

2. Ground Effect 

As an initial effort, the ground effect in forward flight was analyzed. The first 

analysis of ground effect in hover is probably due to Betz [5], who used the method of 

images. Subsequent analyses for forward flight (e.g. [6], [7]) used the same concept. 

Cheeseman and Bennett [6] derived an expression for the inflow correction and compared 

their results with flight test data, reaching a good correlation. In this model, a ground effect 

correction factor, KoE. is introduced as: 

1 KoE = 1- 16 (z!R)2 cos2 ( tan·1 UJAm)- «1PP) (2.1) 
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where z is the height of the rotor above the ground, R is the rotor radius, f.1 is the non

dimensional forward velocity, AiQ is the induced inflow ratio when the helicopter is away 

from the ground and <ITPP is the Tip-Path-Plane (TPP) angle of attack. This correction 

factor is applied to the total inflow ratio through the TPP as a multiplication factor, yielding 

the inflow ratio in ground effect 

Further experimental investigations provided more insight into the physics of 

ground effect. In particular, the experiments carried out by Sheridan and Wiesner [8] and 

Curtiss et al. [9] showed the need for the modeling of the ground vortex generated by the 

forward portion of the rotor wake impinging on the ground. A simple model for taking this 

effect into account was suggested in the latter reference. It should be noted that the 

experiments have shown that the ground vortex appears for a specific range of forward 

velocities, and of course when the helicopter is close enough to the ground. 

More recently, Curtiss et al. [10] performed another experimental and analytical 

analysis of the problem. They used force and moment measurements in order to obtain 

harmonic inflow coefficients, with limited success. 

As a first approximation, the simple correction first proposed by Cheeseman and 

Bennett [6] may be used, as it was shown to give reasonable results, is simple and suitable 

for a local correction as discussed above. Note that a similar ground effect correction is 

used in the 2GCHAS code [11]. If flight test data are available for the specific helicopter, a 

semi-empirical expression may be used instead of Eq. (2.1). This is the approach used in 

the helicopter simulation code GENHEL [4], where flight test data obtained for the UH-60 

are used. The ground vortex is not particularly relevant in this case because the helicopter 

would approach the ship at a height above the sea for which the ground vortex would not 

have been formed, and when the helicopter is close enough to the ship to see its deck as the 

"ground", its velocity would have been reduced and again the conditions for the formation 

of the ground vortex would not be met. 

Although this simple correction is suitable for local application, its accuracy for this 

purpose has not been well established. Since a rotor wake model is necessary to obtain the 

velocities induced by the rotor and its wake on the ship, a better choice may be to modify 

the wake model to include the ground effect, at the expense of additional computational 

effort, but providing a more consistent overall model. 
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3. Dynamic Inflow Model 

As discussed above, a non-uniform, time-dependent inflow model such as a 

dynamic inflow model [3] is indicated in order to provide a consistent treatment where 

time-dependent turbulent inflow contributions are included. Therefore, our second effort 

was implementing such a dynamic inflow model into the GENHEL simulation code [4]. 

In the derivation of the dynamic inflow model [12-15], the rotor is considered as an 

actuator disk, around which an acceleration potential solution is found analytically in terms 

of associated Legendre functions expressed in ellipsoidal coordinates. The velocity field is 

related to the acceleration potential using the continuity and momentum equations. The 

resulting relations between the inflow through the disk and the pressure distribution are 

then used to obtain the matrices of coefficients of a system of first order ordinary 

differential equations involving the coefficients of the assumed harmonic inflow 

representation and its time derivatives. Details of the derivation are given in the cited 

references. 

The inflow model to be used may be of arbitrary order, a higher-order model in 

general providing higher accuracy but being more computationally expensive. In the 

present work, we opt for a first-order model for the following reasons: 

1. Since the fmal objective is real-time simulation, the method is expected to be as 

fast as possible while giving sufficient accuracy; 

2. The structural model presently implemented in GENHEL uses rigid blades, 

which is a "zeroth-order" elastic model. It would seem that using a higher-order inflow 

model while retaining the lower-order elastic model would be inconsistent and most likely 

no improvement would be obtained over the first-order model. The higher-order inflow 

models are consistent with higher-order elastic models, which are needed when one is 

interested in vibrations and aeroelastic studies. 

These considerations are supported by extensive studies performed by Dr. William 

D. Lewis for his Ph.D. research at Georgia Tech [16]. His results are summarized in Ref. 

[ 17]. Drs. Lewis and He investigated the effect of inflow models of zeroth to second order 

coupled with rigid and elastic blade models in Georgia Tech's flight simulator program 
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(FLIGHTSIM). They concluded that the first-order dynamic inflow model consistently 

improved the correlation between the simulation and flight test data over an uniform inflow 

model, while the second-order model improved the correlation in some cases but 

underestimated transient response in others. From their findings, we conclude that the most 

important modifications in order to allow a helicopter simulation code to consistently treat 

time-dependent inflow effects are first-harmonic dynamic inflow and an elastic blade 

model. 

The dynamic inflow model used in this work is the first-order model described by 

Peters and HaQuang [3], which is expected to provide a significant improvement in the 

aerodynamic modeling in a helicopter simulation code such as GENHEL while retaining a 

level of sophistication - and computational cost- consistent with the other components 

of the simulation code. 

3.1. Mathematical Formulation 

A throughout description of dynamic inflow modeling, including bibliography and 

higher-order modeling, is given by He [14]. The first-order dynamic inflow model used 

here is described by Peters and HaQuang in Ref. [3]. Therefore, only a brief description 

will be presented here. 

The rotor aerodynamics computation in GENHEL is based on the blade-element 

model, in which the blades are divided into a finite number of segments. Local angle of 

attack, yaw and Mach number are computed and used to obtain lift and drag coefficients 

from airfoil experimental data, approximately given in equation form. This is an 

"instantaneous steady" approach in the sense that no pitch rate terms or unsteady wake 

effects are taken into account. The downwash (inflow) induced by the rotor wake system is 

also represented in an instantaneous manner as an additional term in the angle of attack 

computation. In the current GENHEL implementation, the inflow model has a first 

harmonic variation over the rotor disk (Glauert downwash factors). 

In order to more accurately represent the unsteady nature of the flow over the rotor 

blade, the pitch rate term should be included in the local effective angle of attack and the 

effect of the unsteady wake should be taken into account in the inflow. While the effect of 

the wake for unsteady two-dimensional airfoil motion has been known for many years, its 
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application to rotors is not straightforward, not only because of the three-dimensional 

effect, but mainly because of the distorted helical wake generated by the rotor. 

Effons to construct a suitable unsteady aerodynamics model for rotors have been 

numerous (see Ref. [14] for a review of the most significant models). Among those, the 

dynamic inflow model emerged as a very adequate model for aeroelastic and flight 

dynamics applications, because it is simple to implement and represents to an acceptable 

accuracy the main unsteady rotor wake effects. The wake vorticity depends on the rotor 

aerodynamic loads and in turn induces a non-uniform inflow over the rotor disk. This non

uniform inflow distribution is represented by a sum of a finite number of harmonics of 

blade azimuth, of which the multiplying coefficients are time-dependent and radial 

variations are accounted for by shape functions, i.e., 

N 

A (r,\jf,t) =Yo (t) + L Xn (r) [vns (t) sin (n\jl) +Ync (t) cos (n\jl)) (3.1) 
n=l 

By expressing the pressure distribution over the rotor disk in terms of an 

acceleration potential, which is expanded in Legendre functions in terms of ellipsoidal 

coordinates, and integrating the momentum equation along the streamwise direction [14], 

the coefficients in the inflow expansion (3.1) can be related to the aerodynamic loads by a 

system of first-order ordinary differential equations: 

[MJ l {v) + [L]- 1 (v} = {t} 
n 

(3.2) 

where the dot in { v} denotes time derivative and { t} is a vector obtained from integrals of 

the pressure distribution over the rotor disk. In the first-order dynamic inflow used here 

[3], the inflow expansion reduces to 

A (r,\jf,t) = ~ (t) +As (t) ~ sin (\jl) + Ac (t) ~ cos (\jl) (3.3) 

and the system of equations (3.2) becomes 

[M] _l_ (~:) + [i,)-
1 {~} = { -~ } 

Q ic Ac -C2 aero 

(3.4) 
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where CT. cl and c2 are the instantaneous rotor thrust, and rolling and pitching moment 

coefficients, respectively. The subscript "aero" denotes that only aerodynamic contributions 

are considered in these coefficients. Note that equations (3.3) and (3.4) are expressed in the 

tip-path-plane axes system. The matrices [M] and [f.] are given in Ref. [3]. The matrix [M] 

is given as: 

__8_ (*) 
31t 

0 0 

[M] = 0 _lQ_ 0 
451t 

0 0 _lQ_ 
451t 

(*) 128 for twisted rotors 
751t 

The matrix [£]-1 
was obtained analytically as: 

[f.Jl =-1 
EF - VBE sin .1 

- VBE cos .1 

VTBE sin .1 

V{F cos2 .1 + ~ sin2 .1) 

- VG sin .1 cos .1 

(3.5) 

- VG sin .1 cos .1 

V (F sin2 .1 + ~ cos2 .1) 

(3.6) 

where we follow the notation used in Ref. [3], i.e., .1 is the angle between the projection of 

the forward velocity on the rotor disk and the zero-azimuth line, VT = V A. 2 
+ Jl2 is the total 

nondimensional inflow through the disk, Vis a mass-flow parameter defmed by 

(3.7a) 

with Am being defmed as the average induced inflow over the rotor disk. If we denote by a. 

the wake angle with respect to the rotor disk, the remaining quantities in Eq. (3.6) are 

defined as: 

B = 151t V 1 -sin a. 
64 1+sina 

0 = 4 sin a 
1+sina 
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E= 4 
1 +sin a 

(3.7b,c,d) 



F = B2 +12. 
2 

(3.7e,f) 

3.2. Transformations Needed to Implement the Dynamic Inflow Model in 

GENHEL 

In order to time-integrate the inflow-state equation (3.4), the rotor aerodynamic 

forces and moments are needed. These are computed by expressions similar to those used 

in Ref. [4], but taking into account only the aerodynamic contributions. The resulting 

forces and moments are denoted as in Ref. [4], with the addition of a subscript "A", i.e., 

forces THA• HHA and JHA and moments MHA• LHA and <JHA· As mentioned above, 

equations (3.3) and (3.4) are expressed in the tip-path-plane axes system. GENHEL, in 

turn, uses the fixed shaft axes system. The corresponding transformation of coordinates is: 

where 

I 
COS ~lc 

[T]sTPP = sin ~lc sin ~Is 

- sin ~lc cos ~ls 

0 

COS ~ls 

sin ~ls 

(3.8) 

sin ~lc I 
- cos ~lc sin ~ls 

COS ~lc COS ~ls 

(3.9) 

is the transformation matrix between shaft and tip-path-plane axes and ~lc and ~ls are the 

first harmonics flapping coefficients. Referring to the notation used in Ref [4], ~lc =

AlFMR and ~ls =- BlFMR. The nondimensional coefficients needed in Eq. (3.4) may be 

now computed as: 

; C1 = -LHA ; C2 = hlHA 
p 1t R3 (n Rf p 1t R3 (n Rf 

(3.10) 

The nondimensional translational velocity components, Jlxs. J.1Ys and Jlzs in the 

shaft axes are also transformed to the tip-path-plane axes as needed in the computation of 

["]-I the matrices [M] and L : 
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(3.11) 

where J.!1, J.l.2 and J.!3 are the nondimensional translational velocities in the tip-path-plane 

axes system according to the notation of Ref. [3]. 

During each simulation frame computation, the nondimensional thrust and moment 

coefficients are computed according to Eqs. (3.8) and (3.10). At the end of the simulation 

frame, the matrices [M] and [L]-1 are computed using the translational velocities computed 

during the frame and transformed using Eq. (3.11). Then the new inflow states A.a. As and 

A.c; corresponding to the end of the simulation frame are obtained from explicit first-order 

integration of Eq. (3.4). These new inflow states will be used for the computation of 

inflow distribution over the disk at the next simulation frame. Since GENHEL uses all 

velocities in the shaft axes system, the inflow must be transformed as: 

J U } { 0 I ( -A sin ~lc cos ~ls I 
\ 
~: = [T]g\,.p 0 = A sin p, 

WZ S A (r,'\jf) A COS ~lc COS ~ls 

(3.12) 

When the inflow is transformed to the blade axes according to Ref. [4], the 

resulting total down wash contributions at the rotor disk [ 4, p.5.1-21] become: 

UPDMR1 =(A.~+ Y2Is Ay) [-sin~ cos (v+B) sin ~lc cos ~ls 

- sin ~ sin (v+B} sin ~ls -cos ~cos ~lc cos ~ls] 
(3.13) 

U1DMR1 ={A.~+ yz15 'Ay)[sin (v+B) sin ~lc cos ~ls- cos (v+B) sin ~lsl (3.14) 

URDMR1 =(A.~+ Y2Is A.y) [cos~ cos (v+B) sin ~lc cos ~ls 

+cos~ sin ('lf+B} sin ~ls- sin~ cos ~lc cos ~ls] 
(3.15) 

where 

A.~ = A.o + ~ (A.s sin 'l' + A.c cos v) (3.16) 
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Ay =As sin (v +a)+ Ac cos (v +a) (3.17) 

These inflow contributions are used to compute the local angle of attack as 

described in Ref. [4]. In addition, the pitch rate term must be included in the effective angle 

of attack. Following the notation of Ref. [ 4]: 

A CYIS T HOAMRm CyiS n. [ · ( \ ( \] 
Ll.<lpitch rate= 2 UTI = 2 UTI u A1s sm 'VR + ~SP}IB - B1s cos 'VR + ~SPIJB 

(3.18) 

3.3. Numerical Implementation 

The integration of inflow states through first-order explicit integration of Eq. (3.4) 

is performed at the beginning of each simulation frame, before the blade loop is started and 

using the inflow derivatives computed at the end of the previous frame. The inflow states 

A.o. As and A.c are denoted by XLAMO, XLAMS and XLAMC, respectively. 

The downwash contributions UPD1, UPD2, URD1, URD2, UTD1 and UTD2 are 

computed using Eqs. (3.13-3.17) for use in the subroutine RADIAL. Note the addition of 

UTD 1 and UTD2 which were not needed in the original code. This requires a modification 

of RADIAL to include these coefficients in the list of arguments and in the computation of 

local velocities. 

For the inclusion of the pitch rate term, an additional coefficient (denoted by 

TIIETAD) including the terms in Eq. (3.18) not dependent on the blade segment is 

computed prior to calling RADIAL and used as input to that routine, which is also modified 

to include Eq. (3.18). 

The aerodynamic forces and moments needed in Eq. (3.8) are denoted by FHHA, 

FJHA, FTIIA, TMHA, lLHA and TQHA and are computed during the blade loop in 

ROTOR. After the blade loop is completed, the subroutine DYNINF is called to perform 

the transformations needed (3.8),(3.11), compute CT, cl and c2 and the matrices [M] and 

[L]-1 
using Eqs.(3.5),(3.6), and finally to compute the inflow state derivatives io , is and 
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Ac , denoted by DXLAMO, DXLAMS and DXLAMC in the code. Note that DYNINF uses 

the flapping coefficients from the previous simulation frame. 

The inflow states and their time derivatives and the average inflow Am (needed in 

DYNINF to compute the matrices lM] and [f.]- 1 
and computed according to Ref. [3] from 

the inflow states) need to be stored from frame to frame. This is accomplished through 

EQUN ALENCE statements, by storing them in RC(330) through RC(336). 

3.4. Validation 

The dynamic inflow implementation described above has been validated by 

comparing the static trim results with uniform inflow and flight test results presented in 

Appendix B of Ref. [18] and by comparing the transient response with uniform inflow 

results. The transient response cases were chosen so as to coincide with some of the test 

cases used in Ref. [ 17]. 

The static trim correlations are presented in Figs. 3.1-3.7. No significant changes 

were observed in collective, longitudinal cyclic and pedal controls and on pitch attitude. 

Some additional left lateral cyclic was observed when using the dynamic intlow model, 

with corresponding changes in roll angle and sideslip. These effects can be attributed to 

non-uniformity of inflow between the forward and aft portions of the rotor disk which 

requires the additional lateral cyclic pitch [ 17]. Note that these effects are not as dramatic as 

when verified in Ref. [17], probably due to the fact that the uniform inflow version of 

GENHEL was able to trim the aircraft at values much closer to the flight test data than the 

test case presented in Ref. [17]. 

The transient response correlations are presented in Figs. 3.8-3.10. Note that flight 

test data are not presented here because our validation used simply "perfect" step control 

inputs, not the actual control time histories as used in Ref. [17]. However, the results 

obtained herein demonstrate improvements in the transient response similar to those 

obtained in Ref. [17]. 
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4. Ship Airmass Displacement Effect 

The effect of the ship proximity to the helicopter is modeled by using a standard 

panel method, based on the classical solution by Hess and Smith [19]. The ship is modeled 

by source panels which allow a good geometric representation. The effect of the ship on the 

rotor is given by the induced velocities on the rotor disk due to the ship panels. For the 

computation of the strengths of the sources, it is necessary to take into account both the 

ship velocity and the velocity field on the ship due to the rotor wake. This velocity field is 

computed using a rigid helical wake model. The strength of the rotor wake vortices 

depends on the circulation around the rotor blade, which, in turn, depends on the ship 

effects. Therefore, an iterative process would be needed. However, for the simulation 

problem, it may be assumed that changes in circulation around the blade and the flow about 

the ship are not too rapid and consequently the iterative process may be intrinsically 

performed during the simulation process. 

In order to model the ground effect due to the sea surface, the method of images is 

used. An image rotor wake and an image ship panel system are placed below the sea 

surface and the influence of these images are taken into account in the computation of the 

down wash induced by the rotor and in the computation of the coefficient matrix for the ship 

panel method. Note that, since an image rotor wake is used for this purpose, it may also be 

used for the purposes of ground effect correction for the inflow on the rotor disk, instead 

of the simple correction discussed in Item 1. 

4.1. Ship Formulation 

The ship surface is approximately represented by plane source panels with constant 

distributed strength. The strength of the sources are determined by enforcing the non

penetration condition at the centroid of each panel. In this implementation, both the normal 

component of the ship's motion and the normal component of the downwash induced by 

the rotor are taken into account. The details of the ship source panel method are given in 

Ref. [19] and therefore will not be repeated here. This formulation results in a linear system 

of equations to be solved for the ship panel source strengths cr: 

[A] (o} = [B] (4.1) 
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where [A] is the matrix of influence coefficients, { <J} is the vector of unknown source 

strengths and [B] is the right-hand side which includes the normal component of the 

velocities on the ship surface due to the free-stream and due to the rotor and its wake. The 

system of equations (4.1) is solved by a standard linear equations solver. The resulting 

source panel strengths are then used to compute the velocities induced by the ship source 

panel system on the rotor disk. 

4.2. Rotor Wake Formulation 

In order to compute the induced velocity due to the rotor and its wake on the ship, 

as well the rotor disk inflow distribution in ground effect, a rigid wake model is used. This 

model is a modified version of the model described in [20] and allows the computation of 

the instantaneous induced velocities both on the rotor disk and on the ship surface, which is 

adequate for simulation purposes, as discussed before. 

The following assumptions are made: 

1) Blade flapping angles are small and their higher harmonics are negligible; 

2) The rotor blade is modeled by a lifting line of bound vorticity; this bound 

vorticity is assumed to have a prescribed variation both radially and azimuth-wise; 

3) The wake has a prescribed geometry, which is basically a classical skewed 

helical wake, with a limited wake contraction model; 

4) The wake is divided into a "near" wake, composed of trailing and shed vortices 

and a "far" wake composed of trailing tip vortices only. The strength of the trailing and 

shed vortices are given by the radial and azimuth-wise variations of the bound vorticity, 

respectively, while the strength of the far wake tip vortex is assumed as equal to the 

maximum bound vorticity at the azimuth location where the vortex filament leaves the 

blade; 
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5) The rotor wake is convected downstream with a velocity which is equal to the 

vector sum of the free stream velocity and the averaged (momentum theory value) induced 

velocity over the disk. 

4.2.1. Vorticity Distribution 

The blade bound vorticity distribution is assumed to be a known function of the 

non-dimensional radial location r = r/R and azimuth 'V· The radial variation is assumed to 

be of the form: 

f(f)=r~ (4.2) 

which is characteristic of a typical radial variation of circulation. The azimuth-wise variation 

is assumed to be such that no thrust offset is produced, by imposing the condition that the 

total blade moment be constant over the disk. Under this assumption and for radially 

uniform circulation, the resulting azimuth-wise variation can be shown to be [21]: 

(4.3) 

For non-uniform circulation variation along the radius, the above result is slightly 

modified: 

(4.4) 

It can be shown that for the radial variation assumed here, kT has the value of 

151t/16 or approximately 0.982. 

With the assumptions (4.2) and (4.4), the bound vorticity distribution along the 

blade and disk results of the form: 

r b(f.'\V) = r or ~--1---"'---1 + 
2 

kT ~ sin 'V 
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The constant ro which appears in Eq. (4.5) may be related to the thrust coefficient 

by applying Kutta-Joukowski theorem for a section of the rotor blade: 

1 = p V r = p (!lRXr +~sin 'If) rb(r,'lf) (4.6) 

The rotor thrust is given by: 

(4.7) 

where Nb is the number of blades. The thrust coefficient is given by: 

(4.8) 

Applying (4.5) and (4.6) in (4.7), carrying out the integration and using (4.8) 

gives: 

(4.9) 

where a= 1.5 kT ~-

4.2.2. Velocity Induced by Blade Bound Vortices 

From the above described bound vorticity distribution, the velocity induced by the 

blade bound vortices can be obtained by application of the Biot-Savart law: 

(4.10) 
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where dsb is the elementary vector in the direction of the vortex filament and 6-Rpb is the 

position vector of the point in question with respect to the bound vortex element. Denoting 

by Rb the position vector of a blade bound vortex element as expressed in the tip-path-plane 

(TPP) reference frame: 

Rb = r {[-cos 'If h- sin 'If h] cos ~o +sin ~o kT} (4.11) 

Then the elementary vector dsb can be obtained from: 

oRb 

- i1r dsb =--dr 

r:b1 
(4.12) 

with 

(4.13) 

Given a point with coordinates (xp, yp, zp) in the tip-path-plane reference frame, 
-+ 

the vector 6-Rpb is then: 

(4.14) 

4.2.3. Near Wake 

As mentioned above, the near wake is assumed to be composed of trailing and shed 

vortices, with strength given by the radial and azimuth-wise variations of the bound 

vorticity, respectively, at the azimuth location where the vortex filament leaves the blade. 

Let us first consider an element of a trailing vortex ftlament of length r dv, which left the 

blade at the radial location r, and is located at a wake age v. This element has left the blade 

when it was at an azimuth location v-v, "'being the current azimuth location of the blade. 

Therefore, the vorticity of the element is given by f 1 (f,'lf-V) r dv, where r 1 (f,'lf) is the 

trailing vortex vorticity, equal to the radial variation offb. From (4.5): 
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(4.15) 

The velocity induced by the entire filament at a point is given by integration of 

elementary induced velocities obtained from the Biot-Savart law: 

(4.16) 

where ds1 is the elementary vector in the direction of the vortex filament and ~Rp1 is the 

position vector of the point in question with respect to the vortex element. Note that the 

integration is performed only along the "near" wake. Note also that Eq.(4.16) gives only 

the velocity induced by a single trailing vortex filament. To obtain the total induced velocity 

due to all trailing vortex filaments, one has to integrate Eq.(4.16) along the blade, i.e.: 

(4.17) 

Denoting by Rs the position vector of the trailing vortex element as expressed in the 

tip-path-plane (1PP) reference frame and using the assumption that the wake is convected 

downstream with a velocity which is equal to the vector sum of the free stream velocity and 

the averaged induced velocity over the disk, we have: 

_ {[ . • ] ..... } v· -vHr 
Rs = r -cos ('!f-V) h- sin ('!f-V)ir cos ~o +sin ~o kT + 10 v 

n 
(4.18) 

where l3o is the coning angle, n is the rotor rotational speed, VHr is the helicopter velocity 

vector in the TPP reference frame, h. hand kT are the unit vectors corresponding to the 

TPP axes, and Vio is the averaged induced inflow vector, given by: 

(4.19) 
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where Aio is the induced inflow ratio. The elementary vector in the direction of the filament, 

dstt can be obtained as: 

(4.20) 

with 

aR.s [ A A ] v· -VHr - = r -sin ('1'-V) iT+ cos ('1'-v)jr cos Po+ .......:10;:::__~ 
~ n 

(4.21) 

Given a point with coordinates (xp, yp, zp) in the tip-path-plane reference frame, -the vector 6Rpt is then: 

- - - ( A A "')-6Rpt = Rp - Rs = Xp iT + YP ir + Zp kT - Rs (4.22) 

Equations (4.15H4.22) allow us to obtain the induced velocity at any point due to 

the trailing vortex system. 

Now, let us consider an element of a shed vortex filament of length dr, which left 

the blade at the radial location r, and is located at a wake age v. This element has left the 

blade when it was at an azimuth location \ji-V, 'I' being the current azimuth location of the 

blade. Therefore, the VOrticity of the element is given by rs {f,\ji-V) dr, where r s (r,\jl) is 

the shed vortex vorticity, equal to the azimuthal variation of r.,. From (4.5): 

(4.23) 

The velocity induced by the entire shed vortex system at a point is given by radial 

integration of elementary induced velocities obtained from the Biot-Savart law, and 

subsequent integration along the wake to account for all the shed vortices: 
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(4.24) 

Note that the integration is performed only along the "near" wake. The position 

vector of the shed vortex element, R5 , is given again by Eq. (4.18), therefore the vector - -~Rp5 is equal to ~RPt and is accordingly given by Eq. (4.22). The elementary vector in the 

direction of the shed vortex filament, ds5 , can be obtained as: 

with 

iJRs =[-cos ('lf-V) iT- sin ('1'-v)}r] cos ~o +sin ~o kT 
dr 

4.2.4. Far Wake 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

As mentioned above, the far wake is assumed to be composed of trailing tip 

vortices only, with strength assumed as equal to the maximum bound vorticity at the 

azimuth location where the vortex filament leaves the blade. Considering an element of 

wake fllament of length rtv dv (where rtv corresponds to the radial location where the tip 

vortex has rolled up) and at a wake age v, this element has left the blade when it was at an 

azimuth location 'lf-V, 'If being the current azimuth location of the blade. Therefore, the 

vorticity of the element is given by rT ('lf-V) rtv dv, where rT ('If) is the trailing tip vortex 

vorticity, equal to the radial maximum of rb. From (4.5): 

(4.27) 
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The velocity induced by the wake at a point is given by integration of elementary 

induced velocities obtained from the Biot-Savart law: 

(4.28) 

where dsT is the elementary vector in the direction of the vortex filament and .1Rpr is the ... 
position vector of the point in question with respect to the vortex element. Denoting by RT 

the position vector of the tip vortex element as expressed in the tip-path-plane (TPP) 

reference frame and using the assumption that the wake is convected downstream with a 

velocity which is equal to the vector sum of the free stream velocity and the averaged 

induced velocity over the disk, we have: 

- {[ A A , ,... } v· -vHr RT = rtv -cos (v-v} iT- sin (v-v)irJ cos ~o +sin ~o kT + 10 v 
n 

(4.29) 

The elementary vector in the direction of the tip vortex filament, dsT, can be 

obtained as: 

(4.30) 

with 

- ...... 
_a~_T = rtv [-sin (v-v) h +cos (v-v)}r] cos ~o + _v1=·o_-_V...:;.:Hr;o.. 
av n 

(4.31) 

Given a point with coordinates (xp, yp, zp) in the tip-path-plane reference frame, ... 
the vector .1Rpr is then: 

(4.32) 
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Equations (4.27)-(4.32) allow us to obtain the induced velocity at any point due to 

the far wake. 

4.2.5. Root Cut-Out 

To account for blade root cut-out, all radial integrations above are started from the 

nondimensionallocation Ti corresponding to the blade root cut-out, except as noted below 

regarding wake contraction. 

4.2.6. Wake Contraction 

A crude wake contraction model is applied, such that the near wake initially starts 

from the blade root cut-out location fi and extends to the blade tip and after a wake age Vctr 

is contracted such as to start from the hub (r=O) and extend to the radial location rtv· 

Between v=O and v=Vctr, a linear interpolation is used to determine the starting and end 

radial locations. 

4.2.7. Vortex Core Model 

A Rankine vortex core model [11] with radius of one tenth of the blade chord is 

used. This model is illustrated in Fig. 4.1, and is applied by scaling the induced velocity 

due to the elementary vortex filament by the square of the ratio between the distance to the 

filament and the core radius, whenever the point where the induced velocity is being 

calculated lies within the vortex core. 
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Fig. 4.1: Rankine Vortex Core Model 

4.2.8. Validation 

For the validation of the present wake model, our numerical results were compared 

to experimental data presented in Ref. [22]. The time-average velocities induced by the 

rotor and its wake, non-dimensionalized by the average (momentum theory value) of the 

induced velocity are shown in Figs. 4.2-4.6. 

Figs. 4.2-4.4 show the induced velocities for an advance ratio~= 0.095, at the 

cross-flow sections x/R = 0, x/R = 0.5 and x/R = 1.07, respectively (i.e., at the disk 

lateral line of symmetry and at two sections behind it) and at heights z/R = -0.07, z/R = 

-0.05 and z/R = -0.01, respectively (i.e., all below the disk). A good agreement can be 

obsetved for most points, although sharp variations are not well predicted. 

Figs. 4.5-4.6 show the induced velocities for an advance ratio ~ = 0.232, at the 

cross-flow sections xJR = 0 and x/R = 1.07, respectively and at heights z/R = -0.08 and 

z/R = -0.19, respectively. The agreement is still reasonable, but not as good as for the 

lower advance ratio, probably due to the more pronounced wake distortion, which is not 

modeled in our method. However, since for our purposes (landing on a ship deck) the 

advance ratios to be encountered are low, the present method is adequate. 
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4.3. Numerical Results 

The above described helicopter/ship interaction method has been applied to a SH-60 

Sea Hawk helicopter at an advance ratio of ll = 0.05 at one rotor radius above the landing 

deck of a Oliver Hazard Perry-class frigate. Only the ship airmass displacement effect has 

been computed, i.e., no ship-induced turbulence effects have been included. The 

instantaneous induced velocities at the rotor blades due to the ship and sea at the rotor disk 

longitudinal and lateral planes of symmetry are shown in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8, respectively, 

non-dimensionalized by the momentum-theory value of induced inflow. For comparison 

purposes, the velocities induced by the ship deck (which could represent a crude model of 

the complete ship) and sea are presented, as well as the upflow at the rotor blades due to a 

mirror image wake only, for a rotor one revolution above the ground (i.e., without the 

presence of the ship). 

It can be observed that the ship airmass displacement effect can be substantial, and 

it cannot be accurately represented by assuming that the helicopter has an infinite ground 

below it at the same height as it is above the deck. A crude representation such as modeling 
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the deck only is also inadequate, and therefore the superstructure should be included in the 

model. 

It can also be noted that the airmass displacement effect is more pronounced around 

the center and in the aft portion of the disk. The first phenomenon can be explained by 

observing that the velocity field induced by a rotor far from the disk resembles one due to a 

vortex pair, which implies higher induced velocities near the center, which in turn results in 

stronger ship upflow in that region. The second phenomenon is to be expected because the 

rotor wake is being washed aft of the disk and consequently the part of the ship deck near 

the rear of the disk is more affected by the rotor presence. 
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Fig. 4.7: Instantaneous induced velocities at the rotor blades due to the ship and sea at the 

rotor disk longitudinal plane of symmetry of a SH-60 at one rotor radius above the landing 

deck of a Oliver Hazard Perry-class frigate (JJ. = 0.05) 
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5. Ship Airwake Turbulence 

The atmospheric turbulence velocities experienced by non-rotating helicopter 

components and the rotating blades can be substantially different [23]. The differences are 

due to the spatial motion of the blades, which move fore and aft through the gust waves. 

Body-fixed atmospheric turbulence refers to the atmospheric turbulence experienced by a 

fixed (non-rotating) point of the helicopter, while blade-fixed atmospheric turbulence refers 

to the atmospheric turbulence experienced by an element of the rotating rotor blade. The 

simulation of the latter involves treatment of cyclostationary processes, for which a specific 

formulation has been developed by Prasad et al. [23-25]. For simulation purposes, it is 

assumed that the body-fixed ship airwake turbulence is given. This body-fixed turbulence 

field should be then transformed into a blade-fixed turbulence field for implementation in 

the simulator code as an additional time-dependent inflow term. 
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6. Conclusions 

The problem of simulating the helicopter/ship airwake interaction for the pwposes 

of simulating helicopter landing on ship decks has been discussed. The following aspects 

which contribute to the complexity of the problem have been specifically analyzed: 

1. The ground effect due to the sea surface may be approximated by applying a 

multiplicative factor to the inflow through the disk, or by using a mirror image wake 

system. The first method is much simpler but may not be accurate locally. The second 

method is computationally expensive but is consistent with the use of a wake model for 

rotor/ship interaction analysis. The ground vortex is not particularly relevant in this case 

because the helicopter would approach the ship at a height above the sea for which the 

ground vortex would not have been formed, and when the helicopter is close enough to the 

ship to see its deck as the "ground", its velocity would have been reduced and again the 

conditions for the formation of the ground vortex would not be met 

2. The effects of ship aerodynamics on the helicopter can be divided into the ship 

airmass displacement effect due to the proximity between the rotor and the ship surface, 

and the ship-induced turbulence effect. 

3. The ship-induced turbulence effect has to be modeled statistically, in addition to 

the atmospheric turbulence. For the analysis of both turbulence contributions, one has to 

take into account the fact that the turbulent velocities experienced by the rotating blades are 

modified due to the spatial motion of the blades, which requires specific modeling which is 

available in the literature. 

4. Due to the time-dependent and local nature of the turbulence effects, a time

dependent inflow model is necessary for theoretical consistency. A ftrst-order dynamic 

inflow model has been successfully implemented in the GENHEL simulation code. 

5. The ship airmass displacement effect may be modeled under the assumption of 

attached flow around the ship, which in tum is modified by the helicopter presence. This 

can be accomplished by standard panel representation of the ship surface coupled with a 

rigid helical wake model for the rotor wake. Such a method has been successfully 

developed in the present work. 
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6. Results from the rotor/ship interaction model show that the ship airmass 

displacement effect can be substantial, and it cannot be accurately represented by assuming 

that the helicopter has an infmite ground below it at the same height as it is above the deck. 

A crude representation such as modeling the deck only is also inadequate, and therefore the 

superstructure should be included in the panel representation of the ship. 
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SUMMARY 

A method for analysis of the aerodynamic interactions between a helicopter and a 
ship is presented. The complex flow problem is decomposed into two: The first effect is 
the ship "airmass displacement effect", consisting of the changes in the flowfield in the 
vicinity of the ship so that the airflow contours the ship surface. This effect is modeled by 
a panel representation of the ship surface, taking into account the down wash induced by 
the rotor. The second effect is the ship-induced turbulence effect, which is modeled 
statistically. Results for the ship airmass displacement effect on a SH-60 rotor due a 
frigate are presented and indicate that this effect has to be considered in simulations. The 
full paper will contain additional results for the ship air displacement effect and will 
include the ship-induced turbulence effects. 

INTRODUCTION 

Landing a helicopter on a ship deck can be a hazardous process. The 
determination of safe operating envelopes has been done at sea by the Naval Air Test 
Center in a lengthy and expensive process I. This fact suggests a need for an appropriate 
helicopter/ship aerodynamic interaction model to be incorporated into rotorcraft 
simulation codes. 

There are several aspects that contribute to the complexity of the problem, 
namely: 

1. Sea and ship motions; 
2. Atmospheric turbulence; 
3. Ship aerodynamics; 
4. Helicopter motion itself, in the presence of the ship. 

The sea and ship motions can be modeled to a reasonable de greet. Their effects 
on the helicopter have to be investigated. The only effect of the sea motion on the 
helicopter would be in the extent that it modifies the ground effect, but this change may 
be regarded as negligible with respect to the other factors involved. The ship motion will 
have a more significant effect on the ship/helicopter interference and has to be 
considered. 

• Graduate Research Assistant, School of Aerospace Engineering 
I Associate Professor. School of Aerospace Engineering. 
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Statistical atmospheric turbulence models are also available, and may be 
considered as user-prescribed for simulation purposes. 

The ship aerodynamics is very complex. The flow around the superstructure is 
characterized by turbulence and vortex shedding. The turbulence level in tlie atmosphere 
also affects the flow. The knowledge about this type of flow is mostly empirical and 
based on building aerodynamics. Few wind-tunnel investigations have been perfmmed to 
measure the air flow about ships2. For the purposes of analysis, the effects of ship 
aerodynamics on the helicopter can be divided into the "airmass displacement effect" due 
to the proximity between the rotor and the ship surface, and the ship-induced turbulence 
effect. The ship airmass displacement effect may be modeled under the assumption of 
attached flow around the ship, which in turn is modified by the helicopter presence. The 
turbulence effect has to be modeled statistically3, and included in the simulation as an 
additional turbulent air velocity contribution to be added to the helicopter model. 

The simulation of helicopter motion can be carried out by a standard helicopter 
simulation code, if the effects discussed above are included. The simulation program 
must therefore be able to: 

1. Include the ground effect due to the sea, with the sea surface considered as 
fixed; 

2. Include air velocity contributions due to the ship airwake, considered to be 
prescribed. This influence may be taken into account as an additional inflow term, which 
in turn implies that a non-uniform, time-dependent inflow model is necessary for 
consistency; 

3. Include the ship airmass displacement effect, as discussed above. For this 
purpose, a panel method representation of the ship surface may be used, and the effect of 
the ship on the rotor is modeled by the induced velocity field produced by the ship's 
panels. It must be noted that for the computation of the flow around the ship using a panel 
method, the flow due to the rotor and its wake have to be considered. 

The remaining of this abstract is organized as follows: First, a brief description of 
the mathematical formulation of the rotor wake and ship panel methods is given. Next, 
results for the airmass displacement effect on a SH-60 rotor due to a frigate are presented. 
The abstract concludes with a list of additional results to be presented in the full paper. 

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 

Rotor Wake Formulatjon 

In order to compute the downwash on the ship surface due to the rotor, a rigid, 
skewed helical wake model consisting of trailing tip vortices is used. It is assumed that 
the tip vortices are created by the roll-up of the trailing vortex sheet which is shed from 
the blade. Consequently, the strength of the trailing vortex is equal to the span wise 
maximum strength of the blade bound vortex at the azimuthal location where each vortex 
filament was shed from the blade. The bound vortex radial and azimuth-wise functional 
variations over the rotor disk are prescribed, and consequently the strength of the trailing 



vortices results as a prescribed function of the blade azimuth and wake age, times a 
constant which can be related to the rotor thrust by application of the Kutta-Joukowski 
theorem for the local blade section lift and integration over the rotor disk. Details are 
given in Ref. 4. The resulting trailing vortex strength distribution is of the form: 

(1) 

where ro = ro (CT} is the constant mentioned above, vis the blade azimuth and vis the 
wake age. 

Using the above described model, the velocities induced by the rotor and its wake 
on the ship surface are computed by applying the Biot-Savart law and integrating over the 
blades (bound vortices) and over the wake (trailing tip vortices). The total induced 
velocities are then resolved for the component normal to the surface for input in the ship 
model. 

Shjp Formulatjon 

The ship is modeled by a source panel methods common in aeronautical 
applications. The ship surface is approximately represented by plane source panels with 
constant distributed strength. The strength of the sources are determined by enforcing the 
non-penetration condition at the centroid of each panel. In this implementation, both the 
normal component of the ship's motion and the normal component of the downwash 
induced by the rotor are taken into account This formulation results in a linear system of 
equations which is solved for the source strengths, which are then used to compute the 
induced velocity at the rotor disk due to the ship. 

Effect of Sea Surface 

In order to model the ground effect due to the sea surface, the method of images is 
used. An image rotor wake and an image ship panel system are placed below the sea 
surface and the influence of these images are taken into account in the computation of the 
downwash induced by the rotor and in the computation of the coefficient matrix for the 
ship panel method. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The above described helicopter/ship interaction method has been applied to aSH-
60 Sea Hawk helicopter at an advance ratio of J.l=O.OS one rotor radius above the landing 
deck of a Oliver Hazard Perry-class frigate. Only the ship airmass displacement effect has 
been computed, i.e., no ship-induced turbulence effects have been included. Although in 
the actual simulation the computations are performed at a fixed blade azimuth 
(corresponding to a given time), for validation purposes the average over one rotor 
revolution of the induced velocities due to the ship at the rotor disk lateral and 
longitudinal planes of symmetry are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively, non
dimensionalized by the momentum-theory value of induced inflow. 



It can be observed that the ship ainnass displacement effect can be substantial, 
reaching locally up to 20% of the momentum-theory value of the induced inflow, and 
therefore should be included in any helicopter/ship interaction simulation. It can also be 
noted that this effect is more pronounced around the center and in the aft portion of the 
disk. This is to be expected because the rotor wake is being washed aft of the disk and 
consequently the part of the ship deck near the rear of the disk is more affected by the 
rotor presence. 

ADDITIONAL RESULTS TO BE FOUND IN THE FULL PAPER 

The final paper will contain additional results for the ship air displacement effect 
and will include the ship-induced turbulence effects. 
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A 3-D usteady multi-block Navier-Stotes JOiver 
Clplble of handling partial span leading IDd trailing edge flaps 
is described. 1be Oow JOiver is vllidar.ed lhrough numerical 
limuJatioos of flow over a cropped della wing at a low angle ol 
aiUd., widt an oscillating lrailing edge flap. 1be Oow J01ver is 
Dext applied ID lbc flow past a F-18 wing-alone configuration 
at a high msJe or au.act. OscillatiDg leading edge flaps are 
employed in an attempt ID alter lbe leading edge vonex over 
lbe wing and ID enhance the vortex Uft. Sectional airload 
laistories reveal two characteristic frequencies, one 
CGJ~ding 10 lbe vortex lbedcling frequency of the basic 
triaa wi1b IWioaary flaps, and lhe other carresponding to tbe 
flap oscillation frequency. 1be time avenged .ectional 
8irlolds for lbe cases with moving leading edge flaps are 
'rinually identical to tbe loads where tbe flaps ll'e deployed 
IDd held fixed. 1be present calculations indicate that the 
OICiJJaJory motion of leading edge flaps does DOt significantly 
cahance the vortex lift, or tbe amsteady now behavior of the 
basdine c:oafiguration. 

INTRODUCI10N 

Modem fighter aircraft use highly swept wings 
because of &heir low drag c:hm'acteristics It supersonic speeds, 
and 1beir ability to de~ bigh lift at low speed. bigh angle c:l 
.uack conditions. At IUffiCiell!ly bigb angles or aaact, the 
leading edge vortex dill forms over the wing upper IW'face 
Jives rise ID a ldditioaal mechanism for lift bown u the 
YOrtex lifL Fighter aircrlft mate use lhe vonex lift, IDd an 
.tditional component known u tbe dynamic lift. during 
aneuvers. Milillr)' aircraft, and even the ccmmercial airaaft 
IIICil u lbe Concorde IDd &be proposed high speed civil 
.lilipCMl aircraft. CID &Ike ldvaDllgC or wrlex lift during low 
IPeed'tlltHft' 8Dd liDding. 

• Orldulle Sllldent 
.. Aaospace EaPncer. Member AlM * Plofesar, Scbool ct ~Engineering 
Tbil JIIIPG il dect.ed a wat of the U.S Govemma~tiDd il110t 
Abject 1D ~ procecdoo iD abe Unif8d Swa. 

N lbe agle or aaact increases, lbc kading ecJp 
wan.ex becomes unstable, lifts off tbc wing smflce,and van= 
lusting oc:curs. 1be YOI1CJt bunt phenomenon ~u m a loa 
iD vortex lift. and leads to .everal other UDdesirable side 
elfecrs. 1be vortex bumt process may DOt occur simultaneously 
an both wmgs.IDCI lhe resulting rolling moment can lead 10 lbe 
wing rock phenomenon. 1be vertical tail and other coalrol 
.races iD &be wake of tbe main wing may experieace 
buffeting, and 11:1'\JCtural fatigue. ID extreme cases, a loss iD 
J8W CCIIlb'Ol clue to &be Joss m tbe dynamic pressure over die 
w:nicaJ tail can occur. 

Much wort has been done m dte Uni!ed swcs durin& 
lbe past two decades on vonex lift generation, enhancemeDl 
ud coattol. Passive control devices mch u leading edge 
e&nsions (LEX), forebody antes and vonex flaps have been 
•udied. Wort bas also aone into ~~etive vortex control 
ID'alegies such u blowing and suction. A recent NASA 
conference on high angle of au.act rechnology summarizes 
angoing wort m Ibis area [Ref. 1]. 

During the put four years, a joint research effort 
between researchers 11 Georgia Tech and the Naval Air 
Warfare Center has been underway on the sopic of dynamic lift 
CDhancement, i.e. lbe aabilization and enhancement ollbe 
leading edge wmex asinJ active coattol concepts. Early 
IIUdies concentrated an the F-lS aircraft, because of the 
mardlm' pior experience with this aircraft [Ref. 1,3] and 
lbe availability of 1ooc1 quality experimenw data for Ibis 
airaaft [Ref. 4.5]. 1be F-lS airaaft bas a higher leadin& edge 
IWeep than lhe F-18 configuration, and has no kadin& edge 
atensioo devices. 1be bigh 111gle of attack characteristics of 
1he aircraft .-e dominaled by the roD up a vanex sheet off lbe 
wiD& leading edge into a lar&e core vortex that spans the C1111R 
IIPPCl surface of dte win&· At IUfliciendy high angles of IIIICt. 
alelf-acited unsa.eady phenomeDoo associaled widt the wna 
burst and its reformation occurs. Tbe joint Ddies indicated 
lbat this vortex may be •tilized,IDd tbe vonex burst avoided 
aling a 1111811 amount of blowill& over lbc win& upper IUifacc. 
mlbe vicinity otlbc 1eadin& ec1p [Ref. 6]. 

BlowiD& coatrol reqailea tbc supply of bi&h JRSS1R 
a from the enJines, dill reduce their propulsive effiCiency. 
Tbe overall wei&ht of the system is increased due 10 the 



~ llllledeciiO deliver die biP piUSUI'e llir 10 llocs over 
6e willa aur&ce. For 1bese reuoas. 1be praeat~e~earCben 
..... 10 loct • Olber ICii\'C CODIIOIIhlegics lbll require very 
DID IIDCJIIDU of eacqy,IDCI a small 'fti&bt peaalty. 

Ole oflbe lll'lle&ies aplared W&l I c:oacept tbat bas 
._ peviausly IIUdied by Smidl et at [Ref. 7) lbrou&h water 
_. 11ow Yilualizalioa IIDdics of ID F-18 wiDg-alone 
....,...._ In 1his approach. iDleJI'IIIeading edp flips are 
-«, M CIICillare :1:2• eout dleir mean dowllward cleOected 
pmrt.... Such IIDalliiDPlitudes are aecesB')' in order 10 keep 
die power coasumed by die .ctuaton low. 1be pi is DOt to 
lipific:antly aller lbe tip 'WftX llrength. but to Jtabilize it widl 
....U amounts of wniclty injected inlo die wnex core. 11 was 
enticipated lhat Ibis may be ICComplisbed with IJDIII 
IIDplilude flip mocions. 

NIJIIICI'ical studies by 1be present in\UiplOI'S for the 
ccafiguratioo llUdied in Ref. 7 focused Oil full span flips (Ref. 
1]. Several iDteresting coaclusioas were drawn from the 
1U11Derica1 atudies. 11 was found dw the flow over the wing 
IUI'face was highly lbrce-dimensiooal, containing substantial 
llllounts of spanwise Oow. Tbe ftow visualization llUdies of 
1be numerical results sbowed large concenlrated packets of 
YOI'ticity resultins from the leacling edge flap motion. 1bat 
~ 10 iDraact wilb lhe existing leading edge VCJtex. The 
Uload time bisl«y Jbowed a different Jtory. Sectional and 
IOtal airload history showed high frequency Ouctuations 
usocialed with the Oap motion. as expected. Tbesc time 
bislories abo sbowcd lbat a low frequency oscl.llation in loads 
asocialed with the vonex burst and regeneration was still 
presellL In OCher words. the wnicity gmerated by the leading 
edge Oap motion did DOl suppress lbe basic srall clwacteristics 
of &be wing. 

In an accuaJ aircraft, fuiJ span ftaps (leading edge or 
trailing edge) are seldom used because of the weight 
coosiderations and lhe need for bousing ICIUitOI'S lnd motors 
on the winJ. Pll1ial span alats and flaps are much more 
common, and arc a!ready in use to enhaw;e 11kcoff and Iandin& 
performance. Tbe present study is a continuation of the 
llUdies reponed in Ref. 8, ad focuses on the following 
questions: {a) can penial tpan flaps be used in their atatic 
downward dtployed position. or in sinusoidal molion about 1 
mean position. to control vonex burst? (b) where lbould lbe 
flips be locar.ed over tbe wing leading edge for optimum 
effect. if any? 

De preau study aes 1be same conf'JgUI'Idon ued in 
ltef. 7 act 8. 1be Macb number is tel to 0.1S, ad the 
l.eJid:k number baed on wing root cbard was Jet to 20.000 
• clolely mimic abe experimental conditions. Al these 
~ numbers, lbe flow is expeded to be trmsitioDalJnd 
CID DOt be modeled using existing IUI'buiCDCe models. dull are 
IIIDt4 for bigb Reynolds numbers. For lhele reasons. laminar 
flow limulacioas were done in the preau Jtudy. 

'Ibis paper i1 organized as follows. First. 
'IIOdifications to 1be flow IOivet delc:ribed in Ref. 8. needed to 
IIIOdel penial lp8ll 0ap oscillations .-e disa•ued.. Some code 
ftlidation audies performed 10 pin confidence in 1be 
.aodified 10lver are aeu dilcaaecl. Finally. results .-e 
paeated for 1be F-18 wiD&. ..tlerelbe )81iallplll flaps W'CR 
lacaled at two IDCJii0111: ~d aear the wing root. and 
Oidb<8d Dell' the win& dp. a.diS are presented primarily in 
tbe form of time history~ .clicallolds. 

NUMERICAL FORMULATION 

'lbe flow 10lver used here bas been documented 
atensively in liletature [e.J. Ref. 2J, 8] , and only its basic 
c:barac:u:ristis are described here. 

1bis IOiver integrates in time the 3-D compressible 
Navier-Stokes equations on 1 curvilinear body-filted 
ccodinate I)'Stem (~.1\.t:r). Second or fourth order aceurate 
cenlrll difference formulas arc used to approximale tbe spatial 
derivatives that appear in the governing equations as wen as 
the metrics of nnsformation that lint the physical domain 
(x,y.z.t) with the uansformed domain (~.1\.C.t). 1be lime 
derivative lba1 appears in the Oow equations are approximaltd 
by a first order JCCUrllC. two-point difference .:heme. 

Wben dlese -wroximations are used. a JyStcm of 
DCD1inear algebraic equations JeSUit for me Row pupenies at a 
awnber of points in the Oow domain. As is common widt lbe 
Newton's method for aolving nonlinear equations, these 
equations are linearized about lbcir values at a previous time 
level. 1be matrix of the resulting system of equations contain 
SxS ll'lltrix elements, bul may be shown 10 be spme. banded. 
and diagonally dominanL 1bis matrix may be approximately 
factored into two or more tri-diagonal matrices. 1hlt may be 
easily invened. In some inslances. using a saategy proposed 
by Pulliam and Qanssee [Ref. 9]. lbesc factored matrices may 
be reduced to ICalar tridiagonal matrices prior to their 
inversion. 

1be effects of turbulence may be modeJed in lbc Dow 
10lver using the classical Baldwin-Lomax model, or 1 two
equation t-e model. As stated earlier. tbe F-18 wing 
calculations Jbown bere were done assuming lbc Oow to be 
ful)y laminar. 

The accuracy ud atabilil)' cblracteristics of this 
bueline methodology are DOw wen understood. 1be present 
atbon have studied a aumber of configurations such as 
DDSieady now over JD F-S wing with an oscillating niling 
edge Dip [Ref. 8]. belicapler IOtDrS [Ref. 10]and high speed 
popeDers (Ref. 11] wilh 1bis llueliDe code with success. 

MULTI·ZONE ME1110DOLOGY 
. 

Whenever 1 CODfipration that is more complex lban 
• isolated wing is considered, new complications arise. Tbe 
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,.niallpBil flaps CICIOSidtn4 Jae Clll DOl be easily IOlved by 
-wm& lbe fJDw filed IUri'OUDdiq lbe ~ inlo aliqle 
Mack. Sacb aliaale bloct would bave resulted iDa hiPIY 
lilal'ecl. di8oondm10111 pid • abe willa-flip interface. 

Tecbaiqael far IOlviD& comp1cx flows asiDg a multi· 
Moct -.rqy are Jaiably developed, ad a Dmnber of now 
.... ._ iDcludiag a counter-rotating propeller ualysis 
•~~~opec~ by 1be present iDvestiptars ue lbe multi-block 
--.,y.ID this iiipp<&h,lbe body-fiaed grids Ovt'Z iDdividuaJ 
CIOIDJIIOIIeDtl align Deady at lbe block iaterface [e.g. Ref. 
12,13]. Olber l'elelfChen bave ruorted 10 ~~~~StrUCtured 
.._gies [e.a. "Ref. 14, lS] • or ID ovenet lrid ID'IIeJY (e.g. 
Jtef. 16]. ID many ias&anc:es, tbe flow fJeld ud/or tbe grid is 
lleady and lbe peming equations may be 101\'04. and the 
mass. momemum ad eacrgy nu.xes c:oaserYCCI bodl in a local 
cell-by«D ~eDJC IDd tbe global sense. 

Block aructured grid anaJyses of unsteady flows 
leqUire men care. If the boundary conditions are not properly 
implemented at lbe block interface, false reflections may 
occur, coataminatinglbe temporal behavior. In unsteady flows, 
lbere is always a lime Jag between tbe surface motion and the 
Jellllting lift fon:e. This lag is due to the finite time required 
for the vorticity field and the ICOUStic waves to ttavel in space. 
IDa unsteady Dow, these unsteady waves may uavel across 
zane boundaries, ay from root to tip. If care is not taken in 
bandling the nnsfer of chis information, both the lirload 
mapitude and pbuc may be affected. 

To our baowledge, tbe boundary coaditions at the 
iDferface of a moving flap ad a fixed wing ~eetion have been 
riaorously implemented only in Ref. 17 • These researchers 
aed a variation of 1be Chimera JChcme. 1be OUmera JCbane 
RqUires interpOiatioo of the Dow popenies at a grid point on a 
pen grid. based on iu aeighbors on a JeCOnd grid. A IC8rCh is 
asually Deeded to locate the closest aeighbors to a grid poinL 
Ref. 17 describes aeveral aophisticated schemes for 
impJemcnting the Jeii'Cb process. 

A ample multi-zoDe grid used in the present 
caJC'VIarioas is sbowD iD F'~& I. Tbe wing is divided into lWO or 
&bree apanwise blocks depeDding on lhe configuration 
illvolved. ID tbe present wort, we bave coasidered two 
different paniallpriD Oap c:onfigurations. ID the first case the 
leading edge flap is located between SO,. ad lOOC. of the 
..U-span of 1be wing , IDd abe overaiJ Dow field is divided 
iDio two zones. ID tbe 1ee0nd cue tbe partial spaa flap is 
Jac:atod betweeD 38" and 66" of tbe 1enli-span. A built-in 
.... Jrid poerator is ued to paente the C-H grid. Tbe 
arid ui-lbe flap region moves iD lime according ro the flap 
.ulltion 

'he foUowin& lb'lleJY iJ used for baDdling the 
ltouDdary c:onditioas at the wing-flap iDterface. Tbe flow is 
fint updated iD 01eb moe by lbe time IDilthin&JCbeme 
delcribed eartier. Durin& this phase, lbe boundary conditions at 
abe block interface are Jaaged by oae lime step. Tbe Dow 

Grid points A and B iD the lkeu:b above belong1D 
moe 1, while abe points A and C belong to zone 2. 1be flow 
properties at abe point A on tbe interface are computed from 
lbe ialerior points B IDd Cas follows: 

_&,q,+&2ql 
fA- fls1+Af1 

Here AS 1 is abe dislance between grid points A and 
B, 452 is the distance between grid points A ad C. Similarly 
1he interrace points located on the lower surface of abe wing 
use the aeighboring lower surface pid points to update the 
fJDw infcnnation. On uniformly spaced Jrids, (45 1 = 452) it is 
eeeu that this interpolatioo reduces to simple avezages. 

CODEVAUIDAnON~mS 

AJ l1lted earlier,lbe baseline single block 10lver bas 
been validated for a Dumber of applications. Tbe code 
Yalidation studies here focused on multi-block simulatioos. 
where tbe block interface bo~mdary conditions vary as a 
ftmction of time. 

Tbe wing studied is a clipped della wing wilh a 6" 
lbick circ:u1ar m: aUfoilleCtion. A nWng edge flap is located 
between S6.6,. and 82.9,. of abe Jemispan as shown in F'11 2. 
Tbe wing leading edge sweep A is 50.4°. 1be heslream 
Mach number is cbosen to be 0.41Dd the mean angle of atrack 
is o.oso. Tbe bin&e liDe ollbe Oap is located at ~ cbord. 
and lbe flap frequency ol OICillation is 8 Hutz. ~e Dow 
Reyaolds Dumber is 1.5 miiJiorL Tbe lbove c:onfigurl1ioo and 
fli&ht c:onditioos were cboleD because of the availability of 
experimental data [Ref. 18]. Tbe Baldwin-Lomax turbulence 
IDOdel is ued to caJnalwe eddy Yiic;osity. 

Tbe computatioaal domain is divided iaro three 
~pa~~wile blocks. The inboard block covers the region from abe 
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lOOt liD 56.6'1 m abe M!lilp''l Tbe leCODd zaae cmcloles abe 
niling edge Oap. ad dae third JJDDe coven the reJion 
GD1bom1 of abe o.p. Tbe pids Died .. ve 121 X I X 4.5,121 X 
7 X 45 and 121 X 9 X 45 IIOdel iD zoaes 1 , 2 ad 3 
...-cively. 

Pipre 3 lbows lbe c:ompllisoa m lbe IIDPlitude or 
...,. aflce peuure coefficieDt with lbe uperimenL As 
...--.. .a m lbe lift productioo fm tbe OICillatiDg flap 
- cac:an ill abe lflfelioa m lbe wiD&. c~owasaam w. 6()41, 
clad. Ia tbe riciaity of &be lliD&e 1iDe larJe 1piba ill the 
JRWe coetrldenl m obsened bodl ill the cxperimenland 
.. cakvlatioas. Tbe phlse Ill betwecD lbe flap mocion IDd 
tbe apper llll'flce pressure is lbown in rlpl'e 4 • In 
c:ompressi'ble flows. tbere is a pbase Ill between the surface 
pasure. and tbe flap mocioa due 10 the finite speed of IOUild. 
and the finite speed 11 which wnicity is canied away by lhe 
wake. This Ill wiD be apected 10 increase widt tbe distance 
measured from lhe flap binge line. Fair qreemena can be ~een 
between lbe experiment and the computed phase Jag. The 
discrepancies betweea the measurements and 1be predictions 
1re due 10 1be ralher coarse pid used in tbe simulations, wilh 
Jess than 7 points over lbe flap in tbe c:bordwise direction. 
Some difl'ereuc:es in lbe leading edge region are 111ributable 10 
the fact dw tbe wing widJ a llwp leading ed,e was analyzed 
IISiDg I wrap-around C· Jrid. 

P·ll WING SJMULA 'DONS 

The F-11 Wing planform is cbosen bere with an 
upect ndo of 3.S,Ieading edge sweep angle 26.70and 1 taper 
ratio of0.42. Tbe freeslream Mach numbet. Reynolds number 
and lbe angle of auac:t are 0.1666, 20,000 and 400 
sapectiveJy. These flow c:anditions m identicaiiO lbe water 
IUDDel experiments cooduc&ed by Smith (Ref. 7]. 

Two Jets of pid dimensions 12JX24X45 and 
141X2AX45 were used in 1be calculations, 10 assess the effect 
c#. pid density OD tbe 10Jutioos. The COUSC'l pid WIS DOt 
adequately able 10 capture 1be low frequency oscillatioa in the 
lp&Dwise loading. due 10 the Wl1eX burst phenomenon. All the 
results presented herem fm lbe 141X24X4S pid. 

Tbe built-ill al,ebnic C-B pid aeneraur with an 
eDiptic IIDOOthing routine bas been used in alllhe limulati~ 
The pid near the leading edge .Oap confOIJ!lS ~ lbe Oap aeumg 
ad moves witb &be flap during the osclllauons. Tbe three 
difle:raat flap c:cmfiguralions c:oasidc:red here are 

I) Olc!""ina flap betweea 50'i and tOOfllelllispul 

I) o.=mc;na flap betwocn 33'1 ad 66'11 ICJ!Iispan 

li) OlciDalin& flap between lbe root aad 50'11 ~emispan 

For all lbese cues 't',.lbe !educed frequcacy m the 
nap CIICilladoo is 9.4 or lbree cycles per time DDiL The 
ftlduced frequency k is def'med IS 

k•crri2U .. 
wbc:re c is tbe root c:hcnl. Q) is lbe flap frequeDcy in 

Ddilns per leCXIDd aDd u.. il die Freaaraun lpeCd. 

'l1le 0ap pa claoaP lbree c~la of aw IDOtb 
IIIOCioa per root c:bord .... ollniVCL Tbe initial Oap leUing 
is .]40 wilb rapect 10 die ... willa. and the Oap is allowed 
10 move ap IDd down by 40 iD IIIW-IDOCb f'lsbion. 1ba1 is.lbe 
ftap JDOYeS betwceu -34 .... and -30 degrees of defJcc:tion, 
in 1 aw &ooCh fashion. '!'bale conditions COJ:reSpODd 10 lbe 
alues ued by Smitb et al (Ref. 17 ) ill &beir waser IIIDDel 
-.adies fm lbe P..18 wina 1 fuD spill leadina ed&e Oap . 

The caJcnlarioas in alllbe 1bree cases were c:micd out 
b JeYall bundrecl cycb of Oap asclJiarion. in order 10 emm 
lbeir n:peatability. Because of 1be larp volume of flow faeld 
da&a suc:b 3-D ansleady simulations aenerate, it was DOt 
pacticaJ 10 analyze in deta.i.l the flow field using seientific 
YiJnaJjzatjoo techniques. ID.slead. 1be interpretation of the now 
field was carried out using the aectiQDal airlcad time history. 

C)z t. FJap belJrWD m 10d tm semi-sgan: 

Figure S abows lhe lec:tional airloads (ncxmalized by 
freesu'eam dynamic pressure and local cbord) for case (i). 
Results are presented 11 four locations: 31~. 45~. 6()41, and 
86~ aemi-span. Tbe time loads II alllbese IWioas sbow I 
low frequency oscillation, over wbicb 1 bigb frequency 
CIICillation is superposed. The lime period T1 for tbe low 
frequency osc:illatioo is teen 10 be 4 units. based on root c:bcWs 
uaveled, regardless of tbe spanwise location. Because the 
frequency of tbis Ions wave length does DOt vary from span 
llation 10 span station, we conclude tha1 this is 1 fundamental 
¥01\eX burst frequemcy of tbe entire wins. ~ fundamenlll 
frequency was present ill alllbe three cases audied. 

F'J8ure 5 abows 1 leCODd. high frequency vWtioo in 
lbe IDCtionaJ airload ll tbe four IWions. 1be time period. T2. 
associated witb Ibis higb frequency oscillation is 113 which 
corresponds to 't'. tbe reduced frequency being cqualiO 9.4. 
Since there are lhree cycles of flap motion per root cbord 
uavel, dlis frequency is easily identified as the frequency of 
flap motion. 

FiJure S also rew:als lhat these two basic phenomena 
do DOt DODlinearly intcr3Ct widJ each ocher. In ocher words. 1be 
amplitude of tbe high frequency motion does DOt teem 10 
depend on where it is localed in lbe low frequency c:yc:le. We 
therefore conclude dw lbe load variation due to tbe flap 
motion does not fundamentally alaer, «is influenced by, 1be 
fuadamental wrtex bunt ll:tivity. 

Fip'e S also lboWI daal die mqniwde of lbe bigh 
lrequeacy fiUCIIIIDons do clepeDd on the Jp811Wise location. In 
lbe OUlboard reJion lbe biP frequency fluc~ons have a 
lligher mqnicude lban aear tbe root. ll1d domuwe over 1be 
fundamental low frequency Ouccuations. This is likely ~ 10 
lbe fact dw tbe flap was located in the outboard aauon. 
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Jllpre 6 lbowllbe ~eelioaal airlolds for Ibis cue at 
._ 1 LJ taeaCidve IPUl locations. ID Ibis cue, calculations 
- allo carried out wilb lbe flips deployed. but wilhout the 
......., -.ocioD. IDCl are lbown. Many of &be features of 
6il calcaJatiODS are ideDtical to case (1) above. 'lbe 
fandai!M'!D!Il Jaw frequeacy '¥lriatioa iD tift. is clearly leCD bodl 
b tbc OICiUalory Oap cue, llld tbc Jlltiooary Oap case. 1be 
lime-avenged values. u well 11 lhe amplitude of the low 
flequeacy OICilladoas of tbe ICCiioaallolds n identicel for 
die ltalionary and moving Oap cue, rdnforcing our earlier 
oblelvadoalbal tbc 0ap mocion does DOt sipificanlly alter the 
aastrady lei'Od)'1181Dk cbaracteristics of the basic wing. As in 
c:ae 1 , over the ponioD of the span where the flap is located, 
lbe amplitude of tbc bigb hquency oscillations is mucb higher 
dwl over the rest of the wing, although the entire wing 
aperiences the bigb frequeocy fluctuations. 

Fipre 7 lbowa tbe teetioaal airloads for Ibis cue. As 
iD tbe previous two cues, both the low frequency 111d high 
frequency oscillations are evidenL Allbe inboard swioas, abe 
magnitude of the high frequency nuctuations approaches very 
bigb values (AC1 of the order of 0.3 or higher) and is 
lignif'ant compii"Cd to tbc mean Ct values { C) lrOUDd 0.8). 
Given &be fact 1bal the wing has a significent amoun1 of lapel, 
Ibis would iD4ica1e lhat the inboard flaps are the most effective 
ill changing the overall CL levels of the wing, if only in a 
nnsient manner. Away from the flap, the high frequency 
fluctuations drop 10 about 3CJ, or the local load, although the 
effects or the flap osciUatioa IU'e felt all lbe way to tbe wing 
dp. 

CONCLUSIONS 

AD exisling lingle block three dimensional unsteady 
Navier-Stokes 10lver bas been modified iluo a multi-block 
. flow solver is capable of IDilyzing partial span leading edge 
ad trailing edge flap motions. 'Ibis solver was used to 
delamiDe if oscillating lea4iD& edge flap devices may be used 
ID iDcreue the lift pocnled by a F-18 wing. 'lbe calculalioas 
hdiCIIe lbat tbe low frequency fandamental oac:illations 
...,q.sed with the vortex burst phenomenon would not be 
IIJieled. by lbe presence of tbe flaps, or their spanwise 
pi~CetDeDt. There was very liUle aerodyDIII'lic coupling 
lletweea lbe bigb frequeacy oscillations associated with lhe 
&ps.IDd abe fundamental UDSieldy 0ow behavior or abe 'flin&. 

Other approiCbel far the lllbilizatioa or the vorticaJ 
flow over tbe wiDJ, and lift ea.bancementlbould be explored. 
T•geutial blo'flin& in the vicinity of &be vortex core may be a 
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aJIIPED DELTA WING wrrH Tlt.AD..lNG BIXiE JL4P 
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Introduction 

Motivation: Determination of safe operating 
environment for landing helicopters on 
non-aviation ship decks 

Current sea trial process is long and 
expensive 

Need an appropriate helicopter/ship 
aerodynamic interaction model to be 
incorporated into simulation codes 

~--------- School of Aerospace Engineering 



- ueorg1a 1ecn---------------....... 
Past Efforts 

e Ship Airwake 

- Wind tunnel visualization; 

- Characterized by large separation, vortex 
shedding and turbulence; 

- Wind tunnel and full-scale tests: Mean 
velocities and turbulence spectra; 

- Navier-Stokes computations. 

~---------School of Aerospace Engineering 
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Past Efforts ( cont'd) 

e Ship "Ground Effect" 

- Simple semi-empirical correction factor 
applied to inflow, based only on distance 
from ground; 

- No "partial" ground effect; 

- Does not take into account presence of 
superstructure. 

~---------School of Aerospace Engineering 
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Present Approach 

e Ship Airwake (after Prasad et al.) 

- Mean velocities from system 
identification techniques using full-scale 
test results (Australian Navy); 

- Turbulent components from statistical 
model contructed from full-scale tests; 

- Rotatory sampling for incorporation of 
turbulent components . 

....._ _________ School of Aerospace Engineering 
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Present Approach { cont'd) 

e Ship "Ground Effect" 

- Panel representation for the ship; use 
sources/sinks from panel solution to 
compute resulting velocities on rotor 
disk; 

- RHS of panel method system computed 
using a rigid helical wake model; 

- Mirror image to account for sea surface. 

~--------- School of Aerospace Engineering 
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Ship Panel Representation 

y 
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Present Approach { cont'd) 

e Rotor/Wake Formulation 

• Skewed helical wake model; 

• Near wake and far wake (tip vortices only); 

• Assumed wake vorticity distribution:. 

rb(f,'lf)=ror11-f2 3 1 
1 + 

2 
kT Jl sin 'If 

- Mirror image to account for sea surface. 

~---------School of Aerospace Engineering 
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Rotor/Wake Formulation 

e Vorticity Related to Thrust Coefficient: 

fo= fo =CT.JL Y1-a2 
R (nR) Nb _lL+ .-L{vr---1 -~a2 -11) 

16 9kT 

e NearWake: 

arb _ f kT 11 oos 'II 
fs\r, 'If)=-= - fo r Yl - f2 --=----

d'!l ( 1 + f kT 11 sin '!A) 

e Far Wake: frt'f/) = 1 r0 1 
2 1 +} kT f..l sin 'II 
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Implementation into Simulation 
Code {GENHEL) 

e Blade element method 

e Ship airwake and "ground effect" 
contributions are added to total blade 
velocities; 

Panel code incorporated as additional 
module; 

Compute influence coefficients only once 
and store a LU decomposition of coefficient 
matrix for efficient backsubstitution; 

Not suitable for real-time simulation. 

~---------School of Aerospace Engineering 
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Results and Discussion 

Method applied to a SH-60 near a FFG-7 
class frigate, both at 15 kts; 

Aircraft was trimmed with and without ship 
present; 

Ship airwake turbulent component was not 
used; 

Ship airwake mean velocities were 
computed from panel method for 
comparison with full-scale data; 

Aircraft was positioned above center of 
deck, above edge of deck and just outside 
deck, all one rotor radius above deck 

~---------School of Aerospace Engineering 
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Helicopter Positioning with 

Respect to Ship Deck 

Deck 

Hangar 
door 

t 
Prow 

< Stem 
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Ship Ground Effect, 
Helicopter Above Center of .Deck 
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Ship Ground Effect, 
Helicopter Above Edge of Deck 
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Ship Ground Effect, 
Helicopter Outside Deck 
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Ship Ground Effect: 
Variations with Helicopter Position 
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Partial Ground Effect 

Ship deck 

Sea surface 
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Ship Airwake Effect 
on Blade Normal Velocity 
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Ship Airwake Effect on 
Blade Normal Velocity {cont'd) 
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Ship Airwake Effect 
on Blade Tangential Velocity 
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Ship Airwake Effect 
on Blade Radial Velocity 
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Effect of Helicopter Position 

on Controls 
Configuration Lat.Cyc. Long.Cyc. Collective Pedal 

No ship I no G. E. 4.595 4.466 5.137 2.008 

No ship I G.E. 4.595 4.469 5.135 2.010 

Hel. deck center 4.563 4.196 4.946 2.084 

Hel. deck edge 4.622 4.301 5.083 2.072 

Hel. outside 4.599 4.414 5.138 2.037 

~---------- School of Aerospace Engineering 
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Concluding Remarks 

Local ship "ground effect" is significant; 
simple correction factor not appropriate; 

Ship airwake cannot be adequately 
approximated by panel representation; a 
ship airwake database is needed; 

Instrumented flight tests are needed to 
validate the approach; 

First step towards the construction of a 
suitable model for real-time simulation. 

~--.... ------- School of Aerospace Engineering 
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Directions for Future Work 

Allow for non-prescribed rotor wake 
vorticity distribution; 

Incorporate the rotor wake and ship 
models into Georgia Tech's FLIGHTLAB 
code; 

Conduct landing simulations 
incorporating ship airwake turbulent 
component; 

Use present method as a building block 
for a modified dynamic inflow model to be 
incorporated into real-time simulation 
codes . 

....._ _________ School of Aerospace Engineering 



Progress Report 
on 

r 

Aerodynamic Modeling of Ground Effect for Helicopter/Ship 
Interaction Studies 

Period covered: June - August 1994 

During the past three months work has been underway on modifying 
the existing rotor/wake model to include a ship ground effect. 

(a) CFD effort: 

I) The prescribed geometry/prescribed vorticity distribution wake 
model has been modified to account for changes in wake vorticity 
due to the redistribution of lift over the disk and corresponding 
redistribution of bound circulation. 

2) The prescribed wake geometry has been modified so that instead 
of simply truncating the wake revolutions near the ground, a "flat 
wake" is used for wake ages beyond that corresponding to a wake 
location that places the vortex filament at a user-specified clearance 
above the ground. 

3) A partial parametric investigation has been performed in order to 
investigate the effect of wake parameters such as near wake age, 
number of wake revolutions and wake clearance above the ground 
on the rotor required power in ground effect. It was observed that 
for low speeds the total number of revolutions is the major factor 
influencing the computed ground effect. This is not the case for 
moderate to high speeds, since the wake is quickly washed away 
from the rotor. 

4) A preliminary investigation on the adequacy and feasibility of 
extending the current prescribed helical geometry model to that of a 
distorted or free wake model 1s underway. 

(b) Inflow Modeling effort: 

During this period, the effort has concentrated on the development of 
methodology for identifying the modified [L] matrix. From CFD, the 
upwash due to the presence of the ground is computed, which is a 
function of radial station, azimuth angle and height of the rotor 
above the ground (ship deck) for a given rotor position with respect 



to the deck (x,y). The analysis is carried out usmg the following four 
steps: 
1) Using least square fitting techniques, the upwash for a given hub 
position in space (x,y,h) is decomposed into the variations in uniform 
inflow, the first and second harmonic variations. 
(2) An analytical function to represent the variation of the various 
inflow components, i.e., uniform, first harmonic and second harmonic, 
as a function of rotor height above the deck has been obtained. 
(3): A bi-variate spline representation is used to capture the 
variation of inflow components as functions of (x,y) location around 
the ship deck. 
( 4 ): For steady flight conditions, the RHS forcing terms in the 
dynamic model for in-ground effect are approximately the same as 
those for out-of-ground effect. Hence, we can modify the [L] matrix, 
once we know the variations of the inflow components due to the 
ground. 

Currently work is m progress on: 

1) Developing the CFD code using free wake theory 
2) Obtaining an explicit expression for the modified [L] matrix for a 
given flight condition. 



Progress Report 
on 

Aerodynamic Modeling of Ground Effect for Helicopter/Ship 
Interaction Studies 

Period covered: September-October 1994 

During the past two months work has been underway on 
extending the existing rigid wake model for the ground effect 
modeling to a free wake code. The results of this investigation 
showed that wake instability is a major problem and substantial 
additional work would be needed to achieve a stable and reliable 
code. Therefore, our emphasis has shifted towards the modification 
of CAMRAD's free wake code to include ground effect modeling and 
incorporating the resulting code into the helicopter/ship interaction 
analysis. 

Also, during this period extensive computations were carried 
out to compute the inflow velocity distribution over the disk at 
various heights ranging from 0.5R to 3R above the ground, and at 
different locations with respect to the ship deck. This step generated 
the needed data base for estimating the dynamic inflow model 
parameters. For a specific advance ratio, the [L] matrix including 
ground effect is modified as a function of (x,y,h) as well as the wake 
skew angle. Although the wake skew angle reflects the advance 
ratio to some degree, the effect of advance ratio on the inflow 
distribution is currently being studied in detail in order to make the 
[L] matrix of the inflow model an explicit function of advance ratio. 



Progress Report 
on 

Aerodynamic Modeling of Ground Effect for Helicopter/Ship 
Interaction Studies 

Period covered: November-December 1994 

During the two months, as one of the graduate students 
working on the project, Olympio Mello, was graduating in December 
'94, the focus of the effort was directed towards documenting all the 
modifications that were made to the GENHEL program as part of the 
project. The resulting document is attached as Appendix I. Also, 
during this time we had interacted with Dr. Peters of Washington 
University for his comments on the theoretical work that was carried 
out on modeling of ground effect by extending the 'Peters-He 
generalized wake theory' by including an image rotor system in the 
formulation. We are continuing the work on studying the effect of 
advance ratio on the in-ground effect inflow distribution in order to 
make the [L] matrix of the inflow model an explicit function of 
advance ratio. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

This repon describes the modifications made in the helicopter simulation code 

OENHEL, in order to investigate helicopter/ship interactions. The theoretical fmmulation 

for the GENHEL code is given in Refs. 1 and 2 and will not be discussed here. 

The effect of the ship proximity to the helicopter is modeled by using a standard 

panel method, based on the classical solution by Hess and Smith 7. The ship is modeled 

by source panels which allow a good geometric representation. The effect of the ship on 

the rotor is given by the induced velocities on the rotor disk due to the ship panels. For 

the computation of the strengths of the sources, it is necessary to take into account both 

the ship velocity and the velocity field on the ship due to the rotor wake. This velocity 

field is computed using a rigid helical wake model. The strength of the rotor wake 

vortices depends on the circulation around the rotor blade, which, in tum, depends on the 

ship effects. Therefore, an iterative process would be needed. However, for the simulation 

problem, it may be assumed that changes in circulation around the blade and the flow 

about the ship are not too rapid and consequently the iterative process may be 

intrinsically performed during the simulation process. 

For the computation of wake vorticity, two approaches have been employed: The 

first approach was to assume a prescribed vorticity distribution along the rotor disk. This 

allows all vorticity strengths on the disk and in the wake to be related to the thrust 

coefficient Details on this approach were given in Ref. 4. The second approach was to 

compute the local vorticity at the rotor disk from the section lift. This approach requires 

numerical differentiation of the resulting vorticity distribution in order to obtain the wake 

vorticity strengths. Details on this latter _approach are given in the Appendix. 

In order to model the ground effect due to the sea surface, the method of images is 

used. An image rotor wake and an image ship panel system are placed below the sea 

surface and the influence of these images are taken into account in the computation of the 

downwash induced by the rotor and in the computation of the coefficient matrix for the 

ship panel method. 
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The remaining of this report is organized as follows: First, brief instructions on 

compiling and running GENHEL are given; Next the modifications and additions to 

GENHEL are described, including the first-order dynamic inflow model and the 

helicopter/ship interaction code using both the prescribed wake vorticity and computed 

wake vorticity models. Finally, an attempt to extend the rotor wake code to a free wake 

model is described. 
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2. COMPILING AND RUNNING GENHEL 

The source code for the original version of GENHEL is divided into five 

FORTRAN files: bhawk.f, bhawka.f,bhawkb.f,bhawkc.f andbhawkd.f. 

The subroutine ROTOR is included in the file bhawkd. f and contains the blade-element 

model. In addition, several *.OAT files and a "Makefile" flle are needed. The 

compilation is achieved by issuing the command Make file twice to compile and link. 

This results in an executable file called bhawk. The execution is then performed by 

simply running bhawk. All the input files have their names pre-defined. The main input 

file is BHAWK. OAT. The input parameters in BHAWK • OAT are described in Ref. 1. Ref. 2 

contains test cases that may be useful for validation of changes made to the original code. 
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3. FIRST-ORDER DYNAMIC INFLOW 

The first order dynamic inflow model from Ref. 3 was implemented in GENHEL, 

as described in Ref. 4. These modifications were made mainly in the subroutines ROTOR 

and RADIAL, and a new subroutine called DYNINF was added. These changes were made 

in bhawkd. f, resulting in a new file called bhawkd2. f. Minor changes were made to 

the file bhawkc. f, for output of variables of interest, but this file was not renamed. A 

new Makefile2 file was used to compile and link this dynamic inflow version. Note 

that these files also include the turbulence modifications made by Riaz (Refs. 5,6). 
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4. HELICOPTERISIDP INTERACTION: 
PRESCRffiED VORTICITY VERSION 

The first version of the helicopter/ship interaction model was developed using a 

rigid helical wake model with prescribed vorticity distribution in the wake, as described 

in Ref. 4. The ship model was the panel method of Ref. 7. The rotor wake and ship 

models were included in the file bhawke. f. Changes were made in the file 

bhawkd2. f, resulting in a new file bhawkd3. f. Minor changes were also made in 

bhawk. f and bhawkb. f, resulting in bhawk2. f and bhawkb2. f, respectively. This 

version should be compiled and linked by issuing the command Makefile3 twice, 

which generates the executable file bhawk2. The changes are significantly commented 

(one can search for them by searching for the string MELLO). 

4.L Subroutines 

The subroutines and function subprograms included in bhawke. fare as follows: 

RSHIP Main module for computation of the interaction between the rotor and the 

ship; calls other needed routines. 

GETSHC Reads ship coordinates and computes unit vectors. 

EUL3 Constructs a matrix of coordinate transformations after 3 Euler rotations a 
about y, ~ about z' and 'Y about x". 

MATMUL, Subroutines for matrix multiplication. 
MTMUL, 
MTMUL2 

CONV Contains the convergence procedure for the integration which gives the 

velocity induced by the rotor wake at a given point. 

AINTT Function to be integrated along the wake coordinate to give total induced 

velocity due to wake tip vortex filaments. 
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GAMATV Functional variation of trailing vorticity as a function of the sine and cosine of 

blade azimuth when the filament left the blade. 

AINTB Function to be integrated along the radius to give total induced velocity due to 

blade bound vortices on a given point 

GAMABV Functional variation of bound vorticity as a function of the radius and sine and 

cosine of blade azimuth. 

AINTNW Function to be integrated along the near wake to give total induced velocity 

due to blade shed and trailing vortices on a given point; for a given wake age, 

it uses a radial integration of AINWR. 

AINWR Function to be integrated along the radius to give total induced velocity due to 

a blade shed vortex filament and due to the sum of trailing vortex elements at 

that near wake location on a given point. 

GSHEDV Functional variation of shed vorticity as a function of the radius and sine and 

cosine of blade azimuth. 

GTRAV Functional variation of trailing vorticity as a function of the radius and sine 

and cosine of blade azimuth. 

GAULEG Computes abscissas and weights for Gauss-Legendre quadrature (from Ref. 

8). 

QGAUS, Integrate a function using Gauss-Legendre quadrature (from Ref. 8). 
QGAUSR 

PANEL Contains the panel method procedure; calls subroutines for the several 

coordinate transfonnations and induced velocity computations. It computes 

the influence coefficients for induced velocities due to a ship panel on other 

ship panels and due to a ship panel on the rotor blade elements. 
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PANVEL Computes the velocities induced by a ship panel, in the panel axes, on a point 
given in the same panel axes. 

TRAFP Performs coordinate transformations from ship axes to panel axes. 

TRAPF Performs coordinate transformations from panel axes to ship axes. 

TRAFPM Pezforms coordinate transformations from ship axes to mirror panel axes. 

TRAPFM Performs coordinate transformations from mirror panel axes to ship axes. 

LUDCMP Performs an LU decomposition of the ship influence coefficient matrix (from 

Ref. 8). 

LUBKSB Performs a back-substitution for solution of the system of equations, given the 

LU decomposition of the matrix of coefficients. 

4.2. Input Parameters 

The input parameters for the rotor/ship interaction computation are included in the 

file BHAWK. DAT and in a new file called rship. da t. The format of this latter file is as 

follows: 

0.95 0.5 
Rtv Fnw 

0.0 1.0 1.0 0.02 
XnOfr Fnctr Kt Eps 

36 10 3 10 
Nqn Nqr Nmin Nmax 

The above parameters have the following meaning: 

Rt v Radial location of the tip vortex 

Fnw Length of near wake, in number of revolutions 

XnOfr Wake age for starting of integration 

Fnctr Wake age for wake contraction, in number of revolutions 

Kt Factor used in vorticity distribution (see Ref. 4) 

Eps Tolerance for convergence in wake integration 

Nqn Number of points along the wake for Gauss quadrature 
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Nqr Number of points along the radius for Gauss quadrature 

Nmin Minimum number of revolutions for wake integration 

Nmax Maximum number of revolutions for wake integration 

The additions to BHAWK • DAT are as follows: The following flags ~ added to 

$RUNFLAG: 

IGNDEF Ground effect flag (0 for no ground effect) 

I SHIP Ship flag (0 for no ship) 

IRRW Rotor induced velocity flag: H set to 1, rotor wake is used to compute inflow on 

rotor disk; if set to 0, dynamic inflow is used. Recommended setting is 0. 

ISHMV Ship mean velocities flag: If set to 1, the ship airwake mean velocities are 

obtained from polynomial fitting of test data; if set to 0, the panel method is 

used. Recommended setting is 1. 

and the following inputs are included in $RUNIC: 

ALSHIP Ship attitude (deg) 

PHSHIP Ship bank angle (deg) 

VSHKT Ship velocity (knots) 

XSHIPO, Initial ship location in inertial reference frame. 
YSHIPO, 
ZSHIPO 

VWIND Wind velocity (knots) 

PSIWND Wind direction (deg) 

NS s Number of blade elements (was fixed in the code in the original version). 
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S. HELICOPTER/SHIP INTERACTION: 
COMPUTED VORTICITY VERSION 

Another version of the helicopter/ship interaction model was developed using the 

IIIIle rigid helical wake model as above, but with the vorticity distribution in the wake 

computed from the section lift coefficients. Details on this model are given in the 

Appendix. 

The changes in the rotor wake model resulted in a new file bhawke2. f, which 

replaced bhawke. f. Changes were also made in bhawkd3. f, resulting in a new file 

bhawkd4. f, primarily to compute the section lift and pass it to the rotor wake code. 

This version should be compiled and linked by issuing the command Makefile4 twice, 

which generates the executable file bhawk3. 

For all versions of the helicopter/ship interaction code discussed so far, the rotor 

wake was simply truncated at a small height above the ship deck. It was observed that 

this procedure resulted in unrealistic ground effect modeling at very low heights. 

Consequently, a new version was developed in which the wake was not truncated, but 

assumed to be "flat", i.e., in a plane parallel to the ground, just above it, for wake ages 

above the wake age for which the vortex wake filaments were at a specified minimum 

distance from the deck (see Fig. 1). These changes were implemented in a new file 

bhawke3. f, which replacedbhawke2. f. This version should be compiled and linked 

by issuing the command Makefile6 twice, which generates the executable file 

bhawk 6. This is to be considered the cunent production version. 
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Fig. 1: Modified Wake Geometry 

5.1. Subroutines 

The subroutines and function subprograms in bhawke2. f and bhawke3. f are 

essentially the same as in bhawke. f and are listed below: 

RSHIP Main module for computation of the interaction between the rotor and the 

ship; calls other needed routines. 

GETSHC Reads ship coordinates and computes unit vectors. 

EUL3 Constructs a matrix of coordinate transformations after 3 Euler rotations a. 
about y, P about z' and "'(about x". 

MATMUL, Subroutines for matrix multiplication. 
MTMUL, 
MTMUL2 

GAMABV Functional variation of bound vorticity as a function of the radius and sine and 

cosine of blade azimuth. 

GSHEDV Functional variation of shed vorticity as a function of the radius and sine and 

cosine of blade azimuth. 

GTRAV Functional variation of trailing vorticity as a function of the radius and sine 

and cosine of blade azimuth. 
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GAMATV Functional variation of trailing vorticity as a function of the sine and cosine of 
blade azimuth when the filament left the blade. 

BVINT Subroutine for integration of bound vortices' contribution using trapezoidal 

rule. 

AINTB Function to be integrated along the radius to give total induced velocity due to 
blade bound vortices on a given point 

NWINT Subroutine for integration along near wake. 

AINTNW Function to be integrated along the near wake to give total induced velocity 

due to blade shed and trailing vortices on a given point; for a given wake age, 

it uses a radial integration of AINWR. 

AINWR Function to be integrated along the radius to give total induced velocity due to 

a blade shed vortex filament and due to the sum of trailing vortex elements at 

that near wake location on a given point. 

FWINT Subroutine for integration along far wake. 

AINTT Function to be integrated along the wake coordinate to give total induced 
velocity due to wake tip vortex filaments. 

CONV Integration routines not used in these versions 
GAULEG, 
QGAUS, 
QGAUSR 

PANEL Contains the panel method procedure; calls subroutines for the several 

coordinate transformations and induced velocity computations. It computes 

the influence coefficients for induced velocities due to a ship panel on other 

ship panels and due to a ship panel on the rotor blade elements. 

PANVEL Computes the velocities induced by a ship panel, in the panel axes, on a point 

given in the same panel axes. 
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TRAFP Performs coordinate transformations from ship axes to panel axes. 

TRAPF Performs coordinate transformations from panel axes to ship axes. 

TRAFPM Performs coordinate transformations from ship axes to mirror panel axes. 

TRAPFM Performs coordinate transformations from mirror panel axes to ship axes. 

LUDCMP Performs an LU decomposition of the ship influence coefficient matrix (from 

Ref. 8). 

LUBKSB Performs a back-substitution for solution of the system of equations, given the 

LU decomposition of the matrix of coefficients. 

5.2. Input Parameters 

As in the prescribed vorticity version, the input parameters for the rotor/ship 

interaction computation are included in the file BHAWK • DAT and in a new file called 

rship. dat. The format of this latter file is as follows: 

0.95 
Rtv 

0.5 
Fnw 

0.0 1.0 1.0 
XnOfr Fnctr Kt 

0.02 
Eps 

36 10 3 10 0.1 
Nqn Nqr Nmin Nmax Gndclf 

The above parameters have the following meaning: 

Rt v Radial location of the tip vortex 

Fnw Length of near wake, in number of revolutions 

XnOfr Wake age for starting of inteirarlon 

Fnctr Wake age for wake contraction, in number of revolutions 

Kt Factor used in vorticity distribution (not used in this version) 

Eps Tolerance for convergence in wake integration (not used in this version) 

Nqn Number of points along the wake for Gauss quadrature (not used in this 

version) 

Nqr Number of points along the radius for Gauss quadrature (not used in this 

version) 
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Nmin Minimum number of revolutions for wake integration 

Nmax Maximum number of revolutions for wake integration 

Gndclf Wake clearance above deck (minimum distance between wake filaments and 

deck), non-dimensionalized by the rotor radius. 

Note that the format of the input file is the same as in the previous version, with 
.· the addition of Gndclf. The unused input parameters were maintained for compatibility 

with the previous version. 

The additions to BHAWK. DAT are as in the previous version: The following flags 

are added to $RUNFLAG: 

IGNDEF Ground effect flag (0 for no ground effect) 

I SHIP Ship flag (0 for no ship) 

IRRW Rotor induced velocity flag: If set to 1, rotor wake is used to compute inflow on 

rotor disk; if set to 0, dynamic inflow is used. Recommended setting is 0. 

ISHMV Ship mean velocities flag: If set to 1, the ship airwake mean velocities are 

obtained from polynomial fitting of test data; if set to 0, the panel method is 

used. Recommended setting is 1. 

and the following inputs are included in $RUNIC: 

ALSHIP Ship attitude (deg) 

PHSHIP Ship bank angle (deg) 

Ship velocity (knots) VSHKT 
XSHIPO, 
YSHIPO, 
ZSHIPO 

Initial ship location in inertial reference frame. 

VWIND 

PSIWND 

NSS 

Wind velocity (knots) 

Wind direction (de g) 

Number of blade elements (was fixed in the cOO.e in the original version). 
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5.3. Parametric Investigation 

A limited parametric investigation was performed to determine the effect of 

number of revolutions and wake clearance above the ground on the ground effect 

modeling. Representative results are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. In these figures the power 

~ ~equired is non-dimensionalized by the hover out-of-ground effect (OGE) power required 

·~and plotted as a function of the reduced advance ratio, JL/(Cr/2)1fl. These non-

dimensionalizations allow a more meaningful comparison with the experimental data in 

Ref. 10, which were obtained for the Boeing-Vertol YUH-61, a helicopter of the same 

class as the UH-60. 

Frorp the parametric investigation, it may be concluded that the clearance above 

the ground is a minor factor, at least in the range investigated The number of revolutions 

is a major factor at low speeds, and a minor factor at high speeds, because as the speed is 

increased, the wake is washed away from the deck. 

'-

~ 
0 a. 
w 
C!l 
0 

-0 

#-

eo 

70 

60 

--OGE 
--e- 3rev 
-•-6rev 
-- +-- 10 rev 
· · '* · · 15 rev 
-·&- OGE,exp 
··-·€3··-· IGE,exp 

·. ·. ·· ... .. 

so~~~-+~~~~~~+-~_.~._~~ 

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2 
f.l/(C,.J2) 112 

Fig. 2: Parametric Investigation: Effect of Number of Wake Revolutions. 
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Fig. 3: Parametric Investigation: Effect of Clearance above Ground. 
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6. HELICOPTERISIDP INTERACTION: FREE WAKE MODEL 

In order to increase the code fidelity at very low speeds, an extenlion of the 

current code to a free wake model has been attempted. The changes in the rotor wake 

- model resulted in a new file bhawke4 • f. Preliminary runs showed that the wake was 

unstable, eve~ though relaxation techniques were used. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, where 

side views of a wake filament from one blade is shown at four iteration levels. This 

unstable behavior bas been observed during the development of other free wake codes. 

From these preliminary computations, it became apparent that the further development of 

a free wake code would require a substantial effort by itself, in a deviation from the main 

objective at hand, which is the helicopter/ship interaction study. Therefore, it is 

recommended that the emphasis be shifted towards the adaptation of the existing free 

wake module in CAMRAD for application to the helicopter/ship interaction study. 
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Fig. 4: Free Wake Instability 
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APPENDIX 

SHIP GROUND EFFECT MODELING USING 
PRESCRIBED WAKE GEOMETRY WITH 

COMPUTED WAKE VORTICITY DISTRIBUTION 

The effect of the ship proximity to the helicopter is modeled by using a standard 

panel method, based on the classical solution by Hess and Smith 7. The ship is modeled 

by source panels which allow a good geometric representation. The effect of the ship on 

the rotor is given by the induced velocities on the rotor disk due to the ship panels. For 

the computation of the strengths of the sources, it is necessary to take into account both 

the ship velocity and the velocity field on the ship due to the rotor wake. This velocity 

field is computed using a rigid helical wake model. The strength of the rotor wake 

vortices depends on the circulation around the rotor blade, which, in tum, depends on the 

ship effects. Therefore, an iterative process would be needed However, for the simulation 

problem, it may be assumed that changes in circulation around the blade and the flow 

about the ship are not too rapid and consequently the iterative process may be 

intrinsically performed during the simulation process. 

In order to model the ground effect due to the sea surface, the method of images is 

used. An image rotor wake and an image ship panel system are placed below the sea 

surface and the influence of these images are taken into account in the computation of the 

downwash induced by the rotor and in the computation of the coefficient matrix for the 

ship panel method. 

A.l. Ship Formulation 

The ship surface is approximately represented by plane source panels with 

constant distributed strength. The strengths of the sources are determined by enforcing 

the non-penetration condition at the centroid of each panel. In this implementation, both 

the normal component of the ship's motion and the normal component of tbe downwash 

induced by the rotor are taken into account. The details of the ship source panel method 
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are given in Ref. 7 and therefore will not be repeated here. This formulation results in a 
linear system of equations to be solved for the ship panel source strengths o: 

[A] (o} = [B] (A.l) 

where [A] is the matrix of influence coefficients, { o} is the vector of unknown source 

- strengths and [B] is the right-hand side which includes the nonnal component of the 

velocities on the ship surface due to the free-stream and due to the rotor and its wake. The 

system of equations (A.l) is solved by a standard linear equations solver. The resulting 

source panel strengths are then used to compute the velocities induced by the ship source 

panel system on the rotor disk. 

A.2. Rotor Wake Formulation 

In order to compute the induced velocity due to the rotor and its wake on the ship, 

as well the rotor disk inflow distribution in ground effect, a rigid wake model is used. 

This model is a modified version of the model described in Ref. 4 and allows the 

computation of the instantaneous induced velocities both on the rotor disk and on the ship 

surface. In Ref. 4 a prescribed vorticity distribution was assumed. In the current version, 

the vorticity distribution is computed from the blade section lift, as described in more 

detail in Section A.2.1. It should also be noted that in the present work the rotor wake 

model is used only for computation of the induced velocities on the ship surface. 

Numerical experimentation has shown that using the current model for computation of 

induced velocities on the rotor disk is computationally time-consuming while presenting 

no clear advantage over a dynamic inflow model. 

The following assumptions are made: 

1) Blade flapping angles are small and their higher harmonics are negligible; 

2) The rotor blade is modeled by a lifting line of bound vorticity; this bound 

vorticity is related to the blade section lift by Kutta-Joukowslci's theorem; 

3) The wake has a prescribed geometry, which is basically a classical skewed 

helical wake. with a limited wake contraction model; 
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4) The wake is divided into a "near" wake, composed of trailing and shed vortices 

and a "far" wake composed of trailing tip vortices only. The strengths of the trailing and 

shed vortices are given by the radial and azimuth-wise variations of the bound vorticity, 

respectively, while the strength of the far wake tip vortex is assumed as equal to the 

~maximum bound vorticity at the azimuth location where the vortex filament leaves the 

"blade; 

5) The rotor wake is convected downstream with a velocity which is equal to the 

vector sum of the free stream velocity and the averaged (momentum theory value) 

induced velocity over the disk. 

A.2.1. Vorticity Distribution 

The blade bound vorticity distribution is obtained through an iterative process 

from the blade section lift Let the blade section bound vorticity be rbij = rb(ri,'lfj). From 

Kutta-Joukowski theorem: 

(A.2) 

or: 

(A.3) 

A.2.2. Velocity Induced by Blade Bound Vortices 

From the computed bound vorticity distribution, the velocity induced by the blade 

bound vortices can be obtained by application of the Biot-Savart law: 

(A.4) 
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where dib is the elementary vector in the direction of the vortex filament and ARPb is the 

position vector of the point in question with respect to the bound vortex element . ... 
Denoting by Rb the position vector of a blade bound vortex element as expressed in the 

tip-path-plane (lPP) reference frame: 

Rb = r {[- cos 'If h- sin 'If h] cos J3o +sin ~ k,.} (A.5) 

Then the elementary vector dib can be obtained from: 

(A.6) 

with 

(A.7) 

Given a point with coordinates (xp, yP, zp) in the tip-path-plane reference frame, -the vector ARPb is then: 

... - - ( .. .. ") ... ARPb = Rp - Rb = Xp iT+ YP .h + Zp kT - Rb (A.8) 

The discretization of Eqs (A.5-A.8) is straightforward Eq. (A.4) then reduces to a 

summation over the blade: 

(A.9) 

A.2.3. Near Wake 

As mentioned above, the near wake is assumed to be composed of trailing and 

shed vortices, with strength given by the radial and azimuth-wise variations of the bound 
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vorticity, respectively, at the azimuth location where the vortex filament leaves the blade. 

Let us first consider an element of a trailing vortex filament of length ri &v, which left the 

blade at the radial location rh and is located at a wake age Vt. This element has left the 

blade when it was at an azimuth location 'lfrvt. 'l'j being the current azimuth location of 

the blade. Therefore, the vorticity of the element is given by f 1 {rj,'lfrvt> 11 Av, where 

r liJ,t = ft {fj,'\ffjVk) is the trailing vortex vorticity, equal to the radial variation of rb: 

(A.lO) 

The velocity induced by the entire filament at a point is given by integration of 

elementary induced velocities obtained from the Biot-Savan law: 

(A.ll) 

where dSt is the elementary vector in the direction of the vortex filament and ARp1 is the 

position vector of the point in question with respect to the vortex element Note that the 

integration is performed only along the "near" wake. Note also that Eq.(A.ll) gives only 

the velocity induced by a single trailing vortex filament. To obtain the total induced 

velocity due to all trailing vortex filaments, one has to integrate Eq.(A.ll) along the 

blade, i.e.: 

(A.12) 

Denoting by R, the position vector of the trailing vortex element as expressed in 

the tip-path-plane (TPP) reference frame and using the assumption that the wake is 

convected downstream with a velocity which is equal to the vector sum of the free stream 

velocity and the averaged induced velocity over the disk, we have: 

- {[ .. .. , ..... } v· -vHr Rs = r - cos ('1'-v) ir • sin ('lf-V) irJ cos ~ + sin Po kr + !o v 
n 

(A.l3) 
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where Po is the coning angle, 0 is the rotor rotational speed, VHr is the helicopter velocity .. .. .... 
vector in the TPP reference frame, ir . .iT and kT are the unit vectors corresponding to the 

TPP axes, and Vio is the averaged induced inflow vector, given by: 

(A.14) 

where 4 is the induced inflow ratio. The elementary vector in the direction of the 

filament, dStt can be obtained as: 

(A.15) 

with 

_ais_;:: r [- sin (v-v) h +cos (v-v) h] cos Po +v _;io;:<._·_V.....;;Hr= 
av o 

(A.16) 

Given a point with coordinates (xp, yp, zp) in the tip-path-plane reference frame, 

the vector ARPt is then: 

(A.17) 

The discretization ofEqs (A.l3-A.17) is straightforward. Eq. (A.12) then reduces 

to a double summation over the radial and wake coordinates along the near wake: 

·N_N,. .. -

J - ) ...L L L Asl;Jt x ARI'tvt v '"· Rp = v . = r TJ· lj 47t . lijt I.- r 
k=l t=l toR~ 

(A.18) 

Now, let us consider an element of a shed vortex filament of length Alj, which left 

the blade at the radial location I'j, and is located at a wake age \ft. This element has left 

the blade when it was at an azimuth location vrvt. 'l'j being the current azimuth location 
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of the b1ade. Therefore, the vorticity of the element is given by r s fri,'lfrvt> &j, where r s 

Cri.vrvt> is the shed vortex vorticity, equal to the azimuthal variation of rb: 

(A.l9) 

The velocity induced by the entire shed vortex system at a point is given by radial 

integration of elementary induced velocities obtained from the Biot-Savart law, and 

subsequent integration along the wake to account for all the shed vortices: 

(A.20) 

Note that the integration is performed only along the "near" wake. The position -vector of the shed vortex element, Rs. is given again by Eq. (A.l3), therefore the vector ... -6Rp5 is equal to .6Rp1 and is accordingly given by Eq. (A.17). The elementary vector in 
the direction of the shed vortex filament, di,, can be obtained as: 

with 

... 

dRs 
.. dr 

dS,=~!\ dr 

dRs =[-cos (v-v) h- sin (v-v)}r] cos J3o +sin~ ~ 
dr -

(A.21) 

(A.22) 

The discretization of Eq (A.22) is straightforward. Eq. (A.20) then reduces to a 

double summation over the radial and wake coordinates along the near wake: 

N_. N. ... -

~ - ) 1 L L .6s*iik x .6 RPs v \If· Rp = v _ = ......__ r !jt 
TJ• SJ 41t . lijk l.a- r 

k=l t=l ~Rp~ 
(A.23) 
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A.2.4. Far Wake 

As mentioned above, the far wake is assumed to be composed of trailing tip 

vortices only, with strength assumed as equal to the maximum bound vorticity at the 

. azimuth location where the vortex filament leaves the blade. Considering an element of 
':1 wake filament of length rtv llv (where rtv corresponds to the radial location where the tip 

vortex has rolled up) and at a wake age Vk, this element has left the blade when it was at 

an azimuth location 'l'rVk• 'l'j being the current azimuth location of the blade. Therefore, 

the vorticity of the element is given by rTjk rtv llv = rT ('lf.r'k} rtv llv, where rT ('lfrVk) 

is the trailing tip vortex vorticity, equal to the radial maximum ofrb: 

(A.24) 

The velocity induced by the wake at a point is given by integration of elementary 

induced velocities obtained from the Biot-Savart law: 

(A.25) 

where dir is the elementary vector in the direction of the vortex filament and llRPr is the 

position vector of the point in question with respect to the vortex element. Denoting by .. 
RT the position vector of the tip vortex element as expressed in the tip-path-plane (TPP) 

reference frame and using the assumption that the wake is convected downstream with a 

velocity which is equal to the vector sum of the free stream velocity and the averaged 

induced velocity over the disk, we have: 

.. {[ ... · ... 1 ...... } v· -vHr 
RT = ftv - COS ('lf-V} tr- sin ('lf-V) ifJ cos J3o + sin J3o kT + 10 V 

n 
(A.26) 

The elementary vector in the direction of the tip vortex filament, dir. can be 

obtained as: 
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(A.27) 

with 

- -o_R_T = Itv (- sin (v-v) h +cos (v-v)}r] cos Po+ -=vio,._-_V....:;Hr= 
~ n 

(A.28) 

Given a point with coordinates (xp, yP, zp) in the tip-path-plane reference frame, 

the vector A~ is then: 

(A.29) 

The discretization of Eqs (A.26-A.29) is straightforward. Eq. (A.25) then reduces 

to a summation over the wake coordinate along the far wake: 

(A.30) 

A.2.5. Vortex Core Mod.el 

A Rankine vortex core modei9 with radius of one tenth of the blade chord is used. 

This model is illustrated in Fig. A.l, and is applied by scaling the induced velocity due to 

the elementary vortex filament by the. square of the ratio between the distance to the 

filament and the core radius, whenever the point where the induced velocity is being 

calculated lies within the vortex core. 
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Fig. A.l: Rankine Vortex Core Model 
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Progress Report 
on 

Aerodynamic Modeling of Ground Effect for Helicopter/Ship 
Interaction Studies 

Period covered: January - February, 1995 

During this period, we have worked on understanding the 
effect of advance ratio (forward speed) on the ship deck induced 
upwash at the rotor disk. Note that the forward speed here denotes 
the windspeed of the ship as the helicopter is assumed to be 
hovering with respect to the ship deck. Using the computer code 
previously developed and integrated into the GENHEL program as 
part of this research project, the helicopter was trimmed at different 
advance ratios. For the rotor height above the center of the ship deck 
equal to 1.2 R , the upwash induced by the ship deck was computed. 
The upwash was decomposed into uniform, first and second 
harmonic components using Fourier analysis of the numerical data. 
Then a suitable analytical formula for modeling of the advance ratio 
effect was arrived at through trial and error. The following 
relationship was found to be a reasonable representation of advance 
ratio effect on the ship deck induced upwash at the rotor disk. 

where 

(Vi) IGE@jl 2 
(V ) =a + bJl + CJl 

i IGE@Ilo 

Jl is advance ratio 
Jlo is reference advance ratio 

1 represents 0, lC, lS, 2C or 2S corresponding to 
uniform, first and second harmonic components 

With the above representation, the ship ground effect model is 
modified to include the advance ratio effect as 

V/x,y,h,Jl)IGE =(a+ bJl + CJl2)(Vi(x,y,h)IGE@Ilo) 

where an expression (model) for v i(x,y,h) IGE@
110 

has previously been 

developed as part of this research project. A paper describing these 
results has been accepted for presentation at the 1995 AIAA GNC, 
Flight Mechanics and Simulation Conference. 



Also, during this period, we have continued our work on 
developing a theoretically based ground effect model by extending 
the generalized wake theory to include ground effect. Initial 
comparison of ground effect results with experimental results 
indicate that the theoretical model captures the ground effect very 
well as compared to previous models. 

Currently work is in progress to check whether the above 
representation of advance ratio effect is valid for different heights. 
Also, work is in progress to predict off-the-rotor down wash and 
hence, the wake structure using the theoretical ground effect model. 

Publications during this period: 

1. Hong Zhang, O.A.F. Mello, J.V.R. Prasad, L.N. Sankar and J.D. Funk, 
"A Simulation Model of Ship Ground Effect for Rotorcraft/Ship 
Interaction Study," Paper to be presented at the 51st Annual of the 
American Helicopter Society. 

2. Hong Zhang, " A New Ground Effect Model for Lifting Rotors," Ph.D. 
Proposal, School of Aerospace Engineering, Georgia Tech, January 
1995. Advisor: Dr. J.V.R. Prasad 



Progress Report 
on 

Aerodynamic Modeling of Ground Effect for Helicopter/Ship 
Interaction Studies 

Period covered: March - April, 1995 

During this period, we have continued the work on computing 
flow velocities using the analytical ground effect model. In this 
regard we ran into difficulties on the validity of our method in 
computing the flow velocities using integrals of pressure potential. 
The difficulty stems from the limitation in the dynamic inflow model 
for out-of-ground effect wherein the model assumes (the momentum 
theory value) twice the induced velocity at the rotor to be the value 
in the far wake and at infinity. In reality, due to unstable effects, the 
velocity in the far wake slowly decays. Hence the analytical ground 
effect model that has been developed in this study which is an 
extension of the original dynamic inflow theory by superposition of 
solutions using a rotor and its image system, the definition of wake 
for the rotor and/or for the image rotor across the ground plane has 
no meaning. This aspect is currently being studied to develop an 
alternate procedure for computing flow velocities off the disk using 
the in-ground effect model. 

The work on developing ship ground effect model for the 
steady case is completed by including the effect of variation with 
advance ratio. The results from this effort have been presented at 
the AHS 51st Annual Forum and at the TTCP meeting held at NAWC, 
Lakehurst. A paper describing the ship ground effect methodology is 
currently being prepared which will be presented at the AIAA Flight 
Simulation Conference in August, 1995. Also, a Technical Note on the 
analytical ground effect model is being written to be submitted for 
publication in the AHS journal. 

In addition to the issue of flow velocity computations off the 
rotor for the in-ground effect case, the next issue that is to be 
studied is to extend the analytical ground effect model for inclined 
ground effect. Such a model will be useful in helicopter inclined slope 
landing studies. 



Progress Report 
on 

Aerodynamic Modeling of Ground Effect for Helicopter/Ship 
Interaction Studies 

Period covered: May - June, 1995 

During this period, the effort was directed towards carrying out 
the ship ground effect/vehicle simulations using the GENHEL 
program for hovering with respect to deck at different heights. Using 
CFD results, a simplified inflow model was obtained as a function of 
(x,y) location around the ship deck and height from the ship deck. 
The results were obtained for the case of the ship moving at a speed 
of 15 knots. A paper was written and was presented at the 1995 
Annual Forum of the American Helicopter Society. A copy of the 
paper is attached. During the next progress report period, parametric 
studies will be conducted to include the effect of ship speed in the 
ship ground effect model. 

The work on developing a theoretical ground effect model is 
continuing. 
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Abstract 

A simple ground effect model for rotorcraft I ship 
dynamic interactions, which is suitable for implementation 
in flight simulators for real-time simulation purposes, 
bas been extracted from the analysis of the aerodynamic 
interaction results obtained from a computationally 
intensive method that incorporates a rigid rotor wake and a 
panel representation of the ship with corresponding image 
systems. It is found that the ground effect is very sensitive 
to the helicopter position with respect to the ship deck, as 
well as the height above the deck. The inflow gain matrix 
in dynamic inflow model is modified as a function of the 
position (x.y.z) relative to the deck. Numerical results for 
a SH-60 helicopter flying above the deck of a moving 
FFG-7 class frigate at the same speed as the ship are 
presented and discussed in this paper. Results show that the 
ground effect model works well all oveJ: the deck. The 
ground effect model integrated with the airwake model 
which has already been developed at Georgia Tech provides 
the basis for the real-time simulation study for 
rotorcraft/ship interactions. 

1. lptroductjon 

Modern helicopters must routinely operate under 
various adverse weather conditions. Helicopter landing on a 
moving ship deck behind the superstructure is 
haz.ardousOO), and yet up to today, little knowledge about 
the flow characteristics is available due to the time 
dependent uncertainty nature of the flow. as well as the 
complicated and sensitive flow field over the deck behind 
the superstructure. Because the lack of a suitable ship 
airwake model and the still unsolved rotorcraft I ship 
dynamic interaction problem, any realistic simulation of 
helicopter take-off and landing on a ship deck is still 
impractical. Also, in real time implementation, these 
models have to be computationally simple. A series of 
studies of these effects and models have been carried on at 
Georgia Tech (1,2) for the past few years, and a suitable 
ship airwake model and a systematic simulation method 
have already been developed. Moreover, a method to 
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analyze helicopter/ship aerodynamic interactions has been 
formulated recently by Georgia Tech researchers(3). It is 
found that the widely used traditional ground effect model, 
which basically introduces a factor to modify the uniform 
inflow of the helicopter rotor(8,9), is not accurate for a 
helicopter operating under a ship "ground effect". 

A computationally intensive method, which combines a 
rigid rotor wake model and the well developed traditional 
potential flow theory. is formulated in Ref.(3) and the 
method is used here to generate the data base for the ground 
effect model identification. Our purpose in this paper, 
however, is to identify a simple ground effect model 
suitable for real-time simulation implementation. 

2. Computational Fluid Dynamics <CFD> Model 
Used for Generatine the Data Base 

The ship "ground effect" is manifested by the changes of 
the flow field, so that the flow at the ship surface follows 
the motion of the ship surface. This effect is modeled by a 
panel representation of the ship surface, and the strength of 
the panel is determined by satisfying the boundary 
condition at the ship surface, i.e. there is no penetration of 
flow through the solid ship surface and/or ship deck. The 
velocity induced by the rotor wake on the ship surface is 
computed by using a rigid wake theory. The simulation of 
helicopter motion near the ship is carried out by the general 
helicopter simulation code GENHEL(8), which has been 
modified to incorporate a first-order dynamic inflow 
modelOI), By taking into account the induced velocity or 
upwash at the rotor disk due to the ship panel system into 
the blade-element analysis, the ground effect is coupled into 
the simulation code. Through changing the collective pitch 
and cyclic pitch, the helicopter is retrimmed at the same 
location with the consideration of the ground effect. The 
total inflow at the rotor disk is outputted as the rotor blade 
rotates azimuthally, and this forms the data base for later 
analysis. 

3. Dynamic Inflow Model 

A generalized dynamic inflow theory exists in the 
literature in which air mass passing through the rotor is 
treated as a dynamic system. Tbc dynamic inflow theory 
(4,5,6,7) bas found wide applications in flight dynamics 
and aeroelastic studies. Peter's dynamic inflow model (6) is 
used in this investigation for simplicity, i.e. the induced 
inflow is assumed to have the following variations: 



.A.
0
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,Ac are the uniform, lateral and longitudinal 

variations of the rotor inflow in tip path plane (tpp), 
n:spccdvely. 

Tbe dyumic inflow model is: 

where 

l ={Ao,A.,,A.,{ 

C = (CT,-Cl,-C2l 

" [M],[L] are the apparent mass matrix and the 
inflow gain matrix and their explicit expressions for out-of
ground effect case can be found in Ref. [4]. CT is the 
thrust coefficient. Cl,C2 are instantaneous aerodynamic 
rolling and pitching moment coefficients expressed in the 
tip path plane. Obviously, they are time dependent for 
unsteady flight. 
The subscript "aero" denotes that only the aerodynamic 

contribution is considered and the inertial part is not 
included. The "• "denotes time derivative. 

Due to the proximity of the rotor disk to the ship deck, 
the rotorcraft/ship interactions induce upwash at the rotor 
disk, thereby changing the total inflow and the inflow 
distribution over the whole rotor disk. Hence, it is not 

" surprising that [M]and [L] matrices are going to change 
due to the ground effect. Thus, the dynamic inflow model 
near the ground can be written as: 

..L. " -

(M]i,e {A.};,t +[L]~t{A.};,t = {{CluroL,t (3) 

where : lMlige• [L]ige are the apparent mass and the 
inflow gain matrices with ground effect. 
Suppose 

{x} =[: 0 

~] {x}.,, /31 
Jgt 0 0 r, 

(4) 

[a, 0 

~){cL {c}. = o /32 
lgt 0 0 r2 

(5) 

where: 
a;,/3;, Y; (i = 1,2) are the corrcction factors to account 
for ground effect to the inflow and the forcing functions, 

which are functions of the helicopter position (x,y,z) 
relative to the deck . 

(6) 

All six factors { CX1, ~1 1 'Y 11 a 2 1 ~2 1 'Y 2 } can be obtained 
by conventional identification methods. 
For trimmed flight ( steady case ), we have: 

- " -{A}= [L]{ C},uo (7) 

Thus, for trimmed hovering with respect to the deck of the 
moving ship, since the forcing functions ( CT,Cl,C2 ) are 
approximately the same for out-of-ground case and in
ground case, Eq. (6) reduces to: 

(8) 

4. Identification Approach 

For illustration purpose, the SH-60 Seahawk helicopter 
flying at 15kts above the deck of a FFG-7 class frigate, 
which is moving at the same velocity as the helicopter, is 
used in this investigation. To capture the ground effect, the 
rotorcraft/ship interactions are computed using the CFD 
code at all the grid points over the ship deck as shown in 
Figure l(a) at eight heights ranging from 0.5R to 3R for 
each grid point (Figure I {b)) 
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Figure l(a): Positioning of helicopter above 
ship deck (top view) 
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Figure 1(b): Helicopter Relative Position 

It is recognized that the ground effect and the ship airwake 
effect are actually coupled when the helicopter is flying 
near the deck. However, only the ground effect part is 
considered in this study. 
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show how the nondimensional 
upwash at 80% radial station changes in one revolution 
above the center of the deck (location 1 in Figure 1 (a)) 
and at the lower left corner of the deck (location 2 in Figure 
l(a)) for different values of height above the deck. 
It can be seen from Figure 2(a) that the upwash is almost 
constant at the fore part of the rotor for a given height 
(azimuth angle between 90 and 270 degrees), whereas at 
the rear part of the rotor (azimuth angle form 0 to 90, and 
270 to 360 degrees), the upwash changes significantly. 
Also, we see that the effect of the height on upwash is 
different at different azimuth angles, hence it is not accurate 
to model this effect by using a simple constant factor. 
Because of the presence of the hanger, the rotor wake hits 
the deck differently at different locations. 

For the case of the rotor hovering above the lower left 
corner of the deck, the upwash is much higher at advancing 
side and much lower at retreating side (see Fig. 2(b)). In 
order to incorporate the upwash in the dynamic inflow 
model, harmonic analysis of the upwash is carried out in 
order to extract the uniform and lateral and longitudinal 
variations due to the contribution of the upwash from the 
ground effect. It is seen from this analysis that terms up to 
second harmonic are required in order to account for the 
effect of ship deck on the rotor inflow variation. 

Aw = -Al0 - Al, ~sin VI- Ale ~cos VI 

r . r 
- AA2, R sm(2 VI)- AA2c R cos(2 VI) (9) 

where 
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Figure 2(a): Effect of height on upwash at rotor disk at the 
center of the deck 
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Figure 2(b ): Effect of height on upwash at the rotor at the 
lower left corner of the deck 

AA.0 is the upwash contribution to the uniform inflow 

AA, is the lateral inflow changes due to the ground effect 

AAc is the longitudinal inflow variation because of the 

ground presence 
AA28 is the 2nd lateral inflow change 

AA2c is the 2nd longitudinal inflow change 

The analysis is carried out for different heights from 0.5 R 
to 3 R above the deck. 
Figure 3 gives the effect of the height on the uniform 
inflow changes for location 1 (center of the deck, "*" in 
Fig.3--5) and for location 2 {left corner at the stern, "o" in 
Fig.3-5). The magnitude of total uniform inflow increases 
as the height increases. This is quite reasonable, because 
the ground cushion effect gets less and less as the rotor 
moves away from the deck, hence tbe upwash gets less and 
less. We see that at the deck center, the uniform inflow 
undergoes a maximum of 14% change due to "ground" 
effect. 
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) give the effect of height on the first 
harmonic lateral inflow As and first harmonic 

longitudinal inflow component Ac 
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Figure 3: Effect of height on uniform inflow 
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Figure 4(a) : Effect of height on lateral inflow 
(First harmonic term) 
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Fll'ft 4(b): Effect of height on longitudinal inflow 
(First harmonic term) 

It is seen from Fig 4 that the longitudinal inflow change 
is not a linear function of height. 
Figures S(a) and S(b) are the effect of height on the 2nd 

inflow terms A11 , A.2c. Still, the ground effect gets less 

important as the distance between the helicopter and the 

deck gets larger. Also, the lateral component in the 
upwash is smaller than the longitudinal component. 
From Figs 3,4 and 5, it can be seen that the ground effect 
is not a linear function of the height, and it is sensitive to 
the location of the rotor hub over the deck. 
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Figure S(a): Effect of height on lateral inflow 
(2nd harmonic term) 
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Figure S(b ): Effect of height on longitudinal inflow 
(2nd harmonic term) 
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Several models are tried to represent these changes. By 
comparison of the Pearson correlation coefficient, the 
following model is seen to capture the variation with 
height: 

(10) 

where: 
a,b,c,d are constants for a given location w.r.t. the deck, h 
is the nondimensional (w.r.t. rotor radius R) height, and 

A."' is the corresponding value of the component out of 

ground effecL 

Thus from (5) and (10), 
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h h2 h3 (11) 

OMaeman and Bennett (9) derived an expression for the 
upwub Ill tbe rotor disk due to the ground: 

Aonf L\w=-- (12) 
16h2 

i.e. 

(13) 

Figure 6 shows the comparison of the uniform inflow 

predicted by the simple model Eq.(l3) and the fined model 
ofEq. (10) at several locations. 

0.044 I 
I 

_Eq.(13) 
--· Att«l at location 1 
•••• Ftted atloci!P:ln2 
ooooFtted atloc•bn3 

o.o~.~s----~----~~.~s----~2----~2~5----~3 

We see that the Cheeseman model is not accurate enough 
to capture the ship ground effect. First the ground effect is 
location dependent, and second it does not follow the h-2 
law . Hence the ship ground effect model has to incoipOrate 
a function of location x andy, as weii as the height. 

S. Spline Fit 

Having taken care of the effect of the height, we now 
move to the modeling of the location effect. Based on the 
data base, it is found that we can not use a simple function 
for f(x,y) to fit these data. Because spline fit has advantages 
of passing through every grid point, and yet it preserves 
the nice continuous property (up to 2nd derivatives), we 
use a two dimensional spline-fit to model the ground effect, 
i.e. a.b,c,d will be spline functions of x and y. 

Suppose we have a set of data on the grid of X and Y as: 

X=(Xi}. i=I.2 ...... m+k.x 
Y=(Yj}. j=l,2, ..... n+ky 
F=( f (Xj,Yj)} 

where: lex is the order of the spline in x direction, ky is 
the order of the spline in y direction. For cubic spline, the 
order is 4. For quadratic spline, the order is 3. 

Let: 

qx=m+kx 

qy=n+ky 

NJa,;(X,x) denotes the normalized B-spline of order kx 

in x direction with support [Xi-k.x.Xi] 

N lcy.j ( Y, y) denotes the normalized B-spline of order ky 

in y direction with support [Yj-ky.Yj] 
Then any bivariate spline S(x,y) of order k.x in x, and .ky in 
y, has the following representation: 

S(x,y) = ~~Ci,jNJa.i(X,x)N~cy_/Y,y) (14) 

With the help of Mathematica (12), the coefficients C!J 
are obtained for cubic spline fit. That is kx=ky=4. 

Finally the total inflow with ground effect is modeled as: 

A. = A0 + .!:.(,t
1 
sin( yr) +A., cos( yr) + 

R (15) 

A21 sin(2 yr) + A2, cos(2lJf)) 
aOO 

{,l.} = {,l.} [ ( ) b(x,y) c(x,y) d(x,y)] 
1 1 "' a x,y + h + h2 + h3 

(16) 
where i may be O,s,c,2s,2c. 

For illustration puipOse, the following is the spline fitted 
result for the uniform inflow: 

A-0 =0.994- 0.0448x- 0.2993x2- 0.1752x3- 0.0355xy 

+ 0.036x2y + 0.04ox3y + 0.027xy2 + 0.236x2y2 
+ 0.14x3y2 + 0.0177y3 + 0.069xy3- 0.066x2y3 

- 0.074x3y3 

+ (0.011 + 0.486x + 2.334x2 + 1.3x3 + 0.026y 
+ 0.269xy - 0.29Sx2y - 0.325x3y - 0.0625y2 
- 0.2656xy2- 1.8x2y2- 1.05x3y2- 0.1358y3 

- 0.53xy3 + 0.55x2y3 + 0.594x3y3) /h 
+ (-0.2255- 1.55x- 5.587x2- 3.02x3- 0.0389y 
- 0.6457xy + 0.7674x2y + 0.815x3y + 0.077y2 
+ 0.76xy2 + 4.25x2y2 +2.42x3y2 + 0.327y3 
+ I.28xy3 - 1.437x2y3 - 1.5x3y3) Jbl 
+(-0.05999 + 1.21x + 3.9x2 + 2.05x3 + 0.01557y 
+ 0.4987xy- 0.6Jx2y- 0.639x3y + 0.183y2 
- 0.534xy2 - 3.x2y2 - 1.685x3y2 - 0.2448y3 
- 0.9727xy3 + 1.157x2y3 + 1.17886x3y3) /h3 

(17) 



The computation with the above fonnula is quite fast 
when compared to the CFD code used to build the database. 
For comparison, CFD code takes about 30 minutes of 
CPU time in HP Apollo 700 Workstation to obtain a 
converged solution for a helicopter flying at one single 
height and single (x,y) location. Whereas using the above 
formula, the computation is carried out in a fraction of a 
~etond. Hence the fonnula is very useful for real-time 
simulation purposes. Figure 7 shows the variation of the 
uniform inflow over the whole deck at height h=0.75. 
Figures 8 and 9 display the variation of the hannonics of 
the inflow at h=0.75. It can be seen that the total inflow 
mainly consists of the uniform inflow and the longitudinal 
variation. This is from the fact that the reference flight is 
forward flight. 
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Figure 7: distribution of the unifonn inflow over the deck 
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Figure 8: distribution of the longitudinal 
inflow over the deck 
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Figure 9: distribution of the lateral inflow over the deck 

Figures lO(a) and lO(b) compare the results from the CFD 
code and from the formula at location x=-7.5/R, y=-5.5/R, 
h=0.75 and x=-25/R,y=15/R, h=l.75. We see that the fitted 
fonnula computes the inflow variation quite well. 
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Figure 10 (a): comparison of the total inflow 
from CFD code and Spline fit fonnula at h=0.75 
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Figure 10 (b): comparison of the total inflow 
from CFD code and Spline fit fonnula at h=l.75 



6. Conclusions 

A ground effect model for rotorcraft/ship dynamic interface 
that is suitable for real time simulation purposes is 
developed in this paper. The gain matrix in the dynamic 
inflow model is identified as a function of the location of 
tbe rutor with respect to the ship deck, as well as the 
beight of the rotor above the deck. However, the ship 
JI'OUDd eff~t model developed in this study is applicable 
for trimmed flight above the deck. Further work is needed 
to capture the unsteady effects due to the rolling and/or 
pitching of the ship deck. 
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Progress Report 
on 

Aerodynamic Modeling of Ground Effect for Helicopter/Ship 
Interaction Studies 

Period covered: July - Augustt 1995 

During this periodt the effort was directed towards carrying out 
the ship ground effect/vehicle simulations using the GENHEL 
program for hovering with respect to deck at different heights and 
for different ship speeds. Using CFD resultst an inflow model was 
obtained as a function of (xty) location around the ship deckt height 
from the ship deck and ship speed. Results from the model 
developed in this study were compared with results one would 
obtain by using the Cheeseman and Bennett formula. A paper was 
written and was presented at the 1995 AIAA Flight Simulation 
Conference. A copy of the paper is attached. 

The work on development of theoretical ground effect model is 
continuing. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, a real time simulation model of ship 
ground effect for rotorcraft/ship interactions is developed 
by combining computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
analysis and finite state representation of rotor inflow. For 
CFD analysis, the ship is modeled by using a source panel 
representation and the rotor wake is modeled as rigid with 
prescribed geometry but unknown vorticity distribution. 
The sea surface is modeled by placing an image rotor wake 
and an image ship panel system below the sea surface. The 
CFD model is then combined with the batch version of a 
generic helicopter flight simulation program. Using trim 
solutions from the simulation program, the ship ground 
effects on rotor inflow for cases of helicopter hovering 
with respect to ship deck are identified and analyzed. With 
a finite state representation of rotor inflow, a real time 
simulation model of ship ground effect is developed using 
results from the CFD analysis. 

1. Backeround 

Due to complex flow interactions between the air flow 
surrounding the ship deck and rotor wake, the pilot 
workload during shipboard landing and take-off of a 
helicopter is significantly increased [1 1. Also, When a 
helicopter is flying close to a ship deck, the rotor wake is 
modified due to the presence of ship deck, superstructure 
and sea surface [2-41. An alternative, to extensive and 
time-consuming testing at sea for establishing safe 
operating envelopes for helicopter shipboard operations, is 
simulation. A prerequisite to simulation approach is the 
development of simulation models of ship airwake and ship 
ground effect. This paper addresses the development of a 
simulation model of ship ground effect model while a 
companion paper (5] addresses the development of a 
simulation model of ship airwake. The organization of the 
paper is as follows: First, the methodology used for the 
development of a real-time ship ground effect simulation 
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model is described. Next, a detailed description of the CFD 
modeling used in this methodology is presented followed 
by parametric investigations of the CFD model. Then a 
brief description of the real-time simulation model which is 
obtained by modifying the gain matrix of an existing 
dynamic inflow model is given and results are presented to 
illustrate how the real-time simulation model captures the 
ship ground effect for different rotor heights above deck 
and at various forward speeds. 

2. Methodoloey for Developin& Ship 
Ground Effect Simulation Models 

The methodology used for developing ship ground 
effect simulation models is given in Fig. 1. First, a 
comprehensive computational fluid dynamic model that 
takes into account interactions between rotor wake and ship 
deck, superstructure and sea surface is developed. The CFD 
model is then combined with a comprehensive non-real 
time helicopter simulation model and rotor inflow 
distribution for cases of helicopter trimmed at different 
positions (see Fig. 2) and at different heights (see Fig. 3) 
with different values of ship speed are obtained. Then a 
harmonic analysis of inflow distribution for each of the 
cases is carried out. Using results from the harmonic 
analysis, the gain matrix of the dynamic inflow model is 
modified by matching the inflow distribution predicted by 
the dynamic inflow model with CFD results. 

Given x,y,h and~ 

Figure 1. Methodology for Developing Ship Ground Effect 
Models 
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3. CFD Modelin2 

3.1 Ship Formulation 

The ship surface is approximately represented by 
plane source panels with constant distributed strength. The 
strengths of the sources are determined by enforcing the 
non-penetration condition at the centroid of each panel. The 
normal component of the ship's motion and the normal 
component of the downwash induced by the rotor are taken 
into account in this formulation. The details of the source 
panel method can be found in Ref. 6 and therefore will not 
be repeated here. This formulation results in a linear system 
of equations to be solved for the ship panel source strengths 
cr: 

[A]{<J} = [B] (1) 

2 

where [A] is the matrix of influence coefficients, { cr} is 
the vector of unknown source strengths and [B] is the RHS 
including the normal component of the velocities on the 
ship surface due to the free-stream and due to the rotor and 
its wake. The resulting source panel strengths are used to 
compute the velocities induced by the ship source panel 
system at the rotor disk. 

3.2 Rotor Wake Formulation 

A rigid wake model is used to compute the induced 
velocity due to the rotor and its wake on the ship and the 
vorticity distribution is computed from the blade section 
lift. In this study, the following assumptions are made: 
(a) Blade flapping angles is small and high harmonic 
variation of blade flapping angle are negligible 
(b) The rotor blade is modeled by a lifting line of bound 
vorticity, which is related to the blade section lift by Kutta
Joukowski's theorem. 
(c) A classical skewed helical wake with a limited 
contraction is used, the wake is assumed to become flat 
near the ship deck as shown in Fig. 4. 
(d) The wake is divided into a "near" wake, composed of 
trailing and shed vortices and a "far" wake composed of 
trailing tip vortices only. The strength of the far wake tip 
vortex is assumed to be equal to the maximum bound 
vorticity at the azimuthal location where the vortex filament 
leaves the blade . 
(e) The rotor wake is convected downstream with a velocity 
which is equal to the vector sum of the free stream velocity 
and the averaged (momentum theory value) induced 
velocity over the disk. 

3.2.1 Bound Vortices 
The blade bound vortiCity distribution is obtained 

through an iterative process from the blade section lift. Let 
the blade bound vorticity be r b = r b ( r i , \lfJ· ) . From Kutta-

•J 

Joukowski theorem: 
f.. = pV r. = p(.O.R)(T· +II sin \If. )rb IJ IJ IJ I r' 'f'J oj 

(2) 

i.e. 

(3) 

From the computed bound vorticity distribution, the 
velocity induced by the blade bound vortices can be 
obtained by applying the Biot-Savart law. 

3.2.2 Near Wake 
The near wake is assumed to be composed of trailing 

and shed vortices, with strengths given by the radial and 
azimuth-wise variations of the bound vorticity respectively, 
at the azimuth location where the vortex filament leaves the 
blade. Let us first consider an element of a trailing vortex 
filament of length ri~v, which leaves the blade at the 
radial location ri, and is located at a wake age vk. This 
element had left the blade when it was at an azimuth 



location \jl J - vk, with \jl J being the current azimuth 

location of the blade. Therefor, the vorticity of the element 
is given by rt (i';, \jl j- Vk )i';.1.V, where 

r = r (r "'. - vk) = arb (4) 
t1Jk t ., J or 

i.e. 
r = rb(r;·"'i -vk)-rb(r;_1,\jli -vk) 

1
ojk i'; - i';_, 

(5) 

The velocity induced by the entire filament at a point is 
given by integration of elementary induced velocities 
obtained from the Biot-Savart law along the near wake 
only. 
Now let us consider an element of a shed vortex filament of 
length &; , which leaves the blade at the radial location r;. 
and is located at a wake age vk. This element had left the 
blade when it was at an azimuth location 

\jli -vk, with \jli being the current azimuth location of 

the blade. Therefore, the vorticity of the element is given by 
r.(r;.\j!J-vk), where r.(r;.\jlj-vk)&; is the shed 

vortex vorticity, equal to the azimuthal variation of r b: 

rs,;k ==r.(r;.\jlj-vk)=~: (6) 

r ""rb(r;.\jlj-vk)-rb(r;.\jli-1-vk) 

'•Jk .1."' 
(7) 

Also, the velocity induced by the entire shed vortex system 
at a point is given by radial integration of the elementary 
induced velocities obtained from the Biot-Savart law along 
the "near" wake. 

3.2.3 Far wake 
The far wake is assumed to be only composed of 

trailing tip vortices, with strength equal to the maximum 
bound vorticity at the azimuth location where the vortex 
filament leaves the blade. Considering an element of wake 
filament of length r 1v.1.v ( where r tv corresponds to the 
radial location where the tip vortex has rolled up ) and at a 
wake age vk. This element has left the blade when it was at 
an azimuth location \jl i - vk, \jl i being the current azimuth 

location of the blade. Therefore, the vorticity of the element 
is given by rTitrrv.1.v=rT(\jlj-Vk)rtvAV, where 

r T(\jl j - Vk) is the strength of the trailing tip vortex equal 

to the radial maximum of r b: 

rTi> =rT(\jlj -vk)=m~x(rb(fi,\jlj-Vk)) 
I 

(8) 

3.2.4 Vortex Core Model 

A Rankine vortex core model [71 with radius of one 
tenth (III 0) of the blade chord is used. This model is 
applied by scaling the induced velocity due to the 
elementary vortex filament by the square of the ratio 
between the distance to the filament and the core radius, 

3 

whenever the point where the induced velocity is being 
calculated lies within the vortex core. The geometry of the 
far wake is modified by making it flat and parallel to the 
ship deck with assumed clearance between the wake and 
the deck (see Fig. 4). 

i Flat Wak;earSrupDed< 

Clearance 

t4?2????2Z??ZVP24Y<e/A11LW/?ZI 

Figure 4. Modified Wake Geometry 

In order to determine the number of rotor 
revolutions and clearance between the wake and the ship 
deck, the rotor wake model is combined with a generic 
helicopter simulation package [81. Assuming a flat ground, 
the number of rotor revolutions in the wake geometry and 
wake clearance are adjusted by matching the rotor power 
required from analysis with experimental results. Figure 5 
shows the effect of ground clearance on the rotor power 
required, whereas Fig. 6 illustrates the effect of number of 
revolutions in the wake geometry. It can be seen from Fig. 
5, that the wake clearance has negligible effect on the rotor 
power. However, from Fig. 6, it is clear that the number of 
revolutions in the wake geometry has significant effect on 
rotor power. Also, from Fig. 6, it is seen that roughly 10 
rotor revolutions of wake is needed in order to match with 
experimental data for the hover case. However, the results 
are less sensitive to number of revolutions for forward 
flight cases. It is felt that the value of 10 rotor revolution of 
wake geometry arrived at for the hover case is rather ad hoc 
as this value will be different for different heights of the 
rotor above the ground. Also, it is felt that a detailed 
investigation using , possibly, a free wake analysis is 
required to determine the wake geometry for the hover 
case. Hence, only forward flight cases are considered in the 
subsequent analysis. 

4. Parametric Investi~:ation 

4.1 Effect of Locations 

For illustration purpose, the SH-60 helicopter flying at 
15kt above the deck of a FFG-7 class frigate, which is 
moving at the same velocity as the helicopter, is used in this 
investigation. The simulation of helicopter motion near the 
ship is carried out using the general helicopter simulation 
code [81. By taking into account the induced velocity or 
upwash at the rotor disk due to the ship panel system into 



the blade-element analysis, the ground effect is coupled 
into the simulation code. Through changing the collective 
pitch and cyclic pitch, the helicopter is retrimmed at the 
same location with the consideration of the ground effect. 
Using the coupled ship ground effect CFD model and the 
generic flight simulation package, the helicopter is trimmed 
at different locations and different heights above the deck. 
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Figure 7 shows the nondimensional upwash at 0.8R blade 
station for the rotor positioned at various heights above the 
center of the deck. It can be seen that the upwash is 
symmetric about the flight direction. The variation of the 
nondimensional upwash at the rotor at 0.8R blade station is 
shown in Fig. 8 for different heights of rotor from the ship 
deck for the helicopter above the lower left corner of the 
deck. It is seen from Fig. 8 that with an increase in rotor 
height above the deck, the ship ground effect diminishes. 
Also, the ship ground effect results in an increase in 
upwash on the advancing side of the rotor indicating, as 
one would expect, a "partial" ship ground effect. 
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Figure 7. Effect of Height on Upwash at Rotor 
Disk at the Center of the Deck 
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4.2 Effect of Advance Ratio 

To study the advance ratio effect on the inflow 
distribution over the rotor disk when flying near the ship 
deck with the ship in motion, the helicopter is trimmed at 
1.2 R above the ship deck at various speeds ranging from 
1 Okt to 80kt. Figure 9 compares upwash due to the ship 
deck between the cases of helicopter flying at 15kt and 45kt 
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cases. As expected, Fig. 9 shows that the upwash decreases 
as the helicopter speed is increased. 

4. 3 Harmonic Analysis of the Inflow 

Harmonic analysis is carried out for the upwash at 
various locations and advance ratios. It is found that up to 
second harmonic terms are needed to match the upwash 
from CFD results, i.e.: 

t:.w = -t:.A0 - t:.'A _:_sin \II- t:.A. 2:..cos \II s R ,.. c R ,.. 
(9) 

where 
t:.A.0is the upwash contribution to the uniform inflow 

t:.'A, is the lateral inflow changes due to the ground effect 

t:..'A, is the longitudinal inflow variation because of the 
ground presence 
t:.'A2, is the 2nd lateral inflow change 

t:.'A2c is the 2nd longitudinal inflow change 
Thus, the inflow in ship ground effect can be modeled as, 

(A)ige = (A)oge- t:.w (10) 

Figure 10 shows how the rotor height above the ship deck 
influences the uniform inflow at the rotor at two different 
locations. It is seen that the uniform inflow gets smaller 
when the rotor height above the ship deck increases, which 
is as expected. Figure II shows how the uniform inflow 
changes as the advance ratio varies. A nonzero value of 
advance ratio represents the case of the helicopter hovering 
with respect to the ship deck while the ship is in motion. 
The advance ratio effect on longitudinal inflow component 
is shown in Fig. I2. It is clear from Figs. II and 12 that the 
ship ground effect with advance ratio is not the same on 
average and the harmonic components. While the average 
component of inflow decreases with an increase of advance 
ratio, the longitudinal component of inflow first increases 
and then decreases as the advance ratio is increased. 
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5. Real Time Ship Ground Effect Model 

As most of the current day flight simulation programs 
include a dynamic inflow representation for rotor inflow in 
order to account for the time-varying and distributed nature 
of inflow over the rotor disk, it is felt that a real time ship 
ground effect model can be obtained by appropriately 
modifying the parameters in the dynamic inflow model. 
The dynamic inflow model can be written as [9]: 

[M] {t}+[Lr10;:}={C}aero (11) 
where 

1\ 

[M],(L] are the apparent mass matrix and the inflow 
gain matrix and their explicit expressions for out-of-ground 
effect case can be found in Ref. 9. CT is thrust coefficient. 
Cl, C2 are instantaneous aerodynamic rolling and pitching 
moment coefficients expressed in the tip path plane. 
Obviously, they are time dependent for unsteady flight. The 



subscript "aero" denotes that only the aerodynamic 
contribution is considered and the inertial part is not 
included. The "• "denotes time derivative. 

Due to the proximity of the rotor disk to the ship deck, 
the rotorcraft/ship interactions induce upwash at the rotor 
disk. thereby changing the total inflow and the inflow 
distribution over the rotor disk. Hence, the dynamic inflow 
model for the case of in-ground-effect model can be written 
as: 

JL " -1 - -
[Mtge {A};ge + fLJ;ge {A};ge == {{C}aero l;ge (12) 

1\ 

where : [Mlige· [L]ige are the apparent mass and the 
inflow gain matrices for the case of in-ground-effect. 
Suppose 

0 

I I . 
3 g == 1.---, ( ). 1 = 1,2, 

I 16h" 1+(...1':_)2 
Aoge 

(17) 

Also, for comparison purpose, the variation of g
1 

(for the 

uniform component) is shown in Fig. 13 as computed 
using the Cheesemann & Bennett model and the new 
model, for cases of helicopter hovering at three different 
locations above the ship deck. From Fig. 13, it is clear that 
ship ground effect is different for different positions around 
the ship deck as predicted by the new model. 
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0 

(14) 

Thus, for trimmed flight with rotor treated as a disk, and 
noticing that the forcing functions ( CT, C I, C2 ) are 
approximately the same for out-of-ground effect case and 
in-ground effect case. From Eqs. (12)-(14) with 

h; =1, i=l,2,3 and ~=O,weget 

0 

(15) 

Using results from CFD analysis for the ship ground effect 
cases of helicopter hovering over the ship deck at different 
positions and for different speeds, general expressions for 
g;. i = 1,2,3 are obtained using curve fitting techniques. 
The resulting expression are obtained as 

( ) 
b;(x,y) c;(x,y) d;(x,y) 

a; x,y + + 2 + 3 
h h h t"=123 

2 ' ' ' ko; + kt;Jl + k2;Jl 
(16) 

where a;,b;.c;.d; are all cubic spline fitted functions ofx 
and y. Thus, from equation (16), the correction factors 
g1, g2 , g3 that account for ground effect, are all functions 
of rotor position (x,y,z) with respect to ship deck and 
advance ratio. For comparison, the widely used 
Cheesemann & Bennett model [ 10 l is of the form 
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Figure 13. Comparison of Different Models 

6. Conclusions 

A ground effect model for rotorcraft/ship dynamic 
interface that is suitable for real time simulation purposes is 
developed in this paper. The gain matrix in the dynamic 
inflow model is identified as a function of the location of 
the rotor with respect to the ship deck, the height of the 
rotor above the deck and advance ratio. Also, the new 
model takes into account partial ground effect. However, 
the ship ground effect model developed in this study is only 
applicable for trimmed flight above the deck. Further work 
is needed to capture the unsteady effects due to heaving, 
rolling and/or pitching of the ship deck. Also, validation of 
the model using experimental data is needed. 
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Aerodynamic Modeling of Ground Effect for Helicopter/Ship 
Interaction Studies 

Period covered: September-October, 1995 

During this period, the effort was directed towards completing 
the theoretical development of dynamic inflow model for ground 
effect for the forward flight case. The Peters-He generalized inflow 
theory is extended to include ground effect by syperimposing 
solutions from the rotor and its image. The inflow at the rotor disc 
including the effect of ground is represented as a series of 
normalized Legendre functions of radial station, and as a series of 
azimuth angle. The magnitude of each term is determined from first
order differential equations in time domain. The coefficients of the 
differential equations depend on the rotor height above the ground 
plane, rotor inclination and flight speed. The forcing functions are 
user-supplied, radial integrals of the blade loading. Initial validation 
with experimental results demonstrate the validity of the new 
ground effect model. 

Ground Effect Modeling For Lifting Rotor In Forward Flight 

It has been previously shown in the literature that the pressure 
distribution of a lifting rotor can be represented in ellipsoidal 
coordinates as : 

<l>(v, T\, 'If, t) = _ _!_ ± ± "P: (v )Q:'(iT\) [ 't:c (t)cos(m\jl) + t:S(t)sin(m\jl )} (1) 
2 m=On=m+l,m+3,••• 

where P,.m(.),Q,.m(.) are normalized associated Legendre functions of the 
first and second kind respectively, -r;c, -r;:u are the disc loading 
coefficients corresponding to the cosine and sine harmonic 
distributions. 

In order to model the ground effect using pressure potential 
idea, the following conditions must be met for the new pressure 
potential <l>: 

(1) <l> must satisfy the basic governing equation (Laplace 
equation · ). 

(2) <l> goes to zero at infinity (upstream and downstream). 
(3) <l> will render the desired disk loading. 



(4) cl> must be chosen in such a way that there will be no 
normal component of flow at the ground surface. Using image 
technique, the combined pressure potential can be written as: 

cl>Tcu~ (v, 11. 'lf, t) = _]_ f f P;:' (V1 JQ:' (iTt1) It;:'\ (t)cos(m\l(1) + t:S1 (t)sin(m\l(1)] 
2 m=O n=m+l.m+3,••• 

+]_ f f P;:'(v2 JQ:'(iTt2 ) lt;:'c2(t)cos(m\l( 2 )+t:S2(t)sin(m\l( 2 )] 
2 m=On=m+l,m+3, .. • 

(2) 

Figure 1: Ground Effect Modeling 

In Fig. 1, assume the rotor hub is at height h above the ground and 
the wake skew angle is x, the transformation matrix ( T ) can be 
written as: 

{

X} [-cos(2a) 0 sin(2a) ]{x2} {2h cos(a)} 
y = 0 1 0 y2 + 0 

Z -sin(2a) 0 -cos(2a) z2 2h sin(a) 
(3) 

where: 
n (ltm) a=-- x-atan-
2 V .. 

(4) 

Suppose the inflow can be expanded in terms of a harmonic variation 
and a series of associated Legendre function of the first kind of radial 
position v, i.e.: 

.. -
W(i',\l(,t;h)= L L 

m=O A•m+l,m.+J.••• 

pm(V) "' - r.tm - . 
n [a,. (t; h)cos(m\l() + '"'" (t; h)sm(m'V )] 
v 

(5) 



Thus, the dynamic inflow equation can be formulated as: 

{an {an {t~c} 

[Mt~ [[' ~r 1 +V =-
0 L' 2 

(6) 

{~n {~n {t~'} 

For steady situation, the model is decoupled to: 

(7) 

(8) 

A simple check is made for forward flight case (f.1=0.08) at several 
heights above the ground. They are carried out for the UH60 Black 
Hawk helicopter using the general helicopter simulation package 
for trimming the helicopter. The comparison between predicted and 
measured inflow results for forward flight is shown in Figure 2. 
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It is seen from Fig. 2 that results predicted from the new ground 
effect model match with experimental results better than results 
from empirical formula. 
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Aerodynamic Modeling of Ground Effect for Helicopter/Ship 
Interaction Studies 

Period covered: November - December, 1995 

During this period, the effort was directed towards the 
development of theoretical ground effect model for hover case. 

Ground Effect Modeling For Lifting Rotor In Hover 

It should be pointed out that since the dynamic inflow theory is good 
only in the vicinity of the rotor disk, it is not correct to use it to 
predict the inflow far away under the rotor disc. Apparently, if the 
inflow theory is applied, the inflow under rotor disc at infinity is 
twice the inflow at the rotor disc, which contradicts the fact that any 
disturbance must vanish at infinity. In our computations, an 
exponential decay function of the following form is used. 

f decay (h) = e -{).5h 
(1) 

For near the rotor disc case: 
1 

Wz =; (2<I>IIz=-ll- - <I>dz=O- <1>21:=0} 

w. =0 (2) 

For far away from the rotor disc case: 

1 
Wz = ~ {(2<I>IL-h- - <I>IIz=O) * f decay (h)- <I>21z=O} 

Wz=O 
(3) 

With the above modification in terms of a decay function, a new 
ground effect model for the hover case has been formulated. 

An initial validation is carried out by simplifying the model 
and by comparing results predicted from this model with 
experimental data. For this purpose, only one radial function and 
only the first harmonic variations are considered in the dynamic 
inflow model. A comparison of results obtained from the new model 
with experimental data is shown in Fig. 1. The ratio of uniform 
inflow in-ground effect and out-of-ground effect is shown versus 



rotor height above the ground in Fig. 1. It is seen from Fig. 1 that 
results from the new model with the decay function correlate very 
well with experimental data. The effect of height on the first 
harmonic component as predicted using the new model is shown in 
Fig. 2. From Figs. 1 and 2, it is seen that as height is increased, the 
effect of ground on inflow decreases. 

Comparison Behreen Experlmenul Da&ll and Compaled Result. 
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SUMMARY 

A real time simulation model of ship ground effect for rotorcraft/ship dynamic 
interactions is developed by combining computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis and 
finite state representation of rotor inflow. For CFD analysis, the ship is modeled using a 
source panel representation and the rotor wake is modeled as rigid with prescribed 
geometry but unknown vorticity distribution. The sea surface is modeled by placing an 
image rotor wake and an image ship panel system below the sea surface. The CFD model is 
then combined with a batch version of a generic flight simulation program. From trim 
solutions using the simulation program, the ship ground effect on rotor inflow for cases of 
helicopter hovering with respect to ship deck at different points are identified and analyzed. 
With finite state representation of rotor inflow, a real time simulation model of ship ground 
effect is developed using in-ground effect inflow results from the CFD analysis. 

INTRODUCTION 

Modem helicopters must routinely operate from various naval ships under adverse 
weather conditions, including high winds, high seas, and low visibility. Under many 
combinations of such conditions, and for various ship orientations relative to the wind and 
waves, helicopter launch and recovery operations prove unsafe. Safe operating envelopes 
thus must be determined for each particular helicopter and ship combination. Current 
methodology to determine such envelopes involves extensive flight testing at sea. 
However, with an ever increasing number of rotorcraft and ship combinations, it has 
become prohibitive, both economically and operationally, to carry out testing at sea on the 
entire test matrix of U.S. Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard rotorcraft aboard U.S. 
Navy and Coast Guard ships. It has been recognized for some time that an attractive 
alternative to full scale testing would be to perform the bulk of rotorcraft launch and 
recovery envelope expansion using real time piloted simulation. 

An important ingredient of simulation models that can be used for rotorcraft/ship 
dynamic interface study is adequate representation of ground effect between the ship deck 
and the vehicle for simulation of shipboard landing and take off maneuvers. Current 
simulation models include empirically derived ground effect models which are basically 
quasi-steady in nature, i.e., the uniform part of the rotor down wash and the rotor thrust 
are modeled as functions of instantaneous vertical height from the ship deck. The ground 
effect model suitable for simulation of shipboard operations must include effects that result 
from rolling, pitching and heaving motions of the ship deck. Also, the ground effect model 
needs be computationally simple to be included in a real time rotorcraft flight simulation for 
man-in-the-loop simulation studies in order to determine handling qualities and pilot 
workload during shipboard operations. This report documents results from the research 
effort carried out in the School of Aerospace Engineering at the Georgia Institute of 
Technology on the development of a real time simulation model of ship ground effect. 

MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND RESULTS 

The general methodology used for developing a real time simulation model of ship 
ground effect is as follows. First, a comprehensive computational fluid dynamic (CFD) 
model that takes into account interactions between rotor wake and ship deck, super 
structure and sea surface is developed. The CFD model is then combined with a 
comprehensive non-real time helicopter simulation model. Rotor inflow distributions for 
cases of helicopter trimmed at different points with respect to ship deck with different 
values of ship speed are obtained. Then a harmonic analysis of inflow distribution for each 
of the cases is carried out. Using results from the ham10nic analysis, the gain matrix of the 



dynamic inflow model is modified by matching the inflow distribution predicted by the 
dynamic inflow model with CFD results. 

The general methodology was applied for the development of a real time ship 
ground effect simulation model of the SH-60 helicopter hovering over the deck of a FFG-7 
class frigate. The models developed and the results obtained have been presented at various 
conferences and the same are included as Appendices. 

Appendix 1: Mello, O.A.F., Prasad, J.V.R., Sankar, L.N. and Tseng, W., 'Analysis of 
Helicopter/Ship Aerodynamic Interactions," Paper presented at the 1994 AHS 
Aeromechanics Specialists Conference, San Francisco, January 1994. 

This paper documents the CFD model development using a prescribed wake 
approach. Both the geometry and the vortex distribution in the rotor wake are prescribed. 
Results of inflow distributions and control positions required for trim are included. 

Appendix 2: Zhang, H., Mello, O.A.F., Prasad, J.V.R., Sankar, L.N. and Funk, J.D., 
"A Simulation Model of Ship Ground Effect for Rotorcraft/Ship Interaction Study," Paper 
presented at the 1995 AHS Forum. 

This paper modifies the CFD model by treating the vortex distribution as unknown 
and determined as part of the solution. Also, it documents the development of a real time 
ship ground effect simulation model using a finite state wake representation for the SH-60 
helicopter hovering over the ship deck moving at a speed of 15 knots. 

Appendix 3: Zhang, H., Prasad, J.V.R., Sankar, L.N., Mello, O.A.F. and Funk, J.D., 
"Ground Effect Simulation Model for Rotorcraft/Ship Interaction Study," Paper presented 
at the AIAA Flight Simulation Conference, August 1995. 

This paper describes the general methodology used for the development of a real 
time ship ground effect simulation model and includes results for various values of ship 
speed. Also, it includes results on effects of wake parameters used in the CFD model 
(wake clearance and number of rotor revolutions of wake) on rotor power. 

Appendix4: 

This appendix details the batch version of the ship ground effect simulation model 
computer code with details on mathematical model development. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions can be made from the results of this study: 

1. It is possible to develop a dynamic inflow model, which is applicable to in
ground effect flight conditions, by appropriately adjusting the parameters (of MandL 
matrices) of the dynamic inflow model. 

2. The developed model is found to take into account of 'partial ground effect' as 
seen in the case of a rotor hovering over the edge of a ship deck. 



FUTURE WORK 

1. The present study addresses only steady state (trimmed flight) cases. Further 
work is needed for the unsteady case of heaving, pitching and rolling ship deck. 

2. Validation of the model using experimental data is needed. 
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ABSTRACT 

A method for analysis of the aerodynamic interactions 
between a helicopter and a ship is presented. The complex 
flow problem is decomposed into two: The first effect is the 
ship "ground effect", consisting of the changes in the 
helicopter-induced flowfield in the vicinity of the ship so 
that the airflow contours the ship surface. This effect is 
modeled by a panel representation of the ship surface, 
taking into account the downwash induced by the rotor and 
its wake. The second effect is the ship airwak.e effect. for 
which a recently developed model at Georgia Institute of 
Teclmology, derived from full-scale measurements, is used. 
This airwake model provides both mean and turbulent 
velocity components. Numerical results for a SH-60 
helicopter trimmed at several locations near a FFG-7 class 
frigate are presented and these results indicate that both 
effects are quantitatively important and need to be 
considered in realistic simulations. 

INTRODUCTION 

Landing a helicopter on a ship deck can be a hazardous 
process. The determination of safe operating envelopes has 
been done at sea in a lengthy and expensive process!. The 
need to consider the many combinations of ships and 
helicopters aggravates the problem and suggests a demand 
for an appropriate helicopter/ship aerodynamic interaction 
model to be incorporated into rotorcraft simulation codes. 

There are several aspects that contribute to the 
complexity of the problem, namely: 

1. Sea and ship motions; 
2. Atmospheric turbulence; 
3. Ship aerodynamics; 
4. Helicopter motion itself, in the presence of the ship. 

The sea and ship motions can be modeled to a 
reasonable degree2. The only effect of the sea motion on the 
helicopter would be in the extent that it modifies the ground 

• On leave from Instituto de Aerommtica e Esp~. Centro T6cnioo 
Aeroespacial, Brazil. 
Presented at the American Helicopter Society Aeromechanics 
Specialists Conference, San Francisco, California, January 19-
21, 1994. Copyright e 1994 by the American Helicopter Society, 
Inc. All rights reserved. 

effect, but this change may be regarded as negligible with 
respect to the other factors involved. The ship motion will 
have a more significant effect on the ship/helicopter 
interference and bas to be considered. 

The ship aerodynamics is very complex. The flow 
around the superstructure is characterized by turbulence and 
vortex shedding. The turbulence level in the atmosphere 
also affects the flow. The knowledge about this type of flow 
is mostly empirical and based on building aerodynamics. 
During the past few years, there has been an increased 
activi~ in investigatin~ the ship airwake through wind
tunnel 5 and full-scale 7 tests. A recent research effort by 
Prasad et a1.8 has used full-scale ship airwake 
measmements obtained by the Austtalian Aeronautical 
Research Laboratory 7 to construct a quantitative model of 
the ship airwak.e using system identification techniques. 

In the present approach, the effects of ship 
aerodynamics on the helicopter are divided into the "ground 
effect" due to the proximity between the rotor and the ship 
surface, and the ship airwake effecL The ship "ground 
effect" is approximately modeled under the assumption of 
attached flow around the ship, which is subject to the 
velocity field induced by the rotor and its wake. For this 
purpose, a panel method representation of the ship surface 
is used, and the effect of the ship on the rotor is modeled by 
the induced velocity field produced by the ship's panels. 

The ship airwake effect is included using the model 
developed by Prasad et al. 8, which gives both the mean and 
turbulent velocity components. 

The simulation of helicopter motion near the ship can 
be carried out by a standard helicopter simulation code, if 
the effects discussed above are included. The simulation 
program used in the present work is a general helicopter 
flight simulation code9, which uses a blade-element rotor 
model, suitable for the addition of induced velocity 
components due to the ship panel system and velocity 
components from the ship airwak.e model. 

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: 
First, a brief description of the mathematical formulation of 
the rotor wake and ship panel methods is given. Next, 
numerical results for a SH-60 helicopter trimmed at several 
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locations near a FFG-7 class frigate are presented. The 
paper concludes with an assessment of the ship "ground" 
and airwake effects and directions for future work. 

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 

Rotor Wake Formulation 

In order to compute the downwash on the ship surface 
due to the rotor, a rigid wake model is used. The rotor blade 
is modeled by a lifting line of bound vorticity, which is 
assumed to have a prescribed variation both radially and 
azimuth-wise. The wake has a prescribed geometry, which 
is basically a classical skewed helical wake, with a limited 
wake contraction model. The wake is divided into a "near" 
wake, composed of trailing and shed vortices and a "far" 
wake composed of trailing tip vortices only. The strength of 
the trailing and shed vortices are given by the radial and 
azimuth-wise variations of the bound vorticity, respectively, 
while the strength of the far wake tip vortex is assumed as 
equal to the maximum bound vorticity at the azimuth 
location where the vortex filament leaves the blade. The 
rotor wake is convected downstream with a velocity which 
is equal to the vector sum of the free stream velocity and 
the averaged (momentum theory value) induced velocity 
over the disk. 

The blade bound vorticity distribution is assumed to be 
a known function of the non-dimensional radial location 
r = r/R and azimuth 'fl. The radial variation is assumed to 
be of the form: 

f(r)=r~ (1) 

which is characteristic of a typical radial variation of 
circulation. The azimuth-wise variation is assumed to be 
such that no thrust offset is produced, by imposing the 
condition that the total blade moment be constant over the 
disklO. Under this assumption, the resulting azimuth-wise 
variation can be shown to be: 

g('V) = --~--
1 + ~ kT J.L sin 'V (2) 

where 'II is the azimuth, 1.1 is the advance ratio and kr is a 
constant which depends on the radial circulation 
distribution. It can be shown that for the radial variation 
assumed here, kT has the value of 15n:/16 or approximately 
0.982. 

With the assumptions (1) and (2), the bound vorticity 
distribution along the blade and disk is of the form: 
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(3) 

The constant ro which appears in Eq. (3) may be 
related to the thrust coefficient CT by applying the Kutta
Joukowski theorem for a section of the rotor blade and 
integrating over the rotor disk, which yields: 

(4) 

where a= 15 kT 1.1 and Nb is the number of blades. 

From Eq. (4), the trailing and shed vorticities in the 
near wake can be shown to be given respectively by: 

and 

while the far wake's single trailing tip vortex strength is 
given by 

(7) 

Using the vorticity strengths given by Eqs. (3H7) and 
the assumed wake geometry, the velocities induced by the 
rotor and its wake on the ship swface are computed by 
applying the Biot-Savart law and integrating over the radial 
direction (bound vortices and near wake shed and trailing 
vortices) and over the wakell, The total induced velocities 
are then resolved for the component nonnal to the ship 
panel for input in the ship model. 

A crude wake contraction model is applied, such that 
the near wake initially starts from the blade root cut-out 
location ~ and extends to the blade tip; after the wake shed 
and trailing vortices have traveled a specified helical angle 
denoted by Vctr• the wake is contracted such as to start from 
the hub (r=O) and extend to the radial location rtv. Between 

V=0° and V=Vctr, a linear interpolation is used to determine 
the starting and end radial locations. 



A Rankine vortex core model12 with radius of one 
tenth of the blade chord is used. This model is applied by 
scaling the induced velocity due to the elementary vortex 
filament by the square of the ratio between the distance to 
the fllament and the core radius, whenever the point where 
the induced velocity is being calculated lies within the 
vonex core. 

Sbjp Formulation 

The ship is modeled by a source panel method13 
common in aeronautical applications. The ship surface is 
approximately represented by plane source panels with 
constant distributed strength. The strengths of the sources 
are detennined by enforcing the non-penetration condition 
at the centroid of each panel. A typical ship panel 
representation is sho'WD in Fig. 1. 

y 

Fig. 1: Ship Panel Representation. 

Since the ship airwake mean velocities are given by 
polynomial fitting of full-scale measurements, the ship's 
mean velocity is not considered for computation of the 
right-hand side of the system of equations, i.e., only the 
component of the do'Wilwash induced by the rotor normal to 
the ship panel and the nonnal component of the ship's 
oscillatory motion are taken into account in this 
implementation. This formulation results in a linear system 
of equations which is solved for the source strengths cr. 

[A] {a}= [B] (8) 

where [A] is the matrix of influence coefflCients, {a) is the 
vector of unkno'WD source strengths and [B] is the right
hand side which includes the normal component of the 
velocities on the ship surface due to ship oscillatory motion 
and due to the rotor and its wake. The system of equations 
(8) is solved by a standard LU decomposition for efficient 
backsubstitution at each time step. The resulting source 
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panel strengths are then used to compute the velocities 
induced by the ship source panel system on the rotor disk. 

Effect of Sea Surface 

In order to model the ground effect due to the sea 
surface, the method of images is used. An image rotor wake 
and an image ship panel system are placed below the sea 
surface and the influence of these images is taken into 
account in the computation of the do'Wilwash induced by the 
rotor and in the computation of the coefficient matrix for 
the ship panel method. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The above descn'bed helicopter/ship interaction method 
has been applied to a SH-60 Sea Hawk helicopter flying at 
15 kts (7.72 m/s) and at a height of one rotor radius (26.83 
ft or 8.18 m) above the landing deck of a FFG-7 class 
frigate. The helicopter was positioned above the center of 
the deck. above the edge of the deck and at the same height 
just outside the deck. These positions are illustrated in Fig. 
2. The ship was moving forward at the same speed as the 
helicopter. These positions were chosen as representatives 
of configurations experienced during the final approach for 
landing14. The helicopter was trimmed at each of the above 
positions. Note that for trim only the mean component of 
the ship airwak:e is used, i.e., the results presented herein do 
not include the turbulent component 

Deck 

Hangar 
door 

t 
Prow 

Rotor disk I cations 

-< Stem 

Fig. 2: Positioning of helicopter near ship (top view): 
Above center of deck (1), above edge of deck (2), and just 
outside deck (3). 
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Fig. 5: Normalized upwash induced by ship panel system, 
helicopter outside deck. 

Numerical results for the upwash induced by the ship 
panel system over the rotor disk., normalized by the mean 
induced inflow, are presented in Figs. 3-5 for each of the 
above described helicopter locations. It can be observed that 
the upwash is generally higher in the aft portion of the disk. 
This observation can be attributed to the rotor wake being 
washed aft and consequently the rear portion of the ship 
deck being more affected by the wake and thus resulting in 
higher upwash values near that region. 

It can also be observed that the upwash is higher in the 
retreating side of the disk, when the helicopter is moved 
towards the edge of the deck. This is expected because this 
part of the rotor disk. is closer to the ship deck for this 
configuration. 

.().1 -r--;:::::::::t::==:::±::==::±:::;---r 
~ Above center of deck 
~ Above deck edge 

··- ·-··· --6- Outside deck 

0~----~~----~------+------+ 

0 90 
Advancing Side 

180 270 360 
Azimu1h (deg.) Retreating Side 

Fig. 6: Effect of helicopter position on ship "ground effect". 

The ship "ground effect" can be further visualized in 
Fig. 6, where the inflow ratio due to the ship panel system, 
normalized by the mean induced inflow ratio, is presented 
for each of the above described positions at the radial 
station 80% and at azimuth locations corresponding to one 
rotor revolution. For the rotor localed just outside the deck, 
the "ground effect" upwash is mostly uniform and about 1% 
of the mean induced inflow. As the helicopter moves 
inward with respect to the deck., the ground effect increases, 
as expected. It is also clear that the highest values of ship 
ground effect upwash occur around the aft portion of the 
disk., as mentioned before. 

In current simulation codes9, it is common to adopt a 
simple correction factor, based on the height above the 
ground, to account for the ground effect While this may be 
acceptable in other situations, the helicopter-above-ship 
configuration poses the need for a more accurate local 
correction. This can be observed in Fig. 7, where the inflow 
ratio due to the ship panel system, divided by the local 
inflow ratio, is presented for each of the above described 
positions at the radial station 80%. It is clear that using a 
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constant inflow correction factor cannot account for the 
significant variations involved. 
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Fig. 7: Local inflow change due to ship "ground effect". 
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Fig. 8: "Partial" Ground Effect 

The above discussed results indicate that the 
distribution of ship ground effect over the disk is very 
sensitive to the rotor disk location with respect to the deck 
when the helicopter moves inward for landing, while the 
magnitude of this effect depends directly on how much of 
the ship is "washed" by the rotor wake. These phenomena 
constitute what may be termed as "partial" ground effect, 
which is shown schematically in Fig. 8. It is clear that this 
effect should be adequately included in simulations in order 
to provide increased fidelity. The present method is a tool 
that can be used to represent this effect However, during 
the course of this work it was observed that the 
computational times required for the current method (about 
0.6 CPU sec per iteration in an HP Apollo 700 workstation) 
are not compatible with a real-time simulation. For 
example, the time step used in the present calculations was 
about 0.013 sec. This observation suggests a need for the 
development of an approximate method that can account for 
the above described "partial" ground effect The present 
method can then be used for parametric studies which will 
lead to the definition of the important parameters to be 
included in the approximate real-time simulation method. 
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Fig. 9: Effect of helicopter position on normal velocities 
due to the ship airwake. 

In order to compare quantitatively the ship "ground 
effect" with the ship airwake effect, the contribution of the 
mean ship airwake to the total inflow ratio, normalized by 
the mean induced inflow ratio, is presented in Fig. 9 for 
each of the above described positions at the radial station 
80%. It can be observed that the ship airwake contribution 
is of the same order as the ship ground effect It should be 
pointed out that the ship airwake semi-empirical model 
used here is strictly valid only within the spatial range of 
coordinates where the velocities were measured during the 
full-scale tests. Their extrapolation using the same 
polynomials outside the range is not valid. In order to 
estimate the effect of the ship airwake outside the valid 
range and therefore allow a comparison with the ship 
ground effect, an exponential decay was assumed. 
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Fig. 10: Total nonnal blade velocities at r/R=0.8. helicopter 
above center of deck. 
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Fig. 11: Total tangential blade velocities at r!R=0.8, 
helicopter above center of deck. 
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Fig. 12: Total radial blade velocities at r/R=0.8, helicopter 
above center of deck. 

The effects of the ship airwake can be further 
illustrated by Figs. 10-12, where the total blade normal, 
tangential and radial velocities, respectively, are presented. 
The velocities were computed without the ship present, with 
the ship influence computed using a panel method only, i.e., 
including the ship free-stream velocity in the computation 
of the ship sources/sinks, and with the ship airwake in 
addition to the ship ground effect. While the previously 
discussed influence of ship ground effect and nonnal 
component of airwake is again clear in Fig. 10, the most 
dramatic effect appears in the tangential and radial 
components. In general, the ship airwake contributes with 
an overall increase in forward velocity, although its actual 
quantitative effect is somewhat localized, which is 
characteristic of the airwake. 
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It is clear from Figs. 11-12 that the ship airwake 
cannot be even crudely approximated by a panel method. 
Therefore, a ship airwake database is needed in order to 

provide a realistic simulation. 

Table 1: Trimmed Control Positions (inches) 

Config Lat.Cyc. Long.Cyc. Collective Pedal 

1 4.595 4.466 5.137 2.008 
2 4.595 4.469 5.135 2.010 
3 4.563 4.196 4.946 2.084 
4 4.622 4.301 5.083 2.072 
5 4.599 4.414 5.138 2.037 

The overall effect of the modified blade velocities is 
reflected in the trimmed control positions, as shown in 
Table 1, where the control positions are shown for five 
conditions: (1) no ship, no ground effect; (2) no ship, 
ground effect computed using simple inflow correction9; 
(3) helicopter above center of ship deck; (4) helicopter 
above edge of ship deck; and (5) helicopter just outside 
deck. The conventions for these control positions are as 
follows: full left lateral cyclic corresponds to zero, full right 
corresponds to 10 in; full forward longitudinal cyclic 
corresponds to zero, full aft to 10 in; full low collective 
pitch corresponds to zero, full high to 10 in; full left pedal 
corresponds to zero, full right to 5.38 in. The increased 
tangential velocity due to the ship airwake is felt as an 
addition to the forward velocity, resulting in additional 
forward longitudinal cyclic as the helicopter moves inward. 
The lateral cyclic and pedal are also adjusted. The 
combination of ship ground effect and nonnal airwake 
velocity results in decreased collective pitch, which is also 
more significant when the helicopter moves toward the 
center of the deck. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A method for analysis of the aerodynamic interactions 
between a helicopter and a ship has been presented. This 
method divides the interaction problem into two effects: the 
ship "ground effect", modeled by a panel representation of 
the ship surface, which results in an upwash on the rotor 
disk, and the ship airwake effect, for which an existing 
semi-empirical model, derived from full-scale 
measurements, is used. 

Numerical results for a SH-60 helicopter trimmed at 
three locations near a FFG-7 class frigate have indicated 
that the ship "ground effect" increases significantly as the 
helicopter moves toward the center of the ship deck, while 
its distribution over the disk is sensible to the helicopter 
location, with higher upwash in the rear portion of the disk 



and in the side near the ship. It is clear that this effect 
should be included in simulations in order to provide 
increased fidelity. The present method, however, is 
computationally intensive and thus inappropriate for real
time simulation. It can be used as a tool for building a 
modified dynamic inflow method which takes into account 
the ship ground effect 

The ship airwake effect has been shown to be 
quantitatively more important than the ship ground effect 
and somewhat localized. It cannot be even crudely 
approximated by a simple panel method and requires the 
availability of a ship airwake database in order to provide a 
realistic simulation. 

Overall, the present work provided an insight into the 
relevant helicopter/ship aerodynamic interaction 
phenomena, and suggests additional parametric 
investigations, including simulation of approach flights 
where ship airwake turbulent components of velocity are 
included. 
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A SIMULATION MODEL OF SHIP GROUND EFFECT 
FOR ROTOR CRAFT I SHIP INTERACTION STUDY 
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Abstract 

A simple ground effect model for rotorcraft I ship 
dynamic interactions, which is suitable for implementation 
in flight simulators for real-time simulation purposes, 
bas been extracted from the analysis of the aerodynamic 
interaction results obtained from a computationally 
intensive method that incorporates a rigid rotor wake and a 
panel representation of the ship with corresponding image 
systems. It is found that the ground effect is very sensitive 
to the helicopter position with respect to the ship deck, as 
well as the height above the deck. The inflow gain matrix 
in dynamic inflow model is modified as a function of the 
position (x,y.z) relative to the deck. Numerical results for 
a SH-60 helicopter flying above the deck of a moving 
FFG-7 class frigate at the same speed as the ship are 
presented and discussed in this paper. Results show that the 
ground effect model works well aU over the deck. The 
ground effect model integrated with the airwake model 
which has already been developed at Georgia Tech provides 
the basis for the real-time simulation study for 
rotorcraftlship interactions. 

1. Introduction 

Modern helicopters must routinely operate under 
various adverse weather conditions. Helicopter landing on a 
moving ship deck behind the superstructure is 
hazardous(lO), and yet up to today, little knowledge about 
the flow characteristics is available due to the time 
dependent uncertainty nature of the flow, as wen as the 
complicated and sensitive flow field over the deck behind 
the superstructure. Because the Jack of a suitable ship 
airwake model and the still unsolved rotorcraft I ship 
dynamic interaction problem, any realistic simulation of 
helicopter take-off and landing on a ship deck is still 
impractical. Also, in real time implementation, these 
models have to be computationally simple. A series of 
studies of these effects and models have been carried on at 
Georgia Tech (1,2) for the past few years, and a suitable 
ahip airwake model and a systematic simulation method 
have already been developed. Moreover, a method to 
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analyze helicopter/ship aerodynamic interactions has been 
formulated recently by Georgia Tech researchers(3). It is 
found that the widely used traditional ground effect model, 
which basically introduces a factor to modify the uniform 
inflow of the helicopter rotor(8,9), is not accurate for a 
helicopter operating under a ship "ground effect". 

A computationally intensive method, which combines a 
rigid rotor wake model and the well developed traditional 
potential flow theory, is formulated in Ref.(3) and the 
method is used here to generate the data base for the ground 
effect model identification. Our purpose in this paper, 
however, is to identify a simple ground effect model 
suitable for real-time simulation implementation. 

2. Computational Fluid Dynamics CCFDl Model 
Used for Generatin2 the Data Base 

The ship "ground effect" is manifested by the changes of 
the flow field, so that the flow at the ship surface follows 
the motion of the ship surface. This effect is modeled by a 
panel representation of the ship surface, and the strength of 
the panel is determined by satisfying the boundary 
condition at the ship surface, i.e. there is no penetration of 
flow through the solid ship surface and/or ship deck. The 
velocity induced by the rotor wake on the ship surface is 
computed by using a rigid wake theory. The simulation of 
helicopter motion near the ship is carried out by the general 
helicopter simulation code GENHEL(8), which has been 
modified to incorporate a first-order dynamic inflow 
modeJOI). By taking into account the induced velocity or 
upwash at the rotor disk due to the ship panel system into 
the blade-element analysis, the ground effect is coupled into 
the simulation code. Through changing the collective pitch 
and cyclic pitch, the helicopter is retrimmed at the same 
location with the consideration of the ground effect. The 
total inflow at the rotor disk is outputted as the rotor blade 
rotates azimuthally, and this forms the data base for later 
analysis. 

3. Dynamic lpOow Model 

A generalized dynamic inflow theory exists in the 
literature in which air mass passing through the rotor is 
treated as a dynamic system. Tbe dynamic inflow theory 
(4,5,6,7) bas found wide applications in flight dynamics 

and aeroelastic studies. Peter's dynamic inflow model (6) is 
used in this investigation for simplicity, i.e. the induced 
inflow is assumed to have the following variations: 



- - r r A.(r, 'If)= A0 + A.s -sin 'If+ A.., -cos 'I' (1) 
R R 

where: 

A.0 ,A.s,A.c are the uniform, lateral and longitudinal 

variations of the rotor inflow in tip path plane (tpp), 
respectively. 

Tbe dyaamic inflow model is: 

where 

l = (Ao,As,A.cl 
C = (CT,-Cl,-C2)r 

" [M],[L] are the apparent mass matrix and the 
inflow gain matrix and their explicit expressions for out-of
ground effect case can be found in Ref. [4]. CT is the 
thrust coefficient. CI.C2 are instantaneous aerodynamic 
rolling and pitching moment coefficients expressed in the 
tip path plane. Obviously, they are time dependent for 
unsteady flight. 
The subscript "aero" denotes that only the aerodynamic 

contribution is considered and the inertial part is not 
included. The "• " denotes time derivative. 

Due to the proximity of the rotor disk to the ship deck, 
the rotorcraft/ship interactions induce upwash at the rotor 
disk, thereby changing the total inflow and the inflow 
distribution over the whole rotor disk. Hence, it is not 

" surprising that [M]and [L] matrices are going to change 
due to the ground effect. Thus, the dynamic inflow model 
near the ground can be written as: 

..... " -
(Ml,e {A.}i,t +[L)~~(A.};,t = {{Cl.roL,e (3) 

where : fM]ige• [L]ige are the apparent mass and the 
inflow gain matrices with ground effect. 
Suppose 

{x} c[~ 
0 

~){xL /31 
lgt 0 0 r1 

(4) 

[a, 0 

~]{<l {c}. = o /32 
Jlt 0 0 r2 

(S) 

where: 
a;./3;. ri (i = 1,2) are the correction factors to account 

for ground effect to the inflow and the forcing functions, 

which are functions of the helicopter position (x,y,z) 
relative to the deck. 

(6) 

All six factors { 0.1, ~1 , "( 1, a 2 , ~2 , 12 } can be obtained 
by conventional identification methods. 
For trimmed flight ( steady case ), we have: 

- "-
{A}=[L){C}atro (7) 

Thus, for trimmed hovering with respect to the deck of the 
moving ship, since the forcing functions ( CT,Cl,C2 ) are 
approximately the same for out-of-ground case and in
ground case, Eq. (6) reduces to: 

[

a! 

{i},,, = ~ (8) 

4. Identification Approach 

For illustration purpose, the SH-60 Seahawk helicopter 
flying at 15kts above the deck of a FFG-7 class frigate, 
which is moving at the same velocity as the helicopter, is 
used in this investigation. To capture the ground effect, the 
rotorcraft/ship interactions are computed using the CFD 
code at all the grid points over the ship deck as shown in 
Figure l(a) at eight heights ranging from 0.5R to 3R for 
each grid point (Figure l(b)) 
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Figure l(a): Positioning of heUcopter above 
ship deck (top view) 
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Figure l(b): Helicopter Relative Position 

It is recognized that the ground effect and the ship airwake 
effect are actually coupled when the helicopter is flying 
near the deck. However, only the ground effect part is 
considered in this study. 
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show how the nondimensional 
upwash at 80% radial station changes in one revolution 
above the center of the deck (location 1 in Figure l(a)) 
and at the lower left comer of the deck (location 2 in Figure 
l(a)) for different values of height above the deck. 
It can be seen from Figure 2(a) that the upwash is almost 
constant at the fore part of the rotor for a given height 
(azimuth angle between 90 and 270 degrees), whereas at 
the rear part of the rotor (azimuth angle form 0 to 90, and 
270 to 360 degrees), the upwash changes significantly. 
Also, we see that the effect of the height on upwash is 
different at different azimuth angles, hence it is not accurate 
to model this effect by using a simple constant factor. 
Because of the presence of the hanger, the rotor wake hits 
the deck differently at different locations. 

For the case of the rotor hovering above the lower left 
comer of the deck, the upwash is much higher at advancing 
side and much lower at retreating side (see Fig. 2(b)). In 
order to incorporate the upwash in the dynamic inflow 
model, harmonic analysis of the upwash is carried out in 
order to extract the uniform and lateral and longitudinal 
variations due to the contribution of the upwash from the 
ground effect. It is seen from this analysis that terms up to 
second harmonic are required in order to account for the 
effect of ship deck on the rotor inflow variation. 

Aw = -AA-0 - AA.s ~sin 1jl- AA.c ~cos 1/f 

- aA25 ~ sin(21j!)- AA2c ~ cos(21j!) (9) 

where 

Cl016 ..--....... ---.--....----.---..----..---"l 

Figure 2(a): Effect of height on upwash at rotor disk at the 
center of the deck 
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Figure 2(b ): Effect of height on upwash at the rotor at the 
lower left comer of the deck 

aA.0 is the upwash contribution to the uniform inflow 

aA. is the lateral inflow changes due to the ground effect & 

I!J...c is the longitudinal inflow variation because of the 
ground presence 
aA25 is the 2nd lateral inflow change 

aA.2c is the 2nd longitudinal inflow change 

The analysis is carried out for different heights from 0.5 R 
to 3 R above the deck. 
Figure 3 gives the effect of the height on the uniform 
inflow changes for location 1 (center of the deck, "*" in 
Fig.3--5) and for location 2 (left comer at the stem, "o" in 
Fig.3-5). The magnitude of total uniform inflow increases 
as the height increases. This is quite reasonable, because 
the ground cushion effect gets less and less as the rotor 
moves away from the deck, hence the upwash gets less and 
less. We see that at the deck center, the uniform inflow 
undergoes a maximum of 14% change due to "ground" 
effect. 
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) give the effect of height on the frrst 
harmonic lateral inflow A5 and first harmonic 

longitudinal inflow component Ac 
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Figure 3: Effect of height on unifonn inflow 
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Figure 4(a) : Effect of height on lateral inflow 
(First harmonic tenn) 
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Fll'ft 4(b): Effect of height on longitudinal inflow 
(Fint hannonic tenn) 

It is seen from Fig 4 that the longitudinal inflow change 
is not a linear function of height. 
Figures S(a) and S(b) are the effect of height on the 2nd 
inflow tenns A2s • A..2,. Still, the ground effect gets less 

imponant as the distance between the helicopter and the 

deck gets larger. Also, the lateral component in the 
upwash is smaller than the longitudinal component. 
From Figs 3,4 and S, it can be seen rhat the ground effect 
is not a linear function of the height. and it is sensitive to 
the location of the rotor hub over the deck. 
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Figure 5(a): Effect of height on lateral inflow 
(2nd harmonic tenn) 
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Figure S(b ): Effect of height on longitudinal inflow 
(2nd harmonic tenn) 
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Several models are tried to represent these changes. By 
comparison of the Pearson correlation coefficient, the 
following model is seen to capture the variation with 
height: 

(10) 

where: 
a,b,c,d are constants for a given location w.r.t. the deck, h 
is the nondimensional (w.r.t rotor radius R) height, and 

Arrt is the corresponding value of the component out of 

ground effect 

Thus from (5) and (10), 



b c d 
~a+-+-+

h h2 h3 (11) 

Cbceseman and Bennett (9) derived an expression for the 
upwub .r tbe rotor disk due to the ground: 

AonJ .dw=-- (12) 
16h2 

i.e. 

(13) 

Figure 6 shows the comparison of the uniform inflow 

predicted by the simple model Eq.(l3) and the fitted model 
ofE.q. (10) at several locations. 
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We see that the Cheeseman model is not accurate enough 
to capture the ship ground effect. First the ground effect is 
location dependent, and second it does not follow the h-2 
law . Hence the ship ground effect model has to incorporate 
a function of location x and y, as well as the height. 

S. Spline Fit 

Having taken care of the effect of the height, we now 
move to the modeling of the location effect. Based on the 
data base, it is found that we can not use a simple function 
for f(x,y) to fit these data. Because spline fit has advantages 
of passing through every grid point, and yet it preserves 
the nice continuous property (up to 2nd derivatives), we 
use a two dimensional spline-fit to model the ground effect, 
i.e. a.b,c,d will be spline functions of x and y. 

Svppole we have a set of data on the grid of X andY as: 

X=={Xj}, i=l,2, ..... m+kx 
Y=={Yj}. j=1.2, ..... n+ky 
F={ f (Xj,Yj)} 

where: kx is the order of the spline in x direction, ky is 
the order of the spline in y direction. For cubic spline, the 
order is 4. For quadratic spline, the order is 3. 

Let: 

qx=m+kx 

qy=n+ky 

N n,;(X,x) denotes the normalized B-spline of order k.x 

in x direction with suppon [Xi-kx·Xi] 

N k)·,j ( Y, y) denotes the normalized B-spline of order ky 

in y direction with suppon [Yj-ky.Yj] 
Then any bivariate spline S(x,y) of order kx in x, and ky in 
y, has the following representation: 

S(x,y) = ~tc;,jNn,(X,x)N*>')Y,y) (14) 

With the help of Mathematica (12), the coefficients Cii 
are obtained for cubic spline fit. That is kx=ky=4. 

Finally the total inflow with ground effect is modeled as: 

A. = A.0 +.!... (A
5 
sin( VI)+ A., cos( VI)+ 

R (15) 

A2s sin(2 VI)+ A.2, cos(2 VI)) 
and 

{ 
'l } _ { 'l } [ ( ) b(x,y) c(x,y) d(x,y)] 
A; - A; nj' Q X, Y + + 2 + 3 h h h 

(16) 
where i may be O,s,c,2s,2c. 

For illustration purpose, the following is the spline fitted 
result for the uniform inflow: 

1..0:::0.994 - 0.0448x - 0.2993x2 - 0.1752x3- 0.0355xy 

+ 0.036x2y + 0.04ox3y + 0.027xy2 + 0.236x2y2 
+ 0.14x3y2 + 0.0177y3 + 0.069xy3- 0.066x2y3 

• 0.074x3y3 
+ (0.011 + 0.486x + 2.334x2 + 1.3x3 + 0.026y 
+ 0.269xy - 0.298x2y - 0.325x3y - 0.0625y2 
- 0.2656xy2- 1.8x2y2- 1.05x3y2- 0.1358y3 

- 0.53xy3 + 0.55x2y3 + 0.594x3y3) /h. 
+ (..0.2255 - 1.55x- 5.587x2- 3.02x3 - 0.0389y 
- 0.6457xy + 0.7674x2y + 0.815x3y + 0.077y2 
+ 0.76xy2 + 4.25x2y2 +2.42x3y2 + 0.327y3 
+ 1.28xy3- 1.437x2y3 - 1.5x3y3) Jb2 
+(-0.05999 + 1.21x + 3.9x2 + 2.0sx3 + O.Ol557y 
+ 0.4987xy- 0.6tx2y- 0.639x3y + 0.183y2 
• 0.534xy2 - 3.x2y2 - 1.685x3y2 - 0.2448y3 
- 0.9727xy3 + 1.157x2y3 + 1.17886x3y3) /h3 

(17) 



The computation with the above fonnula is quite fast 
when compared to the CFD code used to build the database. 
For comparison, CFD code takes about 30 minutes of 
CPU time in HP Apollo 700 Workstation to obtain a 
converged solution for a helicopter flying at one single 
height and single (x,y) location. Whereas using the above 
formula, the computation is carried out in a fraction of a 
1ee0Dd. Hence the fonnula is very useful for real-time 
simulation purposes. Figure 7 shows the variation of the 
uniform inflow over the whole deck at height h=0.75. 
Figures 8 and 9 display the variation of the harmonics of 
the inflow at h=0.75. It can be seen that the total inflow 
mainly consists of the unifonn inflow and the longitudinal 
variation. This is from the fact that the reference flight is 
forward flight. 
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Figure 7: distribution of the unifonn inflow over the deck 

Figure 8: distribution of the longitudinal 
inflow over the deck 

Figure 9: distribution of the lateral inflow over the deck 

Figures lO(a) and lO(b) compare the results from the CFD 
code and from the fonnula at location x=-7.5/R, y=-5.5/R, 
h=0.75 and x=-25/R,y=l5/R, h=l.75. We see that the fitted 
formula computes the inflow variation quite well. 
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Figure 10 (a): comparison of the total inflow 
from CFD code and Spline fit fonnula at h=O. 75 
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Figure 10 (b): comparison of the total inflow 
from CFD code and Spline fit formula at h=1.75 



6. Conclgsiogs 

A ground effect model for rotorcraftlship dynamic interface 
that is suitable for real time simulation purposes is 
developed in this paper. The gain matrix in the dynamic 
inflow model is identified as a function of the location of 
the JOCor with respect to the ship deck, as well as the 
height of the rotor above the deck. However, the ship 
pound effect model developed in this study is applicable 
for lrimmed flight above the deck. Further work is needed 
to capture the unsteady effects due to the rolling and/or 
pitching of the ship deck. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, a real time simulation model of ship 
ground effect for rotorcraft/ship interactions is developed 
by combining computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
analysis and finite state representation of rotor inflow. For 
CFD analysis, the ship is modeled by using a source panel 
representation and the rotor wake is modeled as rigid with 
prescribed geometry but unknown vorticity distribution. 
The sea surface is modeled by placing an image rotor wake 
and an image ship panel system below the sea surface. The 
CFD model is then combined with the batch version of a 
generic helicopter flight simulation program. Using trim 
solutions from the simulation program, the ship ground 
effects on rotor inflow for cases of helicopter hovering 
with respect to ship deck are identified and analyzed. With 
a finite state representation of rotor inflow, a real time 
simulation model of ship ground effect is developed using 
results from the CFD analysis. 

1. Backeround 

Due to complex flow interactions between the air flow 
surrounding the ship deck and rotor wake, the pilot 
workload during shipboard landing and take-off of a 
helicopter is significantly increased [ 1). Also, When a 
helicopter is flying close to a ship deck, the rotor wake is 
modified due to the presence of ship deck, superstructure 
and sea surface [2-4J. An alternative, to extensive and 
time-consuming testing at sea for establishing safe 
operating envelopes for helicopter shipboard operations, is 
simulation. A prerequisite to simulation approach is the 
development of simulation models of ship airwake and ship 
ground effect. This paper addresses the development of a 
simulation model of ship ground effect model while a 
companion paper [5) addresses the development of a 
simulation model of ship airwake. The organization of the 
paper is as follows: First, the methodology used for the 
development of a real-time ship ground effect simulation 
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model is described. Next, a detailed description of the CFD 
modeling used in this methodology is presented followed 
by parametric investigations of the CFD model. Then a 
brief description of the real-time simulation model which is 
obtained by modifying the gain matrix of an existing 
dynamic inflow model is given and results are presented to 
illustrate how the real-time simulation model captures the 
ship ground effect for different rotor heights above deck 
and at various forward speeds. 

2. Methodoloey for Developine Ship 
Ground Effect Simulation Models 

The methodology used for developing ship ground 
effect simulation models is given in Fig. 1. First, a 
comprehensive computational fluid dynamic model that 
takes into account interactions between rotor wake and ship 
deck, superstructure and sea surface is developed. The CFD 
model is then combined with a comprehensive non-real 
time helicopter simulation model and rotor inflow 
distribution for cases of helicopter trimmed at different 
positions (see Fig. 2) and at different heights (see Fig. 3) 
with different values of ship speed are obtained. Then a 
harmonic analysis of inflow distribution for each of the 
cases is carried out. Using results from the harmonic 
analysis, the gain matrix of the dynamic inflow model is 
modified by matching the inflow distribution predicted by 
the dynamic inflow model with CFD results. 

Given x,y,h and~ 

Figure 1. Methodology for Developing Ship Ground Effect 
Models 
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3. CFD Modelin& 

3.1 Ship Formulation 

The ship surface is approximately represented by 
plane source panels with constant distributed strength. The 
strengths of the sources are determined by enforcing the 
non-penetration condition at the centroid of each panel. The 
normal component of the ship's motion and the normal 
component of the down wash induced by the rotor are taken 
into account in this formulation. The details of the source 
panel method can be found in Ref. 6 and therefore will not 
be repeated here. This formulation results in a linear system 
of equations to be solved for the ship panel source strengths 
0: 

[A]{cr) = [B] (1) 

2 

where [A] is the matrix of influence coefficients, { 0) is 
the vector of unknown source strengths and [B] is the RHS 
including the normal component of the velocities on the 
ship surface due to the free-stream and due to the rotor and 
its wake. The resulting source panel strengths are used to 
compute the velocities induced by the ship source panel 
system at the rotor disk. 

3.2 Rotor Wake Formulation 

A rigid wake model is used to compute the induced 
velocity due to the rotor and its wake on the ship and the 
vorticity distribution is computed from the blade section 
lift. In this study, the following assumptions are made: 
(a) Blade flapping angles is small and high harmonic 
variation of blade flapping angle are negligible 
(b) The rotor blade is modeled by a lifting line of bound 
vorticity, which is related to the blade section lift by Kutta
Joukowski's theorem. 
(c) A classical skewed helical wake with a limited 
contraction is used, the wake is assumed to become flat 
near the ship deck as shown in Fig. 4. 
(d) The wake is divided into a "near" wake, composed of 
trailing and shed vortices and a "far" wake composed of 
trailing tip vortices only. The strength of the far wake tip 
vortex is assumed to be equal to the maximum bound 
vorticity at the azimuthal location where the vortex filament 
leaves the blade . 
(e) The rotor wake is convected downstream with a velocity 
which is equal to the vector sum of the free stream velocity 
and the averaged (momentum theory value) induced 
velocity over the disk. 

3.2.1 Bound Vortices 
The blade bound vortiCity distribution is obtained 

through an iterative process from the blade section lift. Let 
the blade bound vorticity be r b = r b(ri, 'I'J· ). From Kutta-,, 
Joukowski theorem: 

r. =pv.r .. =p(QR)(r· +llsin'lf-)fb (2) 
lj lj lj I J OJ 

i.e. 
f. r = 'J 

b,; p(QR)(ri + 11sin 'l'j) 
(3) 

From the computed bound vorticity distribution, the 
velocity induced by the blade bound vortices can be 
obtained by applying the Biot-Savart law. 

3.2.2 Near Wake 
The near wake is assumed to be composed of trailing 

and shed vortices, with strengths given by the radial and 
azimuth-wise variations of the bound vorticity respectively, 
at the azimuth location where the vortex filament leaves the 
blade. Let us first consider an element of a trailing vortex 
filament of length r i.1.v, which leaves the blade at the 
radial location ri, and is located at a wake age vk. This 
element had left the blade when it was at an azimuth 



location 'I' i - vk, with 'I' i being the current azimuth 

location of the blade. Therefor, the vorticity of the element 
is given by r 1 (i';,'l'j -Vk)r;.6V, where 

r = r (r- \II.- v") = arb (4) 
t,Jk t I, 't' J ar 

(5) 

The velocity induced by the entire filament at a point is 
given by integration of elementary induced velocities 
obtained from the Biot-Savart law along the near wake 
only. 
Now let us consider an element of a shed vortex filament of 
length ru;, which leaves the blade at the radial location ri, 
and is located at a wake age v". This element had left the 
blade when it was at an azimuth location 

'I' i - v", with 'I' i being the current azimuth location of 

the blade. Therefore, the vorticity of the element is given by 
r.(r;.'l'j-vk), where rs(r;.'l'j-vk)ru; is the shed 
vortex vorticity, equal to the azimuthal variation of r b: 

rs,J. =rs(r;.'l'j-vk)= c;;; (6) 

r 
~ rb(r;.'l'i -v")-rb(r;.'l'j-I -v") 
- (7) 

s,;• .6 'V 

Also, the velocity induced by the entire shed vortex system 
at a point is given by radial integration of the elementary 
induced velocities obtained from the Biot-Savart law along 
the "near" wake. 

3.2.3 Far wake 
The far wake is assumed to be only composed of 

trailing tip vortices, with strength equal to the maximum 
bound vorticity at the azimuth location where the vortex 
filament leaves the blade. Considering an element of wake 
filament of length r tv.6v ( where r tv corresponds to the 
radial location where the tip vortex has rolled up) and at a 
wake age vk. This element has left the blade when it was at 
an azimuth location 'I' i - v", 'I' i being the current azimuth 

location of the blade. Therefore, the vorticity of the element 
is given by rTitrtvLlV=rT('I'j-Vk)r1v.6V, where 

r T('l' j- vk) is the strength of the trailing tip vortex equal 

to the radial maximum of r b: 

(8) 

3.2.4 Vortex Core Model 

A Rankine vortex core model [7] with radius of one 
tenth (1110) of the blade chord is used. This model is 
applied by scaling the induced velocity due to the 
elementary vortex filament by the square of the ratio 
between the distance to the filament and the core radius, 

3 

whenever the point where the induced velocity is being 
calculated lies within the vortex core. The geometry of the 
far wake is modified by making it flat and parallel to the 
ship deck with assumed clearance between the wake and 
the deck (see Fig. 4). 

i?Z2?7t??/W//T/?/L/?/2VfoT12Vff/4 

Figure 4. Modified Wake Geometry 

In order to determine the number of rotor 
revolutions and clearance between the wake and the ship 
deck, the rotor wake model is combined with a generic 
helicopter simulation package [8]. Assuming a flat ground, 
the number of rotor revolutions in the wake geometry and 
wake clearance are adjusted by matching the rotor power 
required from analysis with experimental results. Figure 5 
shows the effect of ground clearance on the rotor power 
required, whereas Fig. 6 illustrates the effect of number of 
revolutions in the wake geometry. It can be seen from Fig. 
5, that the wake clearance has negligible effect on the rotor 
power. However, from Fig. 6, it is clear that the number of 
revolutions in the wake geometry has significant effect on 
rotor power. Also, from Fig. 6, it is seen that roughly I 0 
rotor revolutions of wake is needed in order to match with 
experimental data for the hover case. However, the results 
are less sensitive to number of revolutions for forward 
flight cases. It is felt that the value of I 0 rotor revolution of 
wake geometry arrived at for the hover case is rather ad hoc 
as this value will be different for different heights of the 
rotor above the ground. Also, it is felt that a detailed 
investigation using , possibly, a free wake analysis is 
required to determine the wake geometry for the hover 
case. Hence, only forward flight cases are considered in the 
subsequent analysis. 

4. Parametric Investi2ation 

4.1 Effect of Locations 

For illustration purpose, the SH-60 helicopter flying at 
15kt above the deck of a FFG-7 class frigate, which is 
moving at the same velocity as the helicopter, is used in this 
investigation. The simulation of helicopter motion near the 
ship is carried out using the general helicopter simulation 
code [8]. By taking into account the induced velocity or 
upwash at the rotor disk due to the ship panel system into 



the blade-element analysis, the ground effect is coupled 
into the simulation code. Through changing the collective 
pitch and cyclic pitch, the helicopter is retrimmed at the 
same location with the consideration of the ground effect. 
Using the coupled ship ground effect CFD mopel and the 
generic flight simulation package, the helicopter is trimmed 
at different locations and different heights above the deck. 
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Figure 6. Effect of Number of Revolutions 

Figure 7 shows the nondimensional upwash at 0.8R blade 
station for the rotor positioned at various heights above the 
center of the deck. It can be seen that the upwash is 
symmetric about the flight direction. The variation of the 
nondimensional upwash at the rotor at 0.8R blade station is 
shown in Fig. 8 for different heights of rotor from the ship 
deck for the helicopter above the lower left comer of the 
deck. It is seen from Fig. 8 that with an increase in rotor 
height above the deck, the ship ground effect diminishes. 
Also, the ship ground effect results in an increase in 
upwash on the advancing side of the rotor indicating, as 
one would expect, a "partial" ship ground effect. 
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4.2 Effect of Advance Ratio 

To study the advance ratio effect on the inflow 
distribution over the rotor disk when flying near the ship 
deck with the ship in motion, the helicopter is trimmed at 
1.2 R above the ship deck at various speeds ranging from 
1 Okt to 80kt. Figure 9 compares upwash due to the ship 
deck between the cases of helicopter flying at 15kt and 45kt 
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cases. As expected, Fig. 9 shows that the upwash decreases 
as the helicopter speed is increased. 

4. 3 Harmonic Analysis of the Inflow 

Harmonic analysis is carried out for the upwash at 
various locations and advance ratios. It is found that up to 
second harmonic terms are needed to match the upwash 
from CFD results, i.e.: 

.1w = -d/..0 - SA., !..sin \jl- .1'A.c !..cos \jl 
R R (9) 

- .1'A.2, !..sin(2\jl)- .1A2c !..cos(2\jl) 
R R 

where 
.1'A.0 is the upwash contribution to the uniform inflow 

11A, is the lateral inflow changes due to the ground effect 

.1Ac is the longitudinal inflow variation because of the 
ground presence 
.1'A. 2, is the 2nd lateral inflow change 

.1A2c is the 2nd longitudinal inflow change 
Thus, the inflow in ship ground effect can be modeled as, 

(A)ige = (A)oge -.1w (10) 

Figure 10 shows how the rotor height above the ship deck 
influences the uniform inflow at the rotor at two different 
locations. It is seen that the uniform inflow gets smaller 
when the rotor height above the ship deck increases, which 
is as expected. Figure 11 shows how the uniform inflow 
changes as the advance ratio varies. A nonzero value of 
advance ratio represents the case of the helicopter hovering 
with respect to the ship deck while the ship is in motion. 
The advance ratio effect on longitudinal inflow component 
is shown in Fig. 12. It is clear from Figs. II and 12 that the 
ship ground effect with advance ratio is not the same on 
average and the harmonic components. While the average 
component of inflow decreases with an increase of advance 
ratio, the longitudinal component of inflow first increases 
and then decreases as the advance ratio is increased. 
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5. Real Time Ship Ground Effect Model 

As most of the current day flight simulation programs 
include a dynamic inflow representation for rotor inflow in 
order to account for the time-varying and distributed nature 
of inflow over the rotor disk, it is felt that a real time ship 
ground effect model can be obtained by appropriately 
modifying the parameters in the dynamic inflow model. 
The dynamic inflow model can be written as [91: 

[M) {t}+[Lr 1 {~}={C}aero (II) 
where 

X.= (Ao,As,Ac)T 

C = (CT,-Cl,-C2l 
1\ 

[M],[L] are the apparent mass matrix and the inflow 
gain matrix and their explicit expressions for out-of-ground 
effect case can be found in Ref. 9. CT is thrust coefficient. 
Cl, C2 are instantaneous aerodynamic rolling and pitching 
moment coefficients expressed in the tip path plane. 
Obviously, they are time dependent for unsteady flight. The 



subscript "aero" denotes that only the aerodynamic 
contribution is considered and the inertial part is not 
included. The "• "denotes time derivative. 

Due to the proximity of the rotor disk to the ship deck, 
the rotorcraft/ship interactions induce upwash at the rotor 
disk, thereby changing the total inflow and the inflow 
distribution over the rotor disk. Hence, the dynamic inflow 
model for the case of in-ground-effect model can be written 
as: 

A 

where : [M]ige• [L]ige are the apparent mass and the 
inflow gain matrices for the case of in-ground-effect. 
Suppose 

[g' 0 

~)H .. X = o { }ige 0 
g2 

0 g3 

(13) 

and r, 0 

~J{cL c = 0 { }ige 0 
h2 

0 

(14) 

Thus, for trimmed flight with rotor treated as a disk, and 
noticing that the forcing functions ( CT, C I, C2 ) are 
approximately the same for out-of-ground effect case and 
in-ground effect case. From Eqs. (12)-(14) with 

h; ==I, i == 1,2,3 and ~:;:: 0, we get 

0 

~] {L}oge 
g3 

(15) 

Using results from CFD analysis for the ship ground effect 
cases of helicopter hovering over the ship deck at different 
positions and for different speeds, general expressions for 
g;, i =I, 2, 3 are obtained using curve fitting techniques. 
The resulting expression are obtained as 

( ) 
b;(x,y) + c;(x,y) + d;(x,y) 

a; x, y + 2 3 
h h h 1'-123 

2 ' - ' ' ko; + kl;ll + k2;1l 
(16) 

where a;, b;.c;.d; are all cubic spline fitted functions of x 
and y. Thus, from equation (16), the correction factors 
g1, g2 , g3 that account for ground effect, are all functions 
of rotor position (x,y ,z) with respect to ship deck and 
advance ratio. For comparison, the widely used 
Cheesemann & Bennett model [ I 0 l is of the form 
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g,=I.--
1

-2 ( Ill ),i=1,2,3 (17) 
16h I+ (-)2 

"-oge 
Also, for comparison purpose, the variation of g

1 
(for the 

uniform component) is shown in Fig. I3 as computed 
using the Cheesemann & Bennett model and the new 
model, for cases of helicopter hovering at three different 
locations above the ship deck. From Fig. 13, it is clear that 
ship ground effect is different for different positions around 
the ship deck as predicted by the new model. 
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Figure 13. Comparison of Different Models 

6. Conclusions 

A ground effect model for rotorcraft/ship dynamic 
interface that is suitable for real time simulation purposes is 
developed in this paper. The gain matrix in the dynamic 
inflow model is identified as a function of the location of 
the rotor with respect to the ship deck, the height of the 
rotor above the deck and advance ratio. Also, the new 
model takes into account partial ground effect. However, 
the ship ground effect model developed in this study is only 
applicable for trimmed flight above the deck. Further work 
is needed to capture the unsteady effects due to heaving, 
rolling and/or pitching of the ship deck. Also, validation of 
the model using experimental data is needed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This report describes the modifications made in the helicopter simulation code 

GENHEL, in order to investigate helicopter/ship interactions. The theoretical formulation 

for the GENHEL code is given in Refs. 1 and 2 and will not be discussed here. 

The effect of the ship proximity to the helicopter is modeled by using a standard 

panel method, based on the classical solution by Hess and Smith 7. The ship is modeled 

by source panels which allow a good geometric representation. The effect of the ship on 

the rotor is given by the induced velocities on the rotor disk due to the ship panels. For 

the computation of the strengths of the sources, it is necessary to take into account both 

the ship velocity and the velocity field on the ship due to the rotor wake. This velocity 

field is computed using a rigid helical wake model. The strength of the rotor wake 

vortices depends on the circulation around the rotor blade, which, in turn, depends on the 

ship effects. Therefore, an iterative process would be needed. However, for the simulation 

problem, it may be assumed that changes in circulation around the blade and the flow 

about the ship are not too rapid and consequently the iterative process may be 

intrinsically performed during the simulation process. 

For the computation of wake vorticity, two approaches have been employed: The 

first approach was to assume a prescribed vorticity distribution along the rotor disk. This 

allows all vorticity strengths on the disk and in the wake to be related to the thrust 

coefficient Details on this approach were given in Ref. 4. The second approach was to 

compute the local vorticity at the rotor disk from the section lift. This approach requires 

numerical differentiation of the resulting vorticity distribution in order to obtain the wake 

vorticity strengths. Details on this latter_approach are given in the Appendix. 

In order to model the ground effect due to the sea smface, the method of images is 

used. An image rotor wake and an image ship panel system are placed below the sea 

surface and the influence of these images are taken into account in the computation of the 

downwash induced by the rotor and in the computation of the coefficient matrix for the 

ship panel methcxl 
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The remaining of this report is organized as follows: First, brief instructions on 

compiling and running GENHEL are given; Next the modifications and additions to 

GENHEL are described, including the frrst-order dynamic inflow model and the 

helicopter/ship interaction code using both the prescribed wake vorticity and computed 

wake vorticity models. Finally, an attempt to extend the rotor wake code to a free wake 

model is described. 
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2. COMPD..ING AND RUNNING GENHEL 

The source code for the original version of GENHEL is divided into five 

FORTRAN files: bhawk. f, bhawka. f, bhawkb. f, bhawkc. f and bhawkd. f. 

The subroutine ROTOR is included in the file bhawkd. f and contains the blade-element 

model. In addition, several * .DAT files and a "Makefile" file are needed. The 

compilation is achieved by issuing the command Makefile twice to compile and link. 

This results in an executable file called bhawk. The execution is then perfmmed by 

simply running bha wk. All the input files have their names pre-defined. The main input 

file is BHAWK . DAT. The input parameters in BHAWK . DAT are described in Ref. 1. Ref. 2 

contains test cases that may be useful for validation of changes made to the original code. 
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3. FIRST-ORDER DYNAMIC INFLOW 

The first order dynamic inflow model from Ref. 3 was implemented in GENHEL, 
u described in Ref. 4. These modifications were made mainly in the subroutines ROTOR 

and RADIAL, and a new subroutine called DYNINF was added. These changes were made 
in bhawkd. f, resulting in a new file called bhawkd2. f. Minor changes were made to 

the file bha w k c • f, for output of variables of interest, but this file was not renamed. A 
new Makefile2 file was used to compile and link this dynamic inflow version. Note 

that these files also include the turbulence modifications made by Riaz (Refs. 5,6). 
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4. HELICOPTERISIDP INTERACTION: 
PRESCRffiED VORTICITY VERSION 

The first version of the helicopter/ship interaction model was developed using a 

rigid helical wake model with prescribed vorticity disnibution in the wake, as described 

in Ref. 4. The ship model was the panel method of Ref. 7. The rotor wake and ship 

models were included in the file b hawk e . f. Changes were made in the flle 

bhawkd2. f, resulting in a new file bhawkd3. f. Minor changes were also made in 

bhawk. f and bhawkb. f, resulting in bhawk2. f and bhawkb2. f, respectively. 1bis 

version should be compiled and linked by issuing the command Makefile3 twice, 

which generates the executable file bhawk2. The changes are significantly commented 

(one can search for them by searching for the string MELLO). 

4.1. Subroutines 

The subroutines and function subprograms included in bhawke. fare as follows: 

RSHIP Main module for computation of the interaction between the rotor and the 

ship; calls other needed routines. 

GET SHC Reads ship coordinates and computes unit vectors. 

EUL3 Constructs a matrix of coordinate transformations after 3 Euler rotations a 
about y, P about z• and 'Y about x". 

MATMUL, Subroutines for matrix multiplication. 
MTMUL, 
MTMUL2 

CONV Contains the convergence procedure for the integration which gives the 

velocity induced by the rotor wake at a given point 

AINTT Function to be integrated along the wake coordinate to give total induced 

velocity due to wake tip vortex filaments. 
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GAMATV Functional variation of trailing vorticity as a function of the sine and cosine of 
blade azimuth when the filament left the blade. 

AINTB Function to be integrated along the radius to give total induced velocity due to 

blade bound vortices on a given point. 

GAMABV Functional variation of bound vorticity as a function of the radius and sine and 

cosine of blade azimuth. 

AINTNW Function to be integrated along the near wake to give total induced velocity 
due to blade shed and trailing vortices on a given point; for a given wake age. 

it uses a radial integration of AINWR. 

AINWR Function to be integrated along the radius to give total induced velocity due to 
a blade shed vortex filament and due to the sum of trailing vortex elements at 

that near wake location on a given point. 

GSHEDV Functional variation of shed vorticity as a function of the radius and sine and 

cosine of blade azimuth. 

GTRAV Functional variation of trailing vorticity as a function of the radius and sine 

and cosine of blade azimuth. 

GAULEG Computes abscissas and weights for Gauss-Legendre quadrature (from Ref. 
8). 

QGAUS, Integrate a function using Gauss-Legendre quadrature (from Ref. 8). 
QGAUSR 

PANEL Contains the panel method procedure; calls subroutines for the several 

coordinate transformations and induced velocity computations. It computes 

the influence coefficients for induced velocities due to a ship panel on other 

ship panels and due to a ship panel on the rotor blade elements. 
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PANVEL Computes the velocities induced by a ship panel, in the panel axes, on a point 
given in the same panel axes. 

TRAFP Performs coordinate transformations from ship axes to panel axes. 

TRAPF Perfonns coordinate transformations from panel axes to ship axes. 

'l'RAFPM Performs coordinate transformations from ship axes to mirror panel axes. 

TRAPFM Perfonns coordinate transformations from mirror panel axes to ship axes. 

LUDCMP Performs an LU decomposition of the ship influence coefficient matrix (from 
Ref. 8). 

LUBKSB Perfonns a back-substitution for solution of the system of equations, given the 

LU decomposition of the matrix of coefficients. 

4.2. Input Parameters 

The input parameters for the rotor/ship interaction computation are included in the 

file BHAWK .OAT and in a new file called rship. dat. The format of this latter file is as 

follows: 

0.95 
Rtv 

0.5 
Fnw 

0.0 1.0 1.0 0.02 
xnOfr Fnctr Kt Eps 

36 10 3 10 
Nqn Nqr Nmin Nmax 

The above parameters have the following meaning: 

Rt v Radial location of the tip vortex 

Fnw Length of near wake, in number of revolutions 

XnOfr Wake age for starting of integration 

Fnctr Wake age for wake contraction, in number of revolutions 

Kt Factor used in vorticity distribution (see Ref. 4) 

Eps Tolerance for convergence in wake integration 

Nqn Number of points along the wake for Gauss quadrature 
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Nqr Number of points along the radius for Gauss quadrature 

Nmin Minimum number of revolutions for wake integration 

Nmax Maximum number of revolutions for wake integration 

The additions to BHAWK • DAT are as follows: The following flags 1ft added to 

$RUNFLAG: 

IGNDEF Ground effect flag (0 for no ground effect) 

I SHIP Ship flag (0 for no ship) 

IRRW Rotor induced velocity flag: H set to 1, rotor wake is used to compute inflow on 

rotor disk; if set to 0, dynamic inflow is used. Recommended setting is 0. 

ISHMV Ship mean velocities flag: If set to 1, the ship airwake mean velocities are 

obtained from polynomial fitting of test data; if set to 0, the panel method is 

used. Recommended setting is 1. 

and the following inputs are included in $RUNIC: 

ALSHIP Ship attitude (deg) 

PHSHIP Ship bank angle (deg) 

VSHKT Ship velocity (knots) 

XSHIPO, Initial ship location in inertial reference frame. 
YSHIPO, 
ZSHIPO 

VWIND Wind velocity (knots) 

P S IWND Wind direction (de g) 

NSS Number of blade elements (was fixed in the code in the original version). 
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S. HELICOPTER/SHIP INTERACTION: 
COMPUTED VORTICITY VERSION 

Another version of the helicopter/ship interaction model was developed using the 

same rigid helical wake model as above, but with the vorticity distribution in the wake 

computed from the section lift coefficients. Details on this model are given in the 

Appendix. 

The changes in the rotor wake model resulted in a new file bhawke2. f, which 

replaced bhawke. f. Changes were also made in bhawkd3. f, resulting in a new file 

bhawkd4. f, primarily to compute the section lift and pass it to the rotor wake code. 

This version should be compiled and linked by issuing the command Makefile4 twice, 

which generates the executable file bhawk3. 

For all versions of the helicopter/ship interaction code discussed so far, the rotor 

wake was simply truncated at a small height above the ship deck. It was observed that 

this procedure resulted in unrealistic ground effect modeling at very low heights. 

Consequently, a new version was developed in which the wake was not truncated, but 

assumed to be "flat", i.e., in a plane parallel to the ground, just above it, for wake ages 

above the wake age for which the vortex wake filaments were at a specified minimum 

distance from the deck (see Fig. 1). These changes were implemented in a new file 

bhawke3. f, which replaced bhawke2. f.This version should be compiled and linked 

by issuing the command Makefile6 twice, which generates the executable flle 

bhawk 6. This is to be considered the current production version. 
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Flat wake near ground 
Clearance 

1777~7777/777777777777777777777777777777~ 

Fig. 1: Modified Wake Geometry 

5.1. Subroutines 

The subroutines and function subprograms in bhawke2. f and bhawke3. fare 

essentially the same as in bhawke. f and are listed below: 

RSHil? Main module for computation of the interaction between the rotor and the 
ship; calls other needed routines. 

GETSHC Reads ship coordinates and computes unit vectors. 

EUL3 Constructs a matrix of coordinate transformations after 3 Euler rotations a 

about y, ~ about z' and "(about x". 

MATMUL, Subroutines for matrix multiplication. 
MTMUL, 
MTMUL2 

GAMABV Functional variation of bound vorticity as a function of the radius and sine and 

cosine of blade azimuth. 

GSHEDV Functional variation of shed vorticity as a function of the radius and sine and 

cosine of blade azimuth. 

GTRAV Functional variation of trailing vorticity as a function of the radius and sine 

and cosine of blade azimuth. 
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GAMATV Functional variation of trailing vorticity as a function of the sine and cosine of 

blade azimuth when the filament left the blade. 

BVINT Subroutine for integration of bound vortices' contribution using trapezoidal 

rule. 

AINTB Function to be integrated along the radius to give total induced velocity due to 
blade bound vortices on a given point 

NWINT Subroutine for integration along near wake. 

AINTNW Function to be integrated along the near wake to give total induced velocity 

due to blade shed and trailing vortices on a given point; for a given wake age. 

it uses a radial integration of AINWR. 

AINWR Function to be integrated along the radius to give total induced velocity due to 

a blade shed vortex filament and due to the sum of trailing vortex elements at 

that near wake location on a given point. 

FWINT Subroutine for integration along far wake. 

AINTT Function to be integrated along the wake coordinate to give total induced 
velocity due to wake tip vortex filaments. 

CONV Integration routines not used in these versions 
GAULEG, 
QGAUS, 
QGAUSR 

PANEL Contains the panel method procedure; calls subroutines for the several 

coordinate ttansfomtations and induced velocity computations. It computes 

the influence coefficients for induced velocities due to a ship panel on other 

ship panels and due to a ship panel on the rotor blade elements. 

P ANVEL Computes the velocities induced by a ship panel, in the panel axes, on a point 

given in the same panel axes. 
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TRAFP Performs coordinate transformations from ship axes to panel axes. 

TRAPF Performs coordinate transformations from panel axes to ship axes. 

TRAFPM Performs coordinate transformations from ship axes to mirror panel axes. 

TRAPFM Performs coordinate transformations from minor panel axes to ship axes. 

LUDCMP Performs an LU decomposition of the ship influence coefficient matrix (from 
Ref. 8). 

LUBKSB Performs a back-substitution for solution of the system of equations, given the 

LU decomposition of the matrix of coefficients. 

5.2. Input Parameters 

As in the prescribed vorticity version, the input parameters for the rotor/ship 

interaction computation are included in the file BHAWK. DAT and in a new file called 

rship. dat. The format of this latter file is as follows: 

0.95 
Rtv 

0.5 
Fnw 

0.0 1.0 1.0 
XnOfr Fnctr Kt 

0.02 
Eps 

36 10 3 10 0.1 
Nqn Nqr Nmin Nmax Gndclf 

The above parameters have the following meaning: 

Rt v Radial location of the tip vortex 

Fnw Length ofnearwake, in numberofrevolutions 

Xn 0 f r Wake age for starting of inteiradon 

Fnctr Wake age for wake contraction, in number of revolutions 

Kt Factor used in vorticity distribution (not used in this version) 

Eps Tolerance for convergence in wake integration (not used in this version) 

Nqn Number of points along the wake for Gauss quadrature (not used in this 

version) 

Nqr Number of points along the radius for Gauss quadrature (not used in this 

version) 
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Nmin Minimum number of revolutions for wake integration 

Nmax Maximum number of revolutions for wake integration 

Gndclf Wake clearance above deck (minimum distance between wake fJ.laments and 

deck), non-dimensionalized by the rotor radius. 

Note that the format of the input file is the same as in the previous version, with 

· 1bc addition of Gndclf. The unused input parameters were maintained for compatibility 

with the previous version. 

The additions to BHAWK • DAT are as in the previous version: The following flags 

are added to $RUNFLAG: 

IGNDEF Ground effect flag (0 for no ground effect) 

I SHIP Ship flag (0 for no ship) 

IRRW Rotor induced velocity flag: If set to 1, rotor wake is used to compute inflow on 

rotor disk; if set to 0, dynamic inflow is used. Recommended setting is 0. 

ISHMV Ship mean velocities flag: If set to 1, the ship airwake mean velocities are 

obtained from polynomial fitting of test data; if set to 0, the panel method is 

used. Recommended setting is 1. 

and the following inputs are included in $RUNIC: 

ALSHIP Ship attitude (deg) 

PHSHIP Ship bank angle (deg) 

VSHKT Ship velocity (knots) 

XSHIPO, Initial ship location in inertial reference frame. 
YSHIPO, 
ZSHIPO 

VWIND Wind velocity (knots) 

P 5 IWND Wind direction (de g) 

NSS Number of blade elements (was fixed in the code in the original version). 
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5.3. Parametric Investigation 

A limited parametric investigation was performed to determine the effect of 

number of revolutions and wake clearance above the ground on the ground effect 

modeling. Representative results are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. In these figures the power 

,. required is non-dimensionalizcd by the hover out-of-ground effect (OGE) power required 

·-and plotted as a function of the reduced advance ratio, J.L/(Cr/2)112 • These non-

dimensionaiizations allow a more meaningful comparison with the experimental data in 

Ref. 10, which were obtained for the Boeing-Vertol YUH-61, a helicopter of the same 

class as the UH-60. 

Frotp the parametric investigation, it may be concluded that the clearance above 

the ground is a minor factor, at least in the range investigated. The number of revolutions 

is a major factor at low speeds, and a minor factor at high speeds, because as the speed is 

increased, the wake is washed away from the deck. 
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Fig. 2: Parametric Investigation: Effect of Number of Wake Revolutions. 
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Fig. 3: Parametric Investigation: Effect of Clearance above Ground. 
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6. HELICOPTER/SHIP INTERACTION: FREE WAKE MODEL 

In order to increase the code fidelity at very low speeds, an exteDJion of the 

~nt code to a free wake model has been attempted. The changes in the rotor wake 

- model resulted in a new file bhawke4. f. Preliminary runs showed that the wake was 

unstable, even though relaxation techniques were used. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, where 

side views of a wake filament from one blade is shown at four iteration levels. This 

unstable behavior has been observed during the development of other free wake codes. 

From these preliminary computations, it became apparent that the further development of 

a free wake code would require a substantial effort by itself, in a deviation from the main 

objective at hand, which is the helicopter/ship interaction study. Therefore, it is 

recommended that the emphasis be shifted towards the adaptation of the existing free 

wake module in CAMRAD for application to the helicopter/ship interaction study. 
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Fig. 4: Free Wake Instability 
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APPENDIX 

SHIP GROUND EFFECT MODELING USING 
PRESCRIBED WAKE GEOMETRY WITH 

COMPUTED WAKE VORTICITY DISTRIBUTION 

The effect of the ship proximity to the helicopter is modeled by using a standard 

panel method, based on the classical solution by Hess and Smith 7. The ship is modeled 

by source panels which allow a good geometric representation. The effect of the ship on 

the rotor is given by the induced velocities on the rotor disk due to the ship panels. For 

the computation of the strengths of the sources, it is necessary to take into account both 

the ship velocity and the velocity field on the ship due to the rotor wake. This velocity 

field is computed using a rigid helical wake model. The strength of the rotor wake 

vortices depends on the circulation around the rotor blade, which, in tum, depends on the 

ship effects. Therefore, an iterative process would be needed. However, for the simulation 

problem, it may be assumed that changes in circulation around the blade and the flow 

about the ship are not too rapid and consequently the iterative process may be 

intrinsically performed during the simulation process. 

In order to model the ground effect due to the sea surface, the method of images is 

used. An image rotor wake and an image ship panel system are placed below the sea 

surface and the influence of these images are taken into account in the computation of the 

down wash induced by the rotor and in the computation of the coefficient matrix for the 

ship panel method. 

A.l. Ship Formulation 

The ship surface is approximately represented by plane source panels with 

constant distributed strength. The strengths of the sources are determined by enforcing 

the non-penetration condition at the centroid of each panel. In this implementation, both 

the normal component of the ship's motion and the normal component of the downwash 

induced by the rotor are taken into account. The details of the ship source panel method 
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are given in Ref. 7 and therefore will not be repeated here. This formulation results in a 
linear system of equations to be solved for the ship panel source strengths o: 

[A] ( o} = [B] (A.l) 

where [A] is the matrix of influence coefficients, ( o} is the vector of unknown source 

- strengths and [B] is the right-hand side which includes the normal component of the 

velocities on the ship smface due to the free-stream and due to the rotor and its wake. The 

system of equations (A.l) is solved by a standard linear equations solver. The resulting 

source panel strengths are then used to compute the velocities induced by the ship source 

panel system on the rotor disk. 

A.2. Rotor Wake Formulation 

In order to compute the induced velocity due to the rotor and its wake on the ship, 

as well the rotor disk inflow distribution in ground effect, a rigid wake model is used. 

This model is a modified version of the model described in Ref. 4 and allows the 

computation of the instantaneous induced velocities both on the rotor disk and on the ship 

smface. In Ref. 4 a prescribed vorticity distribution was assumed. In the current version, 

the vorticity distribution is computed from the blade section lift, as described in more 

detail in Section A.2.1. It should also be noted that in the present work the rotor wake 

model is used only for computation of the induced velocities on the ship surface. 

Numerical experimentation has shown that using the current model for computation of 

induced velocities on the rotor disk is computationally time-consuming while presenting 

no clear advantage over a dynamic inflow model. 

The following assumptions are made: 

1) Blade flapping angles are small and their higher hannonics are negligible; 

2) The rotor blade is modeled by a lifting line of bound vorticity; this bound 

vorticity is related to the blade section lift by Kutta-Joukowski's theorem; 

3) The wake has a prescribed geometry, which is basically a classical skewed 

helical wake, with a limited wake contraction model; 
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4) The wake is divided into a "near" wake, composed of trailing and shed vortices 

and a "far" wake composed of trailing tip vortices only. The strengths of the trailing and 

shed vortices are given by the radial and azimuth-wise variations of the bound vorticity, 

respectively, while the strength of the far wake tip vonex is assumed u equal to the 

·maximum bound vorticity at the azimuth location where the vonex filament leaves the 

- blade; 

5) The rotor wake is convected downstream with a velocity which is equal to the 

vector sum of the free stream velocity and the averaged (momentum theory value) 

induced velocity over the disk. 

A.2.1. Vorticity Distribution 

The blade bound vorticity distribution is obtained through an iterative process 

from the blade section lift. Let the blade section bound vorticity be rbij = rb(rit'f'j). From 

Kutta-Joukowski theorem: 

(A.2) 

or: 

(A.3) 

A.22. velocity Induced by Blade Bound vortices 

From the computed bound vorticity distribution, the velocity induced by the blade 

bound vortices can be obtained by application of the Biot-Savart law: 

(A.4) 
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where dSb is the elementary vector in the direction of the vonex filament and .6-RPb is the 

position vector of the point in question with respect to the bound vortex element. 

Denoting by Rb the position vector of a blade bound vonex element as expressed in the 

tip-path-plane (TPP) reference frame: 

i4 = r {[-cos V h- sin V }r] cos fio + sin Po kT} (A.5) 

Then the elementary vector dSb can be obtained from: 

(A.6) 

with 

(A.7) 

Given a point with coordinates (xp, yP, zp) in the tip-path-plane reference frame, 

the vector .6-RPb is then: 

(A.8) 

The discretization of Eqs (A.5-A.8) is straightforward. Eq. (A.4) then reduces to a 

summation over the blade: 

(A.9) 

A.2.3. Near Wake 

As mentioned above, the near wake is assumed to be composed of trailing and 

shed vortices, with strength given by the radial and azimuth-wise variations of the bound 
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vorticity, respectively, at the azimuth location where the vortex filament leaves the blade. 
Let us first consider an element of a trailing vortex filament of .length ri llv, which left the 

blade at the radial location rit and is located at a wake age Vt. 1b.is element has left the 

blade when it was at an azimuth location vrvt. 'l'j being the current azimuth location of 

the blade. Therefore, the vorticity of the element is given by rt {rj,'lfrvt} l'j Av, where 
r 'iJ,t = rl Crio'Vrvt> is the trailing vortex vorticity, equal to the radial variation of rb: 

(A.lO) 

The velocity induced by the entire filament at a point is given by integration of 

elementary induced velocities obtained from the Biot-Savart law: 

(A.ll) 

where dSt is the elementary vector in the direction of the vortex filament and ARpt is the 

position vector of the point in question with respect to the vortex element Note that the 

integration is performed only along the "near" wake. Note also that Eq.(A.ll) gives only 

the velocity induced by a single trailing vortex ftlament. To obtain the total induced 

velocity due to all trailing vortex filaments, one has to integrate Eq.(A.ll) along the 

blade, i.e.: 

(A.12) 

-Denoting by R, the position vector of the trailing vortex element as expressed in 

the tip-path-plane (TPP) reference frame and using the assumption that the wake is 

convected downstream with a velocity which is equal to the vector sum of the free stream 
velocity and the averaged induced velocity over the disk, we have: 

- {[ .. .. , ..... } v· -vHr Rs = r - COS ('lf·V} iT- sin ('lf·V) .iTJ COS J3o + sin J3o kT + Jo V 
n 

(A.13) 
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where ~is the coning angle, n is the rotor rotational speed, VHr is the helicopter velocity .. .. ,., 
vector in the TPP reference frame, ir. h and kT are the unit vectors corresponding to the 

TPP axes, and vio is the averaged induced inflow vector, given by: 

(A.l4) 

where ~ is the induced inflow ratio. The elementary vector in the direction of the 

filament, dStt can be obtained as: 

(A.15) 

with 

- -
_aRs_ = r [- sin (v-v) h +cos <v-v) h] cos ~ +v _:io,._-_v-"Hr""-
~ n 

(A.16) 

Given a point with coordinates (xp, yp, Zp) in the tip-path-plane reference frame, -the vector dRPt is then: 

(A.17) 

The discretization ofEqs (A.l3-A.l7) is straightforward. Eq. (A.12) then reduces 

to a double summation over the radial and wake coordinates along the near wake: 

(A.18) 

Now, let us consider an element of a shed vortex filament oflength dri. which left 

the blade at the radial location J'i, and is located at a wake age vt.. This element bas left 

the blade when it was at an azimuth location vrvt.. 'l'j being the cmrent azimuth location 
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of the blade. Therefore, the vorticity of the element is given by r s {G,lfljVk} &}, where rs 

<ri.lflrvk) is the shed vortex vorticity, equal to the azimuthal variation ofrb: 

(A.19) 

The velocity induced by the entire shed vortex system at a point is given by radial 

integration of elementary induced velocities obtained from the Biot-Savan law, and 

subsequent integration along the wake to account for all the shed vortices: 

(A.20) 

Note that the integration is performed only along the "near" wake. The position -vector of the shed vortex element, Rs, is given again by Eq. (A.13), therefore the vector - -ARp5 is equal to ARp1 and is accordingly given by Eq. (A.17). The elementary vector in 

the direction of the shed vortex filament, di,, can be obtained as: 

(A.21) 

with 

-
()R, =[-cos (lfi-V} i,.- sin(lfi-V)}r] cos J3o +sin J3o kT 
dr . (A.22) 

The discretization of Eq (A.22) is straightforward. Eq. (A.20) then reduces to a 

double summation over the radial and wake coordinates along the near wake: 

(A.23) 
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A.2.4. Far Wake 

As mentioned above, the far wake is assumed to be composed of trailing tip 

vortices only, with strength assumed as equal to the maximum bound vorticity at the 

azimuth location where the vortex filament leaves the blade. Considering an element of 
l wake filament of length rev !J.v (where rtv corresponds to the radial location where the tip 

vortex bas rolled up) and at a wake age vt. this element bas left the blade when it was at 

an azimuth location vrvt, 'l'j being the current azimuth location of the blade. Therefore, 
the vorticity of the element is given by rTjk rtv !J.v = rT (VrVk) rtv llv, where rT (Vrvk) 

is the trailing tip vonex vorticity, equal to the radial maximum ofrb: 

(A.24) 

The velocity induced by the wake at a point is given by integration of elementary 

induced velocities obtained from the Biot-Savart law: 

(A.25) 

where dir is the elementary vector in the direction of the vortex filament and llRPT is the 

position vector of the point in question with respect to the vortex element Denoting by 

Rr the position vector of the tip vortex element as expressed in the tip-path-plane (TPP) 

reference frame and using the assumption that the wake is convected downstream with a 

velocity which is equal to the vector sum of the free stream velocity and the averaged 

induced velocity over the disk, we have: 

- ([ .. · .. , ...... } v· -vHr 
Rr = rtv -cos (v-v) iT- sin (v-v)in cos ~ + sin ~ kr + 10 v 

n 
(A.26) 

The elementary vector in the direction of the tip vonex filament, dir. can be 

obtained as: 
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(A.27) 

with 

(A.28) 

Given a point with coordinates (xp, yP, zp) in the tip-path-plane reference frame, -the vector &R.yr is then: 

(A.29) 

The discretization of Eqs (A.26-A.29) is straightforward. Eq. (A.25) then reduces 

to a summation over the wake coordinate along the far wake: 

(A.30) 

A.2.5. Vortex Core Mo<iel 

A Rankine vortex core mcxlel9 with radius of one tenth of the blade chord is used. 

This model is illustrated in Fig. A.l, and is applied by scaling the induced velocity due to 

the elementary vortex filament by the. square of the ratio between the distance to the 

filament and the core radius, whenever the point where the induced velocity is being 

calculated lies within the vortex core. 
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Fig. A.l: Rankine Vortex Core Model 
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